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ABSTRACT
THE RESPONSE OF ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR GAS
TO A DISK-DISK COLLISION
SEPTEMBER 2004
DAISUKE lONO
B.S., UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Min S. Yun
The physical and morphological properties of the atomic and molecular gas in
early stage interacting systems are investigated in detail using two complementary
approaches; (1) by studying the response of gas particles and its observational con-
sequences using the results from a numerical simulation of an equal mass disk-disk
collision, and (2) by mapping the distribution and kinematics of atomic (H I) and
molecular (CO (1-0)) gas in 10 systems that show clear optical evidence of recent
interaction. Stars in the simulation respond to the tidal interaction by forming both
transient arms and long lived m = 2 bars, but the gas responds differently and flows
directly toward the central regions within 10^ years after the initial collision, where
it forms a dense gas concentration that resembles a nuclear ring. It is further demon-
strated that non-circular gas kinematics can product^ distinct emission features in
vii
the "forbidden velocity quadrants" of the position-velocity diagram (P\'D). These
theoretical predictions are tested on an observational sample of 10 comparable-mass
early stage interacting systems traced m H I and CO (10) emission. The H I and
H2 masses range from (1.0 - 34.0) x lO^A/,, and (0.7 - 44.7) x lOH'I^ in H I and
H, (from CO (1-0)) respectively. The position velocity diagrams (PVDs) and the
rotation curves are presented, some of which show observational signature of inflow
and/or anomalous kinematical structure possibly related to a nuclear ring. It is found
that the average molecular fraction is higher m interacting systems, and that the
erage Compactness (A') is much smaller, implying an extended and abundant natur
of molecular gas in the perturbed disks.
New high resolution CO (3-2) interferometric map of the IR-bright interacting
galaxy system VV 114 observed with the Submillimeter Array (SMA) reveal a sub-
stantial amount (4 x IO^Mq) of warm and dense gas m the IR-bright but optically
obscured galaxy, VV 114E, and the overlap region connecting the two nuclei. Exten-
sive CO (2-1) emission is also detected, revealing detailed distribution and kinematics
that are consistent with the earlier CO (10) results.
av-
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Until the 1970's, most astronomers bc>lioved that galaxu>s now r(>f(«rr(.l to as the
{.nulamontal buikling blocks of the nniverse were nnevolvmg, statu:, isolated entities,
and therefore they called them the "island universes." Thc« chnvlopnuMit of sensitive
detectors and fast micro computers in the past few decades has revolntioniz(Hl our
understanding of the large scale structure and the evolution of the universe, and it
is now widely believed that galaxies are highly evolving systems that change th(«ir
appearance from a spiral to an elliptical in a timescale nmcli shorter than Hubbl(>
tim(>.' In particular, it has been found that the environment plays a key rol(> in
how galaxies evolve. Increasing obs(>rvational and theoretical (>vidence suggests that
single or multii)l(> collisions of dwarf, satellite, and/or comparable mass galaxies can
profoundly chaiig(> tlu^r internal structure^ and visual appearance, and this interaction
is believed to be an important part of the evolutionary process in most galaxies in the
nearby as well as the early universe. Both stars and the int(>rstellar medium (ISM) are
violently (listurb(>d in such an event, resulting in an enhanced rate of star formation
activity comparcni to galaxi(>s in apparent isolation.
This thesis explores the mori)hological and kiiunnatical evolution of th(> inter-
stellar m(>(lium by combining the predictions olitaiiKnl from a hypothetical collision
of two spiral disk systems with an obs(>rvational sample of c()niparabl(> mass syst (>ins
undergoing strong interactions. First, in what follows, som(> historical work on this de-
veloping topic will be l)ri(>fly r(>viewed both from observational and tlu^on^tical points
'The a{i,(' of the iiiiiv(>isc, wliich is now l)cli('\'(' to he in 10 - 15 (ivis.
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of v,ew. Th.s review ,s followed by a descr.ption of the observational and nunu-rH.al
techn.ques used in exam,n„>g the evolufon. distribution and the kinematics of the
ISM. Excellent reviews m this subject can be found in Schweizer (1986), Barnes &
Hernquist (1992), Sanders & Mirabel (1996) and Struck (1999).
1.1 Interacting Galaxies
1.1.1 Observational Evidence
Most galaxies are expected to undergo several interactions and mergers during
their lifetimes, the degree of which varies from a small satellite-galaxy interaction or
a minor merger^, to a more catastrophic event such as a merger of two comparable
mass galaxies (major merger). The mean separation of galaxies of roughly 10 to 100
times their diameter is small enough to promote frequent and strong tidal encounters,
leading to the hypothesis that these events contribute significantly to the formation
of stars in the universe and to the evolution of galaxies. Hubble (1936) was one of the
first to notice the existence of the rather large number (but still small compared to
normal Hubble sequence galaxies'^) of galaxies whose morphologies are quite unusual
compared to the majority of the observed systems, and classified them as "irregular"
or "highly peculiar." Despite their spectacular and often puzzling morphologies, these
systems did not receive considerable attention because of their rarity and the lack of
deep photographic surveys available. In 1966, Arp (1966) compiled a catalog of 338
peculiar galaxies from the newly completed Palomar allsky survey that subsequently
launched a campaign of similar studies observationally (Vorontsov-Velyaminov, 19.59,
1977; Arp k Madore, 1987). However, many astronomers were doul)tful that these
^The mas.s ratio between the primary and the companion is ^ 10% (Hernquist k Mihos, 199.^
^Hubble classified galaxies according to the difference in visual morpliology that includes ellip-
ticals (E0-E7), spirals (Sa-Sc) and barred spirals (SBa-SBc), where the elliptical galaxies are called
early type and (barred) si)irals (S(B)b and S(B)c) are nxllvd late type. This classification scheme is
now known as the Hubble "tuning fork" diagram.
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peculiar systems were results of galaxy interaction and mergers, until the pioneer-
ing computer models by Toomre & Toomre (1972) convincingly proved that tidal
interaction can profoundly alter the distribution and dynamics of stars in a relativelv
short amount of time. Shortly thereafter, Larson & Tinsley (1978) demonstrated that
galaxies in the Arp catalog show evidence of higher level of star formation activity
than the control sample obtained from the Hubble atlas, inferring tidal origin to the
triggering of the starburst phenomenon. This hypothesis was confirmed in the 80's
when the IRAS satellite discovered a population of galaxies with high luminosity
in the infrared band (Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies: ULIRGs), many of which
showed highly disturbed morphology indicative of recent or past tidal interaction.
These discoveries led to a multitude of high resolution observational studies in the
90's using the space borne observatories targeting specific interacting and merging
systems to a systematic survey that sums up to hundreds of interacting systems. A
new population of star-bursting systems at high redshift has emerged with the ad-
vent of sensitive sub-mm detectors (i.e. SCUBA^ sources), and these were believed
to be intimately linked to collisions and interactions which are probably much more
numerous in the early universe.
1.1.2 Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments have become common m recent years as low cost, fast pro-
cessors are readily available to the scientific community. In principle, a simulation
of galaxy interaction only requires the use of classical mechanics (if simulating the
stellar evolution) thus galaxy interaction simulations received considerable attention
in the 1970's when the first digital micro-processors became available. However, the
first analogue n-body simulation to mod(>l galaxy interaction dates back to 1941.
Hho Sul)niilliiiiet(>r Coimnon User Boloiiicter Array (SCUBA) is a sub-mni boluinotcr mounted
on tli(> .lames Clerk Maxwell Telescojx' (.ICMT)
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Holmberg (1941) performed an ingenious experiment by arranging 74 light bulbs in 2
disks (37 each) and computing the particle orbits by approximating the gravitational
force by measuring the intensity of the light received at each light bulb. Even in this
crude interaction model, Holmberg (1941) demonstrated that the degree of tidal dis-
turbance depends on the details of the orbital geometry (i.e. prograde orbit produces
long tidal tails) and that tidal interaction can significantly alter the morphology and
kinematics of both systems involved.
Over 30 years after Holmberg's seminal work, Toomre k Toomre (1972) convinc-
ingly demonstrated the importance of tidal interactions to the evolution of galaxies
through the use of numerical simulations with the restricted three body approxima-
tion. They predicted that 2 comparable mass galaxies will rapidly merge to form
a Hubble type similar to a single elliptical galaxy by transferring their angular mo-
mentum outward to the forming tidal tails at the expense of their orbital angular
momentum. Another and perhaps the most important - prediction they made was
the link between galaxy interaction and enhanced star formation activity and the fu-
eling of the AGN, or the fairly sudden supply of fresh fad m the form of interstellar
matenar (Toomre & Toomre, 1972) to the nuclear regions. These predictions were
successfully demonstrated in the 1980's and through the mid 1990's through numer-
ous numerical experiments that include hydrodynamics (Barnes & Hernquist, 1992,
for a review). Most of the attention in the numerical simulation community in the
mid 1990's to present has shifted to simulating the evolution of large scale structure
and galaxies in the universe (e.g. Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist, 1996). At present,
however, the particle resolution in th(>se simulations are too low to conduct detailed
investigation of the gas dynamics and evolution at galaxy scales, and high resolution
cosmological simulations may shed light on the process behind the formation and
evolution of galaxies in the future.
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1.1.3 The Toomre Sequence
Optical morphology alone offers tremendous ms.ght to the evolution of interacting
systems, as was first demonstrated by Toomre (1977). He compiled a set of 11 appar-
ently interacting or merging nearby systems from the available photographic images
(i.o. Vorontsov-Velyaminov, 1959; Arp, 1966) and roughly ordered them according to
thc> completeness of the interaction purely based on optical morphology [the so c^alled
"Toomre Sequence") (see Figure 1.1). Toomre was only able to c-liart the evolution
this way bc>cause of the deep physical insight gained during his earlier investigation of
nniiH^rical simulations of interacting galaxies (Toomre & Toomre, 1972). Therefore,
Toomre's (.xperiiiH.it is an early example of successfully applying numeric^al experi-
ments to observational data. The Toomre Sequence has since been investigated in a
rmmber of ways, including: IR ((^g. Joseph k Wright, 1985), H 1 (e.g. Hibbard & Van
Gorkom, 1996), CO (Vun & Hibbard, 2001), HST/WFPC2 (Laine et al., 2003, and
reUnvnvcH therein) and numerical simulations (e.g. Barnes, 1988; Mihos, Bothiin k
Richstoiie, 1993). Recently, Laine et al. (2003) investigated th(> nuclear regions of the
complete sample of the Toonn c S(>quence using both tli(> broad-band and narrow-band
filters on HST/WFPC2. The high resolution continuum images offer a closer look at
th(> d(^tail(Hl stellar morphology (e.g. bars and star clusters) and the ubiciuitous dust
lanes that often dominate the tidal arms and the nucl(>ar regions. The narrow-band
imaging of ionized gas (Hrv) allows (h^tailed investigation of tli(> distribution of the
ongoing star forming regions in the nucleus. One of the main aims of their work was
to characterize a trend as a function of the Toomre Se(iii(>iice by (luantifying both the
broad-band and H(\ emission proi)erties in the nuclear regions. Their results were
incoiic]usiv(> in that no obvious trcMid was se(>n along the Toomn^ Sequence, suggest-
ing that the star formation proixuties in tli(> nucleus alone is not a good tract.- for
studying the (^volution of interacting galaxies.
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1.1.4 Outstanding Questions
The conventional picture of tlie intense starbursts seen in ULIRGs is attributed to
interactions of two comparable mass spiral galaxies (Mihos k Hernciuist, 1996; Barnes
k Hernquist, 1996). The rapid radial inflow and the subsequent nuclear starburst
appears to be a universal phenomenon seen in all galaxy-collision sinnilations, but
the true observational confirmation of the inflow sc(>nario requires high resolution
molecular gas observations of a large sample of int(>racting/colliding systems at a
variety of m(>rger ag(>s and has not been done so far (hie to technical (lifficulti(\s and
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the many hours of telescope time required. Characterizing the observed belu
of gas in the early stages of interactions offers valuable insights to the study of the
underlying dynamical processes that occur m an environment that is violently evolving
in time. This characterization also allows a detailed comparison of observed properties
to the properties of the simulated gas seen in the numerical simulations, which will
determine whether the input physics properly reproduces the observed properties.
This analysis may further address some of the outstanding issues pertaining to the
numerical n-body/SPH simulations not only at galaxy scales but also from a much
broader perspective that includes cosmological modelings.
The occurrence of galaxy interactions and mergers is not unique to the local uni-
verse. In fact, it appears that the merger rate increases rapidly in a power-law as a
function of redshift (Abraham, 1999; Le Fevre et al., 2000; Conselice et al., 2003). The
exact characterization of the evolution of the merger rate contains many uncertainties
clue to the varying degree of the quality of the images, which progressively deterio-
rates in more distant sources. Moreover, there are uncertainties in the commonly
adopted algorithms to classify galaxy mergers based on their optical mori)hologies.
Understanding the behavior of stars and gas in galaxy interactions/mergers and a
developing of a more robust merger classification scheme are two of the important
observational steps toward solving the problems pertaining to the formation and the
evolution of galaxies in the early universe.
1.2 Spectral Line Emission
The ISM of galaxies is primarily composed of the cold and dense molecular gas
(H2) and the diffuse atomic hydrogen (HI). The important spectral liii(> emission to
probe the abundance of these material in the ISM is generally unobscured by the
dust, which often blocks our view in wavelengths shorter than the siz(> of dust grains
(~ //111). The recombination line of atomic hydrogen (i.e. Ha; 656nni) can be used
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to probe the warm ga. ,o„.zed by the strong UV rad.ation emanating from massive
young stars, but obscuration by dust can be sign.ficant at these short wavelengths.
The following two subsections summarize the philosophical
.deas behind the wav we
attempt to understand the ISM of galax.es. Some theoretical details of these ideas
can be found in Appendix B, C, D and E.
1.2.1 Atomic Hydrogen Emission
The hyperfine emission of atomic hydrogen (H I) at Ao = 21 cm (or = 1.42 GHz)
occurs when the spin angular momentum of the electron becomes anti-aligned with
that of the proton. The process of absorption or emission of the 21 cm line is forbid-
den, therefore the Einstein coefficients are very small {A,o = 2.87 x 10-^^s~') giving
a long spontaneous decay time 10^ years). However, at the density of the ISM of 1
cm-^ collisional excitation and deexcitation determines the relative abundance yield-
ing a much shorter decay time (~ 400 years). One of the attractive properties of the
H I emission is that it is generally considered to be optically thin; the column density
and hence the mass is proportional to the observed emission intensity (Appendix C).
The mass of the atomic hydrogen in our own galaxy using this assumption, is about
6 X 10^ M0.
Spectroscopic observation provides information regarding the line of sight radial
velocities of gas clouds. Since atomic hydrogen in galaxies is abundant, the projected
rotation curves of galaxies can be obtained in this manner. The rotation curve is
used to infer the collective (i.e. gas, stars and dark matter) mass distribution as a
function of radius, and to demonstrate the presence of the massive dark halo that is
presumed to be the dominant mass component in the outer disk. Mapping the disk
rotation in interacting systems becomes increasingly non-trivial mainly because the
outer disk is now dominated by the tidally disturbed H I emission. However, the outer
disk material is most susceptible to tidal ejection (Toomre k Toomre, 1972) and the
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dy„am.cal tone of the outer disk .s much longer compared to the inner disk and to the
merger timescale (Barnes & Hernquist. 1992). Therefore, the spatial and kinematical
characterisfcs of H I tarls provde the best diagnostics to d.sentangle the nature of
the interaction history (Yun, Scov.Ue & Knop, 1994; H.bbard & Van Gorkom, 1996).
1.2.2 Molecular Gas Emission
The most abundant molecule in the universe, molecular hydrogen (H^), is a sym-
metric homo-nuclear molecule with no permanent electric dipole moment, hence it
does not have a permitted transition. The next most abundant molecule, carbon
monoxide (^^CO; simply CO hereafter), has been used extensively as an indirect
tracer of H2 despite its low relative abundance {Nco/^h, - 10"-^). Collisions be-
tween CO and H2 excites the CO to higher rotational states (i.e. to J 1,2,3...),
which subsequently returns to the lower energy level by radiating the excess energy
away. Because CO has a low dipole moment, it is easily excited to higher J levels at
low critical densities'^ (i.e. n„,, = 3000 cm-^ for CO (1-0)^) and excitation tempera-
ture (T,, = hi^/k = 5.5 K for CO (1-0)). It is found that the abundance ratio to its
isotope (i^CO) is much lower than what is found locally in the solar neighborhood,
giving evidence that the CO (1-0) emission in molecular clouds is optically thick
(r > 10) (Binney k Merrifield, 1998). In optically thick lines, radiation trapping^
reduces the critical density by 1/r, thus the actual critical density of the CO (10)
line is closer to Uh, ~ 300 (Scoville k Sanders, 1987). The derivation of column den-
sity and mass of an optically thick line requires the knowledge of both the excitation
^The critical density is the density that balances the spontaneous emission rate with the collisional
excitation rate. Collisions dominate the excitation above n,r,t, whereas photons dominate below.
*^The transition from J = 1 to .7 = 0 of CO
^Radiation trapping occurs when the emission from a molecule is absorbed by another molecule
within the same cloud. In the optically thin line, there is essentially no effect (i.e. everything
escapes). In the optically thick lines, the correction term is approximat(>d by (1 - e^^)/r ~ 1/r
when r is large.
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temperature and opacty. Both of these quantit.e. are difficult to obtaiu u.sing the
CO (1-0) Hue alone; an alternative technique based on vir.al equ.libr.um that en>-
Ploys an emp.r.cal relat.on is used more commonly to der.ve the molecular gas mass
in galaxies (Appendix E).
Molecular gas m the Galaxy is found in gravitationally bound clumps or clouds,
or so called Molecular Clouds (MCs) or Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs). A typical
size of a GMC is 40 pc with mass of order lO'^ to 10^ M,, and temperature in the
range 10 K. A larger collection of GMCs are called GMC complexes and associations.
Stars are known to form at the warm and dense cores of the GMCs. Although this
exact process is one of the main topics of research in astronomy today, it is believed
that gravitational compression, dissipation of magnetic field support, turbulence and
hydrodynamical shocks all contribute to some extent to the formation of stars visible
throughout the Galaxy.
Because the CO (10) transition emits at the wavelength of 2.6 mm, it is possible to
achieve higher angular resolution than H I with much less effort; i.e. the same single
dish radio telescope will give about 80 times better resolution in CO (1-0). Past
investigations of CO (1-0) in interacting/merging systems have been very successful,
including CO (10) single dish and interferometric mapping of individual galaxies to
a large survey of single dish measurements (see for example Young & Scoville, 1991;
Sanders k Mirabel, 1996; Downes k Solomon, 1998; Struck. 1999). Many of these
studies find that the central gas contents of late stage mergers are higher, and are
probably fueling the nuclear and circumnuclear starburst activity induced through
the interaction.
1.3 Radio Astronomy and Interferometry
The very first astronomical observation using a radio telescope goes back to Karl
Jansky's discovery of the Galactic center in the 1930's. Two decades later, Ewen
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and Purcell discovered the 21 cm hydrogen Hue from the Galaxy using a horn an-
tenna mounted on one of the wnrdows at Harvard College. Up to the present, three
Nobel prizes were awarded to astronomers mvolved m radio astronon.y. In 1974,
Ryle and Hewish were awarded the Nobel prize for discovermg pulsars usnrg the
Mullard Radioastronomy Observatory in Cambridge. Penzias and Wilson at the Bell
Labs serendipitously discovered the cosmic microwave background (Penzias & Wil-
son, 1965), which was confirmed at about the same time by Dicke et al. (1965) as the
first observational evidence of the big bang. Penzias and Wilson were later awarded
the Nobel prize for their work in 1978. More recently in 1993, Hulse and Taylor won
the Nobel prize for their work at Arecibo Jor the d^scovery of a neru type of pulsar,
a. discovery that has opened up new possibtlMes for the study of gravitation. " Their
discovery confirmed Einstein's theoretical predictions presented earlier in the century.
In addition to this widely publicized observational work, a number of discoveries were
made using radio, millimeter and sub-mm single dish and interferometric telescopes
all around the world. These discoveries have led to a number of publications in scien-
tific journals; a quick search in ADS« found that Very Large Array (VLA) has yielded
by far the most (by number) publications to date (Table 1.1).
The pursuit for high resolution is one of the basic goals of astronomers. The
most straightforward way to achieve this goal in radio frequencies is to build larger
and larger, telescopes since angular resolution is determined by \/D (where D is the
diameter of the dish) and radio observations are difl[raction limited. This requires
tremendously large dishes that are almost impossible to build due to technical in-
feasibility. The largest single dish telescope in the world is the D = 300 meter Arecibo
observatory, but its unique structure, in which the dish is mounted on the face of the
earth, only allows observations toward the vicinity of the local zenith. Two telescopes
^the Astronomical Data System. http://adswww. harvard.odn
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Table 1.1. Number of Refereed Journal Abstracts from Different Observator.es
Telescope Number of Abstracts
NRO
HST
3142
Arecibo
-^^q
NRAO
IRAM
Green Bank 235
JCMT
BIMA 142
ATCA 125
Dwingeloo 92
CSO 83
Haystack jq
FCRAO 67
OVRO 53
43
8414
with D = 100 meters, Green bank telescope (GBT) and Efflesberg, are more flexible in
tracking sources, but pointing the telescope precisely on source could be a significant
challenge to the large and massive single dish telescopes. These problems have been
solved by the development of mterferometric techniques. Since its commissioning,
the VLA is arguably the world's most powerful interferometer with 27x 25 meter
dishes arranged in a "Y" shape. There are also a number of interferometers from
centimeter, meter to sub-mm wave including ATCA, BIMA, DRAG, GMRT. IRAM
MRT, NMA, OVRO, Ryle, SMA, and Westerbork.
Describing the principle mechanism of an interferometer requires the extensive use
of mathematical relation such as the Fourier Transform, and it is clearly beyond the
scope of this introduction and the reader is referred to excellent text books (Rohlfs
k Wilson, 1999; Taylor, Carilli & Perley, 1999; Thompson, Moran k Swenson, 2001).
In essence, an interferometer measures the coherence in the electric field that has a
path diflference related to the length of the baseline. It is essentially a big single dish
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telescope wth numerous holes ,n Because a celestial source travels across the sky
(or the earth rotates), a long integration will somewhat fill up the holes. Therefore
the longest projected baseline determines the diameter of the 'big single dish" and
consequently the angular resolution of the resulting image. The advantage of the
interferometer is in its ability to produce high angular resolut.on images, and the
feasibility of a long integration. The disadvantage ,s in its loss of sensitivity due to
the holes (especially in the center), the need for a model to recover the map (i.e. a
deconvolution routine), and the need for maintenance that scales with the number of
antennas.
1.4 Numerical Method
A number of n-body methods exist in the literature, and many more variants of
them. Some of the widely used techniques are, for example, the Particle-Particl
Method (O ~ N') (e.g. Aar.seth, 1985), the Mesh Method and its variants (O ~
MlogM where M is the number of meshes) (Peebles et al., 1989), the Self Consis-
tent Field (SCF) method (e.g. Hernquist k Ostriker, 1992) (O ~ TV), and the Tree
method (O ~ NlogN) (e.g. Barnes & Hut, 1986). Each has its advantages and disad-
vantages, and the user should carefully choose the appropriate method that is most
relevant to his studies. Recent sinmlations of interacting systems have made exten-
sive use of the parallelized^ Tree method. Its highly adaptive nature of the algorithm
allows efficient force computation even for a phase-space distribution that is violently
changing in time, and more recent simulations have incorporated SPH (smoothed
particle hydrodynamics) to model the response of the gas (Hernciuist t Katz, 1989).
The SPH algorithm computes the physical properties of the gas by approximating
e
tecliiii(}ue to increase the computational efficiency by linking multiple high performance com-
l)uters. This allows small pieces of simulation volume to be carried out on different processors and
memory space, effectively decreasing the computation time reciuirement.
1.3
gas as discrete particles. The key parameter in SPH is the smoothing length (h)
which describes the spatial extent over which the properties of the gas particles are
smoothed. The smoothing length is assigned for each particle according to the num-
ber of neighboring particles (i.e. local density) that changes significantly depending
on the location of the particle. In addition, it requires the use of an artificial form
of viscosity to properly capture shocks (see Monaghan, 1992, for technical details).
Cosmologists have taken advantage of the development of this technique and the si-
multaneous advance in computer technology to simulate the universe with reasonable
particle resolution. These simulations have already offered a number of explanations
to the unsolved mysteries m the universe, and more results and more micro-physics
with more computing power in the future will certainly address many issues that are
currently not well understood.
1.5 Scientific Goals and Thesis Structure
The key scientific goal of this thesis involves understanding the properties of
atomic and molecular gas in early stage interacting systems. Because the observations
only provide a 2 dimensional projection of the gas column density distribution with
a line of sight velocity from spectroscopy, numerical simulation is used extensively to
help better understand the observational data. The following is a list of the main
questions addressed in this thesis.
• What is the evolution of stars and the detailed response of gas in a
simulated interacting system? (Chapter 2)
This question is addressed in Chapter 2 where the results from a numerical
simulation of a disk-disk collision by Mihos k Hernquist (1996) are analyzed in
detail. The analysis mainly focuses on a collision between two equal mass bulge
dominated galaxies, but a different scenario that involves two bulgeless galaxies
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is also investigated. The latter
. probably more relevant
.n understanding the
evolution of high redshift galaxies.
.
How does collision-induced radial gas inflow affect the distribution
and the kinematics of gas in the disk, and how does it impact the
observational interpretation? (Chapter 2)
The inner regions of the simulated disks are analyzed m a variety of ways in-
cluding gas density evolution, velocity discontinuities, and inflow rates. Us-
ing structural parameters both introduced previously in optical morphological
studies and developed specifically for our own scientific purposes, the structural
evolution of the gas inflow is traced. The Position Velocity Diagram (PVD) is
an important tool used widely in radio astronomy to study gas kinematics and
rotation in galaxies, and the same analysis is performed on the disk during the
simulated collision to test how well the radial gas inflow can be inferred.
• What is the distribution and kinematics of the observed molecular
and atomic gas in interacting systems, and how do they compare with
galaxies in isolation? How do the physical properties differ between
the interacting and isolated systems? (Chapter 3 and Chapter 5)
Chapter 3 presents the H I and CO (1-0) images of 10 early stage interact-
ing systems obtained at the Very Large Array (VLA) and Owens Valley Radio
Observatory (OVRO) respectively. The distribution, kinematics, PVD, and ro-
tation curves are presented for each source, and the same structural parameters
studied in Chapter 2 are derived using CO (1-0) of each source. Chapter 5
explores, in a statistical sense, the global properties derived in the disks of 10
interacting systems in Chapter 2 with the same properties derived in a control
sample of 20 apparently isolated galaxies. Tidally induced star formation activ-
ity is a popular sc(>iiario to exi:>laiii the burst of star formation in the universe.
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and this .s reviewed in conjunction with two interacting case studies that show
elevated level of star formation rates.
.
Is the distribution and kinematics of gas different in a late stage
merger? (Chapter 4)
In order to study the nature of the high density gas in a late stage merger,
we investigate CO (3^2) and CO (2^1) emission in the gas rich merging system
VV 114. The investigation of VV 114 in Chapter 4 is solely dedicated to present
a case study in which much of the dense gas appears to be spread out throughout
the two merging galaxies.
•
Is it possible to define the merger chronology from the observable
parameters? (Chapter 5)
A new merger chronology sequence is proposed using 5 independent parameters
derived from the analysis in Chapter 3. This way of quantitatively assigning
the merger chronology is different from what is done by Toomre (1977) where
the optical morphology was the only tool available.
• What's next? (Chapter 6)
Chapter 6 begins with a summary of the results, and the questions addressed
here are answered. It is then followed by further implication and plans for bett
understanding the interacting galaxy phenomenon and the evolution of gal
er
axies
in the universe.
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CHAPTER 2
RADIAL GAS FLOWS IN COLLIDING GALAXIES-CONNECTING SIMULATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Abstract
We investigate the detailed response of gas to the formation of transient and long-
lived dynamical structures induced by a disk-disk collision, and identify observational
signatures of radial gas inflow through a detailed examination of the collision simu-
lation of an equal mass bulge dominated galaxy by Mihos & Hernquist (1996). Stars
respond to the tidal interaction by forming both transient arms and long lived m = 2
bars, but the gas response is more transient, flowing directly toward the central re-
gions within about 10« years after the initial collision. The rate of inflow declines
when more than half of the total gas supply reaches the inner few kpc, where the gas
forms a dense nuclear ring inside the stellar bar. The average gas inflow rate to the
central 1.8 kpc is ~ 7My yr-^ with a peak rate of 17Mq yr-^ Gas with high volume
density is found in the inner parts of the post-collision disks at size scales close to the
spatial resolution of the simulations, and this may be a direct result of shock traced
by the discontinuity in the gas velocity field. The evolution of gas in a bulgeless pro-
genitor galaxy is also discussed, and a possible link to the "chain galaxy" population
observed at high redshifts is inferred. The evolution of the structural parameters
such as asymmetry and concentration of both stars and gas are studied in detail.
Further, a new structure parameter (the compactness parameter A') that traces the
evolution of the size scale of the gas relative to the stellar disk is introduced, and this
may be an ideal tool to tletermine the merger chronology of colliding systems. Non-
circular gas kinematics driven by the perturbation of the noii-axisymnietric structure
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can produce distinct emission features in the "forbidden velocity quadrants" of the
position-velocity diagram (PVD). The dynamical mass calculated using the rotation
curve derived from fitting the emission envelope of the PVD can determine the true
mass to within 20% to 40%. The evolution of the molecular fraction (A/h,/A/h,,hi)
is a potential tracer to quantitatively assign the age of the interaction, but the appli-
cation to real systems may require additional observational diagnostics to properly
assess the exact chronology of the merger evolution.
2.2 Introduction
Collision induced radial inflow of gas is one of the primary mechanisms that forces
a significant amount of gas into the central kpc. Such inward streaming in gas-rich
progenitor galaxies can trigger the onset of intense nuclear bursts of star formation,
resulting in systems large in infrared luminosity (i.e. ULIRGs; Sanders & Mirabel,
1996; Genzel k Cesarsky, 2000), or supply the fuel for central AGN activity (Kenni-
cutt k Keel, 1984), or possibly both. Recent high resolution imaging by space-borne
observatories found that the majority of the ULIRGs display highly disturbed optical
and infrared morphology that signify recent or ongoing strong tidal activity (Farrah
et al., 2001; Bushouse et al., 2002). While some of the ULIRGs are believed to be in
the intermediate stages of merger based on their projected nuclear separation, some
as large as 20 kpc, the majority are in a more advanced stage similar to the proto-
typical nearby ULIRG Arp 220, where the projected nuclear separation of ~ 0.3 kpc
is found from high resolution radio synthesis images (Sakamoto et al., 1999a). Such
merger events are not only important in understanding the underlying physics that
governs the galaxy dynamics in the local universe, but these events are also key to
understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies in the early universe, where
the mean distance between galaxies was much smaller than that of the present day
universe. Based on a number of observational similarities, these local ULIRGs are
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now <.„,„,„.,„|y ,„v„k,,l a. U,e dosost analogs of l,igh
.vdshilt s„h-„„„ s.,,,,.-,. (Blain
(>t al., 2002).
It is widely hc>liovecl that the perturbation of the stellar m = 2 mode (i.e. bars
and arms) is the key nieehan.sni m initiating the massive radial gas inflow. Disk
instability in isolated systc.ns (Kalnajs, 1971, 1972; Miller, 1978; Combes & Sanders,
1981; Sdlwood, 1981; Weinberg, 198r0 a„d forced perturbation m c^ollulmg systems
(Barnes & Hc.nciuist, 1996; Mihos & Hernc,uist, 1996, MH96 h(>reafter) aiv mostly
responsible for the growth of non-axisymmetric mod(>s. To rompl,Mn,-nt the theory,
statistical evidence suggests a higlxM- fraction (~ 50%) of banvd galaxies among
interacting systems than among isolatcxl si)irals (Elmegnnui et al., 1990). Theiv is
also evidence of enhanced fraction (,f barred galaxies at the central region of the
Coma cluster, where tidal influcmc,. from neighboring galaxi(«s is more effective than
it is near the outskirts of the clust(>r (Thompson, 1981). R(>sults from steady-state
hydrodynamical simulations in such barred potential emphasize the importaruv of t he
orbital r(«sonan(v (Inner/Outer Lindblad Resonance: ILR/OLR) in promoting both
central gas inflow ((>.g. Athanassoula, 1992b; Sellwood k Wilkinson, 1993; Byrd et al.,
1994) and radial outflow (Buta k Combes, 1996). Th(>s(> results furtli(«r argue that
the crossing of the orthogonal orbits (.r, k X2 orbits according to the nomenclature
of Contopoulos k Papayannopoulos (1980)) is the main mechanism that forces the
dissipat ion of energy.
Some of f h(« (>arly num(>rical studies of colliding systems demonstrate the impor-
tance of forced perturbation that can disturb the stellar disk with enough amplitude^
to initiate th(> radial inflow ((>.g. Noguchi, 1988). More recent studies have demon-
strated th(> de\-el()pni(>nt of th(> bai-like pot(>ntial and ivsulting inflow of more than
half of the gas into t he central few hundred i)ars(>cs of t he irierger r(>miiant (Barnes k
HeriKiuist, 1996, MH96). MH96 found that major merger events trigger violent cen-
tral streaming of gas followed by a series of starburst act ivity, t he intensity of which is
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enough to account for the infrared luminosity of the UILRGs. By isolating the torque
imposed on the infalling gas particles, they found that the primary mechanism re-
sponsible for the radial gas inflow is ,ravrtai.on^a torque induced primarilv from the
stars in the host galaxy. They allude to the importance of hydrodynamical processes
in driving gas inflow, but the diffic-ultly in assessing the degree of suc.h hydrodynamic
<-ontiibution prevented them from reaching a concrete assessment. In addition, they
found that detailed dynamical structure such as the presence/absence of the stellar
bulge can strongly influence the intensity and the triggering of the star formation ac-
tivity. For progenitor galaxies with central bulge support, mild star formation activity
continuously occurs from shortly after the initial contact, while the final merger of the
nuclei is characterized by a more vigorous and acute star formation activity. On the
other hand, a moderate degree of star formation activity occurs for over a longer time
period (~ 2 X 10« years) in the initial stages of the biilgeless galaxy encounter. Much
of the gas in the central region of the bulgeless galaxies is depleted and converted into
stars before the final merger. In both cases, a total of nearly 75% of \hv initial gas
IS converted to stars (modeled using the Schmidt law) throughout the entire merger
sequence. Finally, they investigated the eflFects of varying encounter geometry and
concluded that the dependence on the orl)ital parameters is relatively insignificant
in driving the inflow; gravitational force from the iioii-axisymm(>tric structure in the
host galaxy (i.e. bars and arms) is more important in initiating the inflow activity.
Because the main intent of the paper by MH96 was to investigate the development
of gas inflow and the degree of starbursts that follow, a detailed analysis of the mor-
phological and dynamical evolution of the stars and gas with each colliding disk was
not discussed. Furthermore, a self-consistent analysis of numerical models can off'er
valuabl(> insight to the observational interpretation of the distribution and kinematics
of the ISM in colliding disk systems. Therefore, to further understand and extend
the nuni(>rical analysis that was beyond the scope in the original analysis of MH96,
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and to develop a set of analysis tools to better understand the observational data a
thorough reanalysis of the numerical experiment of MH96 is conducted. Some of the
analysis mcludes for example: (1) the detailed response of the gas under a varving
stellar potential, (2) the characteristics of the inflow and its consequences, (3) the
sensitivity of the gas response to the underlying stellar structure, (4) the evolution of
observable parameters such as asymmetry and concentration, (5) the observational
interpretation of the inflow, and (6) the determination of the interaction chronology
of merging pairs of galaxies through the use of observable parameters. Because the
intent of this study is to characterize the development of axi-symmetric structure in
stars and the subsequent inflow activity in gas, the analysis will focus on the disk
evolution mostly up to the pre-coalescence phase. It will be shown that the resulting
inflow period lasts for ^ 10« years (compare with the merger time scale of ~ 5 x 10« to
10^ years), suggesting that 10-20% of randomly selected observed pairs of interacting
galaxies may show evidence of such radial inflow.
2.3 Numerical Model
The adopted TREESPH technique (Hernquist & Katz, 1989) is a hybrid between
an n-body evolution code developed by arranging the particles in an oct-tree struc-
ture (Barnes & Hut, 1986), and the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method
that allows a grid-free computation of the evolution of the gas and its properties
(Lucy, 1977; Gingold k Monaghan, 1977). The initial distributions of the progenitor
galaxies are completely identical, but the geometry of their orbits diff"er; disk 1 is
placed in a prograde geometry whereas disk 2 is highly inclined with respect to the
orbital plane. The galaxies are equal in mass, constructed with a stellar and gaseous
disk, a stellar bulge with a bulge-to-disk mass ratio of 1/3, and a dark halo (MH96).
Each SPH particle has two mass components: the total mass which is used to cal-
culate the gravitational evolution, and thv gas mass which is used to calculate the
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hydrodynamical forces and the associated properties of the gas (Mihos & Hernquist,
1994). The rate of conversion fron. gas to stars is determined by the smoothed h>cai
gas density, where the hybrid SPH particle is converted to a young star when the
gas mass fraction falls below 5% of the total (Mihos & Hernqnist, 1994). The ISM
IS modeled with an isothermal equation of state which fixes the gas temperature at
10^ K, despite the evidence that the real ISM harbors gas in multiple temperatures
(McKee & Ostriker, 1977). Such isothermal treatment is often justified In- the short
cooling time c-ompared to the time resolution adopted for the simulations. Evc.i in
simulations that explicitly calculate heating and cooling above and below 10' K, the
shock heated gas immediately radiates away their energy. As a result, most of the
temperature of the gas stays near the adopted value of 10^ K since the cooling curve
plummets below this temperature (Hernquist, 1989; Barnes k Hernquist, 1991; Mi-
hos k Hernquist, 1996; Barnes, 2001). If the simulation allows cooling below 10' K,
clumps of high density gas clouds could form, which may represent clusters of active
star formation in r(>al systems. The isothermal approximation can yield incorrect re-
sults if the goal is to study the detailed kinematics of the ISM at less then a kpc scal(>
(Barnes, 2001). However, since our aim is to characterize the large scale gas stream-
ing motion at scales comparable to, or larger than a kpc, the less computationally
expensive, isothermal simulation should serve our purj)ose.
MH96 studied 8 indei)end(>nt simulation results that are difi'erent in the disk struc-
ture and the orbital geometry of the encounter. The 4 different orbital geometries in-
clude; prograde-iiiclined, prograde-prograde, prograde-retrograde, and inclined-inclined.
For each encounter geometry, 2 different types of initial conditions were adopted for
the disk density structure, one of which has a bulge component dominating the cen-
tral potential (bulge dominated galaxy) and the other without the central sui)p()rt
(bulgeless galaxy), comprising a total of 8 different models. T\w most realistic case
in the local univ(>rse tli(> (nic()unt(>r of two bulge dominated galaxies on prograde-
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inclined orbit
-
. nm.niy examined throughout this study. Some quantitative analysis
of the experiments using bulgeless models are also discussed; such scenarios are more
lilcely to occur in the early universe where the progenitor galaxies n.ay have been
predominantly bulgeless.
Unless otherwise noted, all simulation units are scaled to those of the Milky Way
galaxy, which gives n-body unit in length of 3.5 kpc, mass of 5.6 x 10'°M,, velocity
of 262 km/s, and time of ~ 1.3 x 10^ years (MH96). The time step used in the
simulation is 1.0 x 10'^ years. The above normalization scales each of the equal mass
gas particles to 3 x lO'^^M,, mass comparable to a typical GMC in the Milky Way
galaxy. Since the main intent is to study the dynamical evolution of the disks after
the initial collision, the pericentric passage is defined as f = 0 and time advances
forward thereafter, while the epoch before the collision is rejjresented by negative
time. The above normalization and all references to physical scales should be treated
with caution b(x:ause the derived physical properties could vary according to the
initial conditions of the host galaxies. For instance, the characteristic size and the
extent of tli(> bar length is sensitive to the orbital properties and the bulgc-to-disk
ratio of the host galaxy (Combes & Elmegreen, 1993). Thus, in what follows, the
physical units are used only to offer a scrise of the size and time seniles in a seiisibl(>
and convenient manner.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Formation and Evolution of the Stellar Structures and the Associ-
ated Gas Response
The merger se(iu(>nce is pivs(>nt(>d in Figure 2.1 along with a side-by-side conii)ari-
son of stars and gas in eac-li disk viewed face-on. Each SPH i)art icle is smoothed with
its own smoothing lengths in order to display the gas in a continuous distribul ion, and
the ov(>rlai(l conlours repr(>s(>nt the logarithmic density distribution of stars. Similar
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but more detailed evolution of the gas m disk 1 is presented in Figure 2.2. Heiv, tho
distribution of gas is color coded according to the smoothed local volume <l.nsity,
where blue, green, yellow, and red each represent densities above n,., = 0.1, i, u)
and 100 cm-'* averaged over their smoothing lengths respectively. Also plotted in tlu^
upper left side of eac^h panel is the approximate orientation of the major-axis of tlu^
stellar bar. Only the evolution of disk 1 is presented here since the gas distribution of
disk 2 undergoes similar evolution to disk 1 despite different mass evolution svvn in
the outer disk du(> to the difference in the encounter geometry. The local gas dcnisity
governs the length of a typical smoothing length that ranges from 50 pc to 5 kpc; a
difference of two orders of magnitude^ betwe(>n the high density nuclear gas and thv
nnnv, diffuse gas populating the outskirts of the galaxy. Since the vertical disk scal(>
height {zo = 700 pc) is comparable to, or less than the SPH smoothing lengths, the
structure in the vertical dir(H-tion is often unresolved (Barnes, 2002). Tli(>refore, only
the snapshots of the inner disk are providcnl in order to study tlu^ detailed structure
of gas resolved with at l(>ast a few liuiKhvd parsec scale. Insp(>ction of the nungcn- se-
quence in Figur(> 2.1 k 2.2 revcvds striking differences in both the stellar and gas(H)us
mori)liology before and aft(>r the collision, and presents several distinct features; (1)
growth of the large scale st(>llar ,n = 2 f(>atures, (2) subsecitient gas r(>si)oiise and (3)
the formation of the nuclear gas ring. Some of th(> key features seen in each evolu-
tionary stage shown in Figure 2.1 k 2.2 are discussed in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.1 The projected view of the colhsion is shown [left), along with the face
on view of disk 1 (middle) and disk 2 {right). The contours in the face-on plots
represent the logarithmic stellar distribution, and the logarithmic gas distribution is
shown in gray scale. Each frame is 14 kpc in both axes. Time advances from top to
the bottom where each frame represents -1.9 x 10*^, 0, 1.2 x 10^ and 2.8 x 10^ years.
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2.4.1.1 Pre-Collision Disks {t = -1.9 x 10« years)
The stellar material generally maintains its initial distribution because the tidal
influence from the companion galaxy is negligible during the initial stages. On the
other hand, gas particles in both disks develop similar transient spiral structure as
seen in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. Such phenomenon - swing amplification of particle noise
-
is often observed m n-body simulations with limited particle resolution, where gas
is more susceptible than stars to such disk instability because of its dissipative nature
(Barnes k Hernquist, 1996).
2.4.1.2 The Massive Inflow Period (f = 0 to / ~ 1.0 x 10» years)
The evolution of gas mass shows significant increase in the rate of change of mass
during the first 1.0 x 10« years after the collision when the strong collisional per-
turbation at the pericentric passage (A,,,, ~ 9 kpc) gave rise to the excitation of
the stellar bar and the tidal arms {m = 2 modes). Tidal forces from the companion
galaxy are exclusively responsible for the perturbation of the non-axisymmetric fea-
tures (Toomre & Toomre, 1972). The growth of the stellar m = 2 modes forces rapid
accumulation of gas into stellar arms that subsequently forms highly shocked, dense
filaments, whose dissipational nature allows rapid radial streaming of large quantities
of the disk gas mass. The massive inflow continues for ^ 1.0 x 10" years until a
substantial amount of gas supply in the periphery of the disks has eith(>r funnoled
to the nuclear region or has been radially ejected into tidal tails. Unlike the stellar
arms which disperse within a few bar rotation periods, the induced stellar l)ar persists
ubiquitously until the final coalescence, with a rotation period roughly twice the time
it takes for the massive inflow to slow down (i.e. P^,,,. ^ 2.0 x 10*^ years).
Comparing the predicted inflow timescale (1.0 x 10^ years) with the total m(ug(n-
timescale (5.0 - 10.0 x 10" years) suggests that 10 - 20% of randomly solect(xl inter-
acting/merging syt(uns in the local universe have a possibility to exhibit observable
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Figure 2.2 The evolution of the gas density distribution color coded according to the
local volume density. The labels in each panel are in units of 10^ vears, and the length
of each vertical and horizontal axis is 14 kpc. Blue, green, yellow, and red represent
> 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 cm '\ respectively. The approximate orientation of the bar is''gas
shown in the upper left corner of each snapshot for comparison with the distribution
of the gas.
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signature of radial
.nflow. Th.s numbe. ,s based on the assumption that the selected
systems have undergone the pericentric passage at least once in the past, and that
the population of interacting/nrerging systems in the local universe is predominatelv
bulge dominated systems w.th an incHned orbit. The uncertamties in the simulat.on
and in the validity of these assumptions will probably modify the true fraction of
galaxies with an mflow signature to some degree. This hypothesis wU be tested in
Chapter 3 by observing atomic and molecular gas m 10 interacting systems in the
local universe.
The Fourier modal analysis provides a quantitative way to assess the strength and
duration of the excitation of the modes. In order to trace the modes form„,g mside
and outside the radial extent of the stellar bar, both stellar and gas particles are
divided into equally spaced azimuthal bins with radii restricted from /? = 0 - 3.5 kpc
and R = 0-1.8 kpc. The results for = 0
- 3.5 kpc are shown in Figure 2.3 for disk
1 {r^ght) and disk 2 (/e/f), displaying here up to the dipole component. Similarly,
the results for /? = 0 - 1.8 kpc are shown in Figure 2.4. In general, the evolution of
all modes is similar between disk 1 and disk 2, but subtle differences arise due to the
transient nature of the modes in gas (see below). The initial jump in the m = 2 mode
in stars is attributed to the immediate formation of the central bar whose ends are
attached to the arms such that they are out of phase by 180°. This is more evident
in
= 0 - 3.5 kpc (Figure 2.3) than in = 0 - 1.8 kpc (Figure 2.4) because the
latter is inside the edge of the stellar bar and the bulge dominates the dynamics in the
inner disk. At the same time, gas shows a stronger transient signal as it immediately
responds to the formation of the stellar m = 2 structure. The stronger m = 2 signal
arises in gas due to the highly concentrated nature of gas during radial inflow. While
the stellar bar dominates and maintains a strong ni = 2 signal in /? = 0-3.5 kpc after
the massive inflow period and until coalescence (t > 1.0 x 10^ years), the behavior of
gas during this i^eriod is highly transient and is dominated by the distribution of gas
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at the central kpc scale. Therefore, the evolution of the m = 2 and m = 1 mode. i„
gas are quite s,n>i,ar after 1.0 x 10» years regardless of the rad.us (i.e the evolution of
m
- 2 and m = 1 in gas m Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 are similar after t 1.0 x 10"
years).
Spikes m gas in the rn = 1 mode reach amplitudes slightly smaller than m the
m = 2 mode, but the transient nature of the m = 1 mode durmg (t = 0 ~ 1.0 x 10«
years) and after (t > 1.0 x 10« years) the massive inflow period is evident. The
stochastic nature of the occurrence of the m = 1 mode seen in simulations has an
in^portant observational consequence. Recent, detailed investigation of the nuclear
molecular gas in a few nearby galaxies with high spatial resolution has revealed a
distribution of molecular gas that is lopsided toward one side of the galaxy (Garcia-
Burillo et al., 2003; Combes et al., 2004). A natural explanation is to assume a
possible role of an m = 1 perturbation that forces direct central transportation of gas
which may eventually become the source of the fuel for the central AGN (Combes,
2003). However, since the simulation results imply that the m = 1 mode is highly
transient and could occur anytime throughout the entire merger time scale, persistent
central fueling through the m = 1 mode seems unphysical. This interpretation is not
limited to major interacting systems because the perturbation of a bar could occur
intrinsically or from a minor perturbation such as a satellite.
The evolution of the gas velocity field during the massive inflow period is presented
in Figure 2.5. The two-armed feature in the first panel {t = 0) clearly illustrates the
immediate response of the gas particles to the presence of similar stellar features.
The gas particles that are initially unaffected by the arm potential will be captured
by the highly shocked, dense filament within a rotation period (- 10' - 10^ years).
Most of the gas particles in the following snapshot {t = 3.1 x 10' years) are captured
and trapped in the arm potential, while some of the energetic particles or particles
passing a shallower potential are able to escape. Substantial energy loss is in(>vitable.
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and particles stream almost parallel to the arm upon passage. At t = 6.2 x 10^ years,
most of the outer region is void of gas particles except for the few energetic particles
that have escaped the first passage, or infalling particles from the periphery of the
disk. Finally, at t = 9.4 x 10' years, an insufficient gas supply in the outer disk
decreases the rate of the massive inflow, and much of the gas has settled into a ring
morphology at a kpc scale from the nucleus. Despite the large difference in the orbital
geometry, the gas dynamics in the inner disk appear to be insensitive to the details
of the orbital geometry as evident from the evolution of disk 2, which undergoes a
similar scenario.
2.4.1.3 Semi-Equilibrium Stage: the Formation of a Nuclear Ring (f ~
1.0 X 10^ to coalescence)
While the large scale distribution and kinematics is dominated by the diff"use gas
that continues to funnel toward the centers of the galaxies, the decreased rate of
inflow marks the end of the massive inflow period in the ring dominatcHl inn(>r disk.
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Tho nuclear gas ring is commonly observed in the central regions of barred galaxies
(Buta k Combes, 1996). Its origin is often attributed to the presence of a resonance
that introduces a set of orthogonal periodic orbits that governs the kinematics insid(>
the bar. The orthogonal orientation of the ring with respect to the bar resembles an
orbital structure similar to the orbits, which indicates the existence of th(« ILR
(Sellwood k Wilkinson, 1993). However, since detailed orbital analysis is beyond th(>
scope of the current study, only the morphological evidence suggests the existence of
such resonance. As the disks further evolve, gas partick^s in the ring continuously
dissii)ate energy allowing some of tlK> gas particles to stream furth(>r inward. Th(>
resulting morphology resembl(>s a gas bar near the hnal stages of th(> merg(>r i)(>f()r(>
the two nuclei coalesce.
2.4.2 Properties of the High Density Gas
Molecular gas and dust ar(> often us(h1 as trac(>rs of shocks. High n^solution molec-
ular gas observat ions of n(>arby galaxies often rev(>al a coexistence" of dust and molec-
ular gas which occurs most commonly at the hvuling edg(> of tlu^ bar (e.g. .Jogee et
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Figure 2.5 Evolution of the gas velocity vectors from initial contact to the end of
massive inflow of disk 1 (left) and disk 2 [right) at t = 0, t = 3.1 x 10^ ^ = 6.2 x 10^
and t = 9.4 X W years. The vector lengths represent the magnitude in simulation
units.
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Figure 2 6 Side by side comparison of the stellar {left) and the gas (right) distribution
at i
- 3.1 X 10 years. The length of the vertical and horizontal axes is 14 kpc and
the same color definitions are used as in Figure 2.2. The 3.5 kpc radius is shown for
reference. The labels A and B directly correspond to the same labels m Figure 2.14
al., 2002). In contrast, the limited particle resolution and dynamic range as well as
uncertainties in the artificial viscosity make it difficult to identify shock regions in
simulations. One way to identify shock regions is to search for steep density gradients,
however, the smoothing nature of SPH complicates the precise characterization of gas
properties when sudden changes in particle distribution occurs. An alternative is to
search for discontinuities in the velocity vectors, which are independent of the parti-
cle distribution as long as the dynamic range is sufficient near the candidate shock
regions. The arm region in Figure 2.5 (labeled A) shows velocity discontinuities and
suggests the presence of the shocked gas. During the initial stages of the inflow, these
shocked regions are evident both in the tidal arms and at the two opposite edges of
the forming nuclear ring where the elongated orbits tend to cross. The latter may
identify the spots similar to where the bimodal molecular emission is found in isolated
nearby barred galaxies (the molecular "twin peaks", Kenney et al., 1992).
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A side-by-side comparison between the stellar and the gas distribution of a snap-
shot shortly after the initial collision {t = 3.1 x 10^ years) is shown in Figure 2.6.
The stars form a prominent bar with a major axis of 3.5 kpc and a minor-axis of 1.2
kpc. Note that this value can only be used as a reference because the extent of the
bar can be different according to the density and velocity structure of the progenitor
galaxies. While the more diffuse gas (green; n,,^ > 1 cm'^) outlines the inflowing
gas and surrounds the nuclear region at a few kpc scale, streams of high density gas
(yellow; n,,, > 10 cm^^) are also found, often corresponding to discontinuities in the
velocity field. There is also evidence of very high density gas (red; n,^ > 100 cm-^)
at the central region of the galaxy during the latter periods of the inflow. The mean
densities of the observed galactic GMCs range from 10^ to 10'^ cm-^ however inspec-
tion suggest that most of the simulated gas particles have volume densities less than
102 cm-^ (also see Figure 2.2). The smoothing length is about 50 to 100 pc in the
denser nuclear regions, but the radius of a typical galactic GMC is 20 pc (Scoville k
Sanders, 1987). Since each SPH particle approximately represents one galactic GMC
in mass, this suggests that the volume filling factor of a typical GMC enclosed in
one SPH smoothing length is only a few percent. This correction allows a sensible
correction for separating the SPH gas into different gas tracers according to their
smoothed local density. The remainder of this chapter defines particles with n^^ = 1
cm~^ or above to represent the gas dominated by dense gas, while anything below is
considered to be in the diffuse component of the ISM. Thus, the denser regions (green)
may represent sites of GMCs, and the highest density regions (yellow and red) may
represent GMC complexes and associations. The latter are possible sites of current
star formation, the intensity of which depends on the degree of shear experienced by
the high density gas. On the other hand, the diffuse gas (blue) may identify the tidal
tails traced observationally by atomic hydrogen emission.
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2.4.3 The Inflow Rate
Figure 2.7 presents the differential evolution of the gas mass where the cumulative
mass enclosed within a concentric ring around the disk center is determined at each
available snapshot. Radial and azimuthal gas compression will slowly begin to convert
the higher density gas into stars causing the overall gas mass to decrease slowly before
the collision, while violent inflow and ejection into tidal tails rapidly changes the
overall distribution of gas after pericentric passage. The stronger response in the outer
disk IS more evident in the prograde disk (disk 1), while a relatively smaller amount
of mass is lost in the high inclination disk (disk 2). At the final stages of the massive
inflow {t ^ 1.0 X 10« years), the gas in disk 2 is 40% more abandunt than that in disk
1 inside a radius of 10.5 kpc (80% of gas is initially distributed within this radius).
The prograde geometry of disk 1 forces ejection of much of the gas (1.0 x lO^M©) out
to the tidal tails and the bridge medium. Shortly before the coallecense, about 30%
(2.7 X lO^M,,) of the gas returns to disk 1, but 60% (5.9 x lO^Mo) of the ejected mass
from disk 1 is captured by disk 2, 30% (2.0 x 10«Mq) of which is captured almost
immediately (< 10« years) after the collision. The remaining 10% hovers around the
bridge region until the final coalecense.
Since the presence of the spin-orbit resonance can affect the behavior of the loosely
bound particles, the mass evolution in the outer disk strongly depends on the orbital
geometry. However, the evolution of the inner disk is less affected by the resonance
and is dominated more by the density structure of the underlying stars. Overall, both
disks show a central inflow (/? < 1.8 kpc) with a total gas mass of a (1 - 2) x lO^M©
before the galaxies coalesce, and this behavior is independent of the orbital geometry.
Figure 2.8 presents the evolution of the inflow/ejection rate at the inner most (1.8 kpc)
and outer most (10.5 kpc) radii in Figure 2.7, shown here for both disks. The mass
inflow rate at R = 1.8 kpc shows similar evolution in both disks because the evolution
of the inner disk is less sensitive to the orbital geometry, while the outer disk is more
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""^^^^ ""^'^ "^^^^^^ concentric radial bins for disk l{left) and disk2{r2ght). Each line represent the cumulative total mass within the labeled radius/
susceptible to the resonance that affects the prograde disk (disk 1) more severely. At
R = 10.5 kpc, the average ejection rate is 9 and 3 M^/yr with a maximum value of
25 and 11 M^./yr just after the initial collision for disk 1 and disk 2 respectively. At
R = 1.8 ki)c, the average inflow rate is 7 and 8 My/yr for disk 1 and disk 2, with both
disks showing a maximum value of 17 My/yr. These inflow rates are comparable to
those derived from observations of isolated and interacting barred galaxies (0.1 - 10
Mo/yr; Jogee et al., 1999; Sakamoto et al., 1999b; Petitpas k Wilson, 2002), but
these observed values are uncertain because they are based upon an instantaneous
snapshot that incorporates various assumptions. Nonetheless, the large inflow rate
calculated here is more than enough to initiate and sustain a central starburst activity
of a typical star formation rate of few Me/y/r, but may not be high enough to account
for the star formation rates observed in ULIRGs (> 100 U^,/yr) (Sanders k Mirabel,
1996).
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Figure 2.8 The rate of change of gas mass {dM/dt) is calculated using the evolution
shown in Figure 2.7. Each line represent disk 1 (thick) and disk 2 (dotted) at 1.8 kpc,
disk 1 (dashed) and disk 2 (long dashed) at 10.5 kpc.
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2.4.4 The Bulgeless Case
MH96 demonstrated that a collision of bulgeless galaxies r,-sults in a strong stellar
bar that dominates more than half of the radial extent of the cntnv galaxy, and
produces a higher level of star formation rate soon after tlH> initial collision. While
galaxies with a central bulge dominate the population in the lu.irby univcse at
least up to
. ~ 1 (Lilly et al., 1998), an increasing number of bulgeless galaxies are
evident in the early universe (Wyse, Gilmore k Fraiix, 1997). Thus, multiple^ collisions
b(;twe(>ii bulgeless galaxies may have been a more common phenomenon in the early
universe, and may also have played an important role in the early stages of galaxy
fonnation and evolution. Figure 2.9 presents the density evolution of the gas disk in
the bulgeless galaxy simulation similar to that in Figure 2.2, but it is shown here up
to
^ = 2.6 X 1()« y(>ars because the inflow timescal(> is longer by a factor of 2. Th(>
absence of the bulgv p(>rmits the growth of th(> stellar bar to about 10 kpc, which is 3
tim(>s longer than what is formed in the bulge dominated galaxies (see the comparison
in Figure 2.10). High density gas (rig^s > 10) is completely absent initially {t < 0) in
the central region. Only after 5.2 x 10^ years after the collision does the azimuthal
compression of gas raise the smoothed local d(>nsiti(>s of tli(> gas to a higher level
(/igas > 10) in the densest regions of the bar dominated disk potential. The subsequent
evolution of the gas is also different from the bulge dominated case, forming a linear
bar-like structure^ that allows direct central streaming along the ubiquitous st(>llar
bar. A long strip (length - C kpc) of very high density gas {n^^, > 100) forms as a
consequence of the gas accumulation toward the cent ral region. Finally, th(> inflow of
dciis(> gas effectively declines at t ~ 2.0 x 10" years. The inflow nitv to the inner 1.8
kpc in tli(> initial stages of the inflow period is much lower than the bulge dominated
case (~ bAl.Jijr for both disks), but i)eaks at 1.6-2.1 x 10" years at 25 and 14
MQ/yr for disk 1 and disk 2 respectively.
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This result clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the behavior of the gas to the
detailed stellar structure that could profoundly change the resultant evolution of the
gas and ultimately the distribution and the intensity of the subsequent starburst
activity. Some clues as to why the behavior of the gas differ dramatically between
the two models may be obtained by comparing the results with the hydrodynamical
simulations in a steady-state bar potential (e.g. Athanassoula, 1992a). It appears
to be intimately linked to the properties of the ILR. These models suggest that the
physical properties of the bar dictates the presence/absence of the ILR: i.e. the ILR
is absent when the bar has a large axial ratio or a low central concentration. The
resulting stellar properties of the bulgeless models fulfill these conditions at least
qualitatively, but a thorough quantitative description is beyond the scope of the
present paper and will not be conducted. Nevertheless, if the structural properties of
the bar indeed govern the existence of the ILR and the orbital structure of the gas,
the existence of the ILR (and consequently X2 orbits) in the bulge dominated galaxies
effectively prevents the gas from further reaching the very center of the galaxy, as the
gas particles streaming along the nuclear ring suffer from little torque and dissipation.
This may explain the less intense star formation rate seen in the bulge dominated disk
encounter model at the stages following the initial collision (MH96). On the other
hand, for a galaxy with no ILR, gas streams directly to the central region without
interference. The sharp rise in star formation activity in the bulgeless model may be
attributed to such direct central inflow.
In summary, a few markedly distinct properties are evident when a comparison
between the two cases are made. First and most importantly, the inflow in the bul-
geless galaxy is characterized by a direct central streaming where a linear bar-like
structure dominates the distribution and the kinematics of the inflow. In contrast,
the bulge dominated galaxy forms a nuclear ring that largely delays the central in-
flow and the subsequent star formation activity. Secondly, the inflow rate is much
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smaller m the bulgeless galaxies, which therefore results in a longer inflow timescale
{t
- 2.0 X 10« years) compared to the bulge dominated encounter {t ~ l.Q x 10«
years). By comparmg the gas morphology to the results from hydrodynamical snnu-
lations of Athanassoula (1992a), it is suggested that both are possibly related to the
characteristics of the stellar bar, whose properties can profoundly alter the governing
orbital structure of gas within the bar potential.
The linear appearance of the gas in the bulgeless galaxy is remarkably similar to
that of the so called "chain galaxies" observed at high redshifts (Cowie, Hu & Songaila,
1995; Taniguchi & Shioya, 2001; Elmegreen, Elmegreen k Sheets, 2004). These are
galaxies that have an axial ratio of ~ 5 (Taniguchi k Shioya, 2001), and have been
considered to be star forming galaxies at intermediate to high redshift {z ~ 0.5 - 3)
(Cowie, Hu k Songaila, 1995). The observational evidence of an increasing number
of bulgeless galaxies in the early universe, and the linear morphology of gas inflow
predicted in this study, offer a possible new interpretation to the origin of the "chain
galaxy" phenomenon forced radial inflow and linear star formation m bulgeless
galaxies. Such scenario may not necessarily require the presence of an equal mass
perturber as bulgeless disks are unstable to bar formation intrinsically (Ostriker k
Peebles, 1973; O'neill k Dubinski, 2003). This transient phase persists for ~ 10«
years which is much longer than the timescale for the massive UV-emitting young
stars to form (~ lO'^"*^ years), assuming that the gravitational collapse can withstand
the immense radial shear from the inflow. In these systems, the kinematics of the
gas is dominated by the inflow and any attempts to derive the rotation velocity will
substantially underestimate the true rotation of the galaxy even when the galaxy is
viewed edge-on. This is consistent with the finding by Bunker et al. (2000) that HDF
4-555.1 (a "chain galaxy" at z = 2.80) has a small rotation velocity (\;„, < 100 km/s),
and a systematic spectroscopic survey of the "chain galaxy" population should reveal
a better picture of its origin in the future.
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2.5 The Structural Parameters: the Asymmetry, Concentra-
tion and Compactness of Stars and Gas
The development of sensitive detectors mounted on space-borne observatories al-
lows deep and large scale galaxy surveys whose sample size now exceeds the limit in
which one can mvestigate each source individually. Because it is a more systematic
and robust way to trace the galaxy evolution, automatic classification of the optic-al
galaxy morphology has become increasingly popular m recent years. Two structural
parameters that are commonly computed are: the asymmetry parameter (.4) (Schade
et al., 1995; Abraham et al., 1996; Conselice, Bershady k Jangren, 2000; Bershady,
Jangren k Conselice, 2000), and the concentration index (C) (Morgan, 1958; Fraser,
1972; Doi, Fukugita k Okamura, 1993; Abraham et al., 1994; Graham, Trujillo k
Caon, 2001; Conselice, 2003). The application of the structural parameters to gas
morphology has not been done in the literature to date primarily because of the lack
of spatial resolution that has only become readily available recently with the use of
interferometric techniques. In addition, morphological classification of gas images do
not receive high demand in light of understanding the formation and evolution of
galaxies. The observational sample presented in Chapter 3, as well as recent CO (1
0) surveys of nearby galaxies (e.g. BIMA SONG (Heifer et al., 2003)) are obtained
at high enough spatial resolution (< 1 kpc) and S/N allowing such an investigation
feasible. In what follows, similar structural parameters, .4 and C are computed for
the simulated density morphology of both the stars and gas in order to form a theo-
retical template that will aid in understanding the structural parameters derived for
the observational sample in Chapter 3. In addition, in order to better trace the com-
pactness of the gas relative to the stellar disk a new parameter A', the compactness
parameter, is introduced.
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2.5.1 Definition of A, C, and K Paramet
The asymmetry parameter (.4) is defined as;
ers
A = 1-^ hot\
(2-1)
where, / is the face-on image of stars (or gas),
.s / rotated 180° around the center
of the galaxy, which is the pixel that defines the maxima of stellar density, and
is the total integrated intensity of a single disk. All gas particles above the threshold
value of ng,, = 1.0 is used to construct the images of gas (see Figure 2.2; green).
Uncertainties in the centering is the dominant source of error m the asymmetry pa-
rameter, and the common approach that has been adopted in observation is to use the
global minima of A after iterating through each pixel in the image. This method will
likely result in a rotation center that is close to the dynamical center of the disk as long
as the stellar or gas distribution is azimuthally and radially near uniform. However,
the true interpretation of /I becomes much more complex when two or more galaxies
are involved in the determination of a single
.4, and only the (>volutioii of ,4 for a
single galaxy in the pair is computed here to avoid confusion. To best represent the
observational procedure in Chapter 3 in which the rotation center is defined from the
peak coordinates in the relatively extinction-free K-band images, the disk potential
minima determined to within the resolution limit (i.e. softening length) is used here
to define the rotation center. A similar definition is adopted for the stars, but all of
t\\v particles smoothed to the softening length of the simulation are used. The above
definition normalizes
.4 so that ,4 = 0 for no asymmetry (complete symmetry) and
A = 1 for complete asymmetry (no symmetry). The asymmetry parameter is com-
puted for both the raw image whos(> pixel r(>solutioii is 216 pc/pixel, and the image
convolved with a Gaussian beam (FWHM = 1 kpc) allowing a dir(H-t comparison to
th(> observational sample in Chaptc^r 3 which has a mean spatial resolution roughly
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1 kpc i„ FWHM of the synthesized bean,. This and all „f the strnetutal parameters
derived
„, the remainder of this chapter assumes a constant n,ass-to-l,ght ratio.
The concentration index (C) is defined as the ratio l,etwecn the outer and nn.er
regions represented by tlie radius enclosing 20 and 80% of the total fin.x, or;
(2-2)
where r,o represents the raclins (i.e. r^o = y/A^V^ where TV = nnmber of pixels,
.4,
= area of each pixel) enclosing 20% of the total emission from the peak, and v,^ is the
same hut enclosing 80% of the total emission. The concentration index is calculated
for both stars and gas.
The new compactness index (A') ciuantifies the relative concentration of gas with
respect to the size of the stellar disk;
rf' (2-3)
where /' V and r% represent the radius enclosing X% of the total flux of stars and gas
respectively. The radius of stars (r;V) is sensitive^ to the value adopted for X- r\ shows
a small evolution for small X since \\w particles inside the tidal radius are less affected
by the companion tidal force, while particle ejection into the tidal tails increases r\
rapidly for large X (Figure 2.11). On the other hand, radial streaming and central
condensation of the gas particles makes the radius of gas (/(•) less sensitive to the
value adopted for .Y.
2.5.2 The Evolution of A, C and K Parameters
Th(> ('volution of A, C and K for both stars and gas are present(>(l in Figures 2.12
and 2.13. The asymmetry (.4) of stars incnvises slowly by a factor of 2 over a period
of 7 X 10'' y(>ars and maintains a similar amplilude until the end of the s(H|uence
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presented here. The spatial smoothing results m only a modest reduction in .4 since
local and central condensation is absent m collisionless particles. The small dynamic
range in A simply reflects the intrinsic axi-symmetric nature of the tidally induced
features; blindly applying this technique to examine the degree of tidal disturbance
can produce uncertain results. In reality, the angular resolution and liiie-of-sight
projection can largely complicate the application of this technique to a single galaxy
in a pair, and a more practical approach is to derive a single value of .4 for the system
as a whole, in a similar fashion to what has been demonstrated in high resolution
optical images of galaxies (e.g. Conselice (2003)). The resultant
.4 in an intermediate
stage merger in this case may be sensitive to the relative stellar mass ratio of the
pair assuming a constant M/L ratio, since the asymmetry is sensitive to the residual
structure in the most luminous parts of the galaxies (e.g. the bulge). These results
suggest that the use of
.4 as a replacement for the Hubble classification scheme is
somewhat technically ambiguous even when a single galaxy in a pair is tracked instead
of the system as a whole. The situation only becomes worse at a higher redshift when
surface brightness dimming, loss of angular resolution and line of sight projection
effects further complicates the analysis.
The modest dynamic range seen in the evolution of gas particles further supports
the idea that the use of .4 to trace the dynamical evolution is mostly impractical. A
~ 50% growth in .4 after (5 - 10) x 10^ years is seen but the increase is too small
to be used as part of a measurable and distinct classification scheme. In contrast to
stars, the Gaussian smoothing effectively alleviates the dumpiness in the distribution,
reducing
.4 by about a factor of 2 overall. The initial distribution of both stars and
gas are realized according to an exponential distribution which leads to the progenitor
disks with near azimutlial symmetry. Such an idealized scenario will inevitably result
in a gas response with a strong axial symmetry since the underlying stellar disk
i(\spoii(ls to tli(> collision with a strong iii = 2 i)erturi)ati()n, but weak in ///. = 1. A
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more realistic case would involve collisions of disks where the distribution of ,as is
initially organized ni clumps and filaments, ni whic^h case the excitation of thc^ stellar
m = 2 mode would result m a gas response that largely depends on tlu> cUstrihution
prior to the collision, suggesting that the results presented here are only \omn- limits.
Verifying this idea, the initial investigation of .4 applied to the isolated galaxies in the
BIMA SONG sample (Heifer et al., 2003) yields a mean of 0.47±0.2G (unsnioothed)
and 0.29±0.16 (smoothed to the worst n^solution in the sample), and 0.50±().22 and
0.35 ± 0.21 for the colliding galaxy sample in Chapter 3 respectively.
The evolution of C is sensitive to the behavior of and rfo since the imu-r region
of both stars and gas {r^, and rfo) responds to the collision much less strongly. Thus
the ejection of th(> outer stars into tidal tails is directly seen as a monotonic incivase
of C in stars. Gas on the other hand exhibits a small peak shortly after the collision
that is followed by an immediate drop. This droj^ is simply a reflection of the behavior
of gas at rfo. These results at least liypothetically show that C is a poor trac(>r of
structural evolution of gas during a major merger, but its application to stars alone
appears to work reasonably well.
The strong sensitivity of A' to the amount of flux (i.e. the value of .Y) signifies the
diflference in how various parts of the disk evolve. The stellar disk exi)ands rapidly
and monotonically outside the tidal radius which occurs between A' = 50 and G8. but
the gas evolution is more transient and it is marked by an initial increas(> which is
followed by a rapid decline in both A' = 50 and 68 (see Figure 2.11). Tli(> ratio of
these (A' = 68), therefore, results in a slow initial (^volution followed by a stronger
evolution toward the latter epochs of th(^ massive inflow pc^riod. Onv pot(>ntial i)r()b-
lem concerning the use of A' is wh(>ii the observation is liinit(Hi by angular resolution
and s(>nsitivity. A simple test using a Gaussian shows that the galaxy needs to hv vx-
tend(>d at least 8 j)ix(>ls in FWHM, otli(>rwise the ratio is overestimated by a factor of
a few. Another i)()t(nitial problem arises when ihv e(iuii)ment is not sensitive^ (>nougli
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Figure 2.9 Similar to Figure 2.2 but showing disk 1 of a bulgeless encounter.
to detect the fainter tidal structure in stars. Thus the idealized results presented here
may only provide an upper limit to A' since r^^ may be significantly small(>r when
the extended emission is not accounted for. Since further discussion depends on the
quality of the actual data, these issues are further addressed in detail in the analysis
of observational data in Chapter 3.
2.6 Implication on the Analysis of Observational Data
Th(> position velocity diagram (PVD) offers an (efficient and powerful way to study
th(> disk kinematics in observations of molecular and atomic gas (e.g. Sofue, llonma
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Figure 2.10 Comparison of the stellar distribution between the (left) bulge dominated
galaxy at 3.1 x 10^ years and (right) bulgeless galaxy at 5.2 x 10^ vears. The vertical
and horizontal axis are both 28 kpc.
-5 0 5 10 15 20 ° -5 0 5 10 15 20
t (10' years) t (10' years)
Figure 2.11 (left) Time evolution of the radius of stars using different fraction of the
total flux, where
'2r^,rlQ,rlg,r^^, and r^o are plotted from bottom to top. {right) Same
as in kft but for the gas particles.
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Figure 2.12 (left) The time evolution of the asymmetry parameter (.4) for gas (dotted
line with filled circles) and the same gas but convolved with a Gaussian with FWHM
- 1 kpc (solid line with filled circles), and stars (dotted lines with star svmbols) and
stars convolved with a Gaussian with FWHM = 1 kpc (solid line with star svmbols)A IS normalized such that the value 1 (0) corresponds to full asymmetrv (symmetry)
[right) The time evolution of the concentration index (C). Large C represents a larger
concentration.
k Arimoto, 1995). One of the potential applications of the PVD is to infer the
presence of a bar in edge-on isolated galaxies by identifying anomalous non-circular
motion driven by the barred potential (Athanassoula k Bureau, 1999; Bureau k
Athanassoula, 1999). Therefore, the evolution and the shape of the PVD contains
important diagnostic information regarding the inflow kinematics and this can further
help the observational interpretation of interacting systems.
2.6.1 The Evolution of the PVD
The evolution of the PVD from f = 3.1 to 12 x 10^ years is presented in Figure 2.14.
The PVD slit is aligned with the major axis of the edge-on disk viewed from angle
1 in Figure 2.2. The center of the PVD is fixed at the disk i)ot(>ntial minima, and
the same spatial (220 pc) and velocity resolution (26 km/s) were chosen as before.
In addition, in order to further investigate how the viewing angle affects the shai)e
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Figure 2.13 Tiiiio ovolution of the compactness parameter (A'), where the sohd and
dotted lines repres(Mit A'(r,;;,)/rfo) ^""l
^^'(n's/nw) respectively.
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of the PVD in the initial stages of the massive inflow, an additional viewing angle
from 45° south (from viewing angle 2 in Figure 2.2) is adopted (Figure 2.15). In both
viewing angles, different cutoff densities are used to study the PVD that is dominated
by a different component of the gas. For example, the PVD generated using all of
the gas particles may represent both the diffuse and dense components of the ISM,
while a cutoff density of 1.0 and 10 may filter out the diffuse component leaving only
the regions dominated by the denser clouds.
The detailed structure seen in the PVD is highly dependent on the viewing angle
toward the bar in the initial stages of the inflow (compare first and second row of
ngas > 1.0 and Figure 2.14); the inflow gas is characterized by distinct clumps at
t = 3.1 X 10^ years (labeled A and B in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.14), while a long and
dense strip in the PVD depicts the inflow gas at ^ = 6.2 x 10^ years (labeled C and D
in Figure 2.14). Toward the final stages of the inflow and near the semi-equilibrium
stage, the emission morphology becomes less sensitive to the adopted viewing angle
since the disk is composed of only two major components (i.e. a dense nuclear ring
and diff"use extended tails). The diff-use gas in the outskirts of the galaxies (see the
left column of Figure 2.14) shows a decline in the radial velocity along the line of
sight, which is often seen observationally in the outer H I disk that results from a
warped disk.
The dense gas forms a morphology that resembles an /-shape (integral-shape) in
all PVDs in Figure 2.14, where the upper-right/lower-left quadrant represents the
redshifted/blueshifted gas along the line of sight. Careful observation of the PVD
reveals that the /-shape begins relatively flat (at t=3.1 x 10^ years) but becomes
steeper in the subsequent epochs (t=6.2 - 9.3 x 10^ years) and flattens again at the
final epoch of the sequence. This apparent steepening of the inner rotation occurs
when the line of sight intersects the stellar bar near end-on, where the particular
orientation projects the gas {)articles moving closer to the nucleus and consfHiuently
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fastrr. On the other hand, when the bar is observed n<>ar ed,cM>n, the projected
distribution of the gas with higher eohunn ck>nsity appears near the two e<lges of ,he
stc-Uar bar wh.ue the gas is moving farther fron. th(« nnehnis and slower, resnhmg
in a flatter /-shapcv This (hmionstrates one way th(> («n.ission in the PVD can b(>
used to pre(Het the approximate Hn(M)f-sight ori(>ntation of the bar in a cHsk obs(M V(Hl
near edge-on (Binney et ah, 1991), which is especially useful when the line of sight
inclination and extinction prohibits direct identihcation of ihv bar in the optical and
NIR images.
2.6.2 Kinematic Signatures of Gas Inflow Found in the PVD
The large scale PVD morphology of the dense gas (n^,, > 10) ^vnvvnWy shows
axial symmetry across th(> origin, whil(> the small scale details (e.g. darker gray scale
in Figure 2.1. 1) often shows larg(> asymm(>try. The example shown in Figun- 2. 11 has
stronger emission in the lower l(>ft quadrant along th(> rising i)art^ of the rotation. This
indicates that the dense material is slightly lopsided toward one sid(> of the galaxy, and
that there (>xists a d(>pr(\ssi()n of luiclear gas (e.g. a cent ral cavity) (Sakamoto et al.,
1999a). Since th(> cent ral cavity suggests a nuchvir ring, which is shown in §2.G.l to
be a possible conseciuence of a central inflow, observational evidence of such features
in th(> PVD is potentially a signature of past or ongoing inflow. For this method
to work sufficiently, the observational imagvs reciuire enough angular r(>solution so
that the nuchvir structure is ivsolved. Figure 2.16 presents the PVD of UGC 12915
(the "Taffy Galaxy") (Condon et al., 1993) to demonstrate oik^ such example whviv
a lopsided P\'D emission and the emission in the forbidd(>n velocity (juadrant (s(h>
l)(dow) both suggest, a i)()ssil)ility that soiiu^ of the gas is currently involved in the
inflow.
The comparison bet w(H>n Figure 2.14 {t = 3.1 x 10'' y(>ars) and Figure 2.15 presents
a mor(> dramatic differeiic(^ in the m()r])h()l()gy of th(> P\'D and corresponding
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dependence on the viewing angle. From this particular viewing angle (labeled 2), the
nuclear emission is dominated by a linear feature intersecting the origin surrounded
by a large elliptical emission that mainly arises from the structure of the developing
nuclear ring. The emission along any radial offset from the origin spans a large
range in velocity since different velocity components from physically different parts
of the inflow contributes significantly to the emission in the PVD. For example, at
an offset distance of +1 kpc (see Figure 2.15), more than half of the emission is seen
in the redshifted part of the PVD (positive velocity), which is expected if the gas
particles follow a normal rotation. However, it is evident that a significant fraction
of emission at +1 kpc populates the blueshifted half of the PVD (negative velocity)
the so called "forbidden velocity quadrant" - due to a substantial contribution
from the inflow from the opposite side of the galaxy along this line of sight. The
viewing angle from position 2 is one such example of substantial emission in the
forbidden velocity (juadrant, although emission in the forbidden velocity quadrant is
almost always present to some degree as seen in Figure 2.14. This a powerful way
to identify transient and anomalous kinematics in observations with adequate spatial
and velocity resolution. However, the information contained in the P\'D is not enough
to distinguish between infall and outflow, and a robust, self-consistent interpretation
requires an a priori knowledge of the dynamical state of the source.
The taffy galaxy is an example of two disk systems that have recently undergone
a penetrating collision, evidence of which comes from the long stretching radio con-
tinuum bridges seen between the two galaxies (Condon et al., 1993; Condon, Helou
& Jarrett, 2002). The PVD shown in Figure 2.16 presents substantial emission in
the forbidden velocity quaflrant (dotted circle) which is kinematically and spatially
distinct from the rest of the galaxy. The analysis above suggests that one possible
inii)lica.tion of such distinct emission in the forbidden velocity (luadrant is inflow (or
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Figure 2.14 The evolution of the PVDs are shown in rows, where each is separated
into three figures according to the adopted density cutoff. The PVDs constructed
using all of the particles are shown in left, n^^ > 1.0 are shown in middle and
rigas > 10 are shown in right. The spatial and velocity pixel resolution is set at
~ 216pc and ~ 26 km/s respectively to best represent the resolution achievable with
current interferometric instruments.
outflow) caused by the immense head-on collision that occurred ~ 10'' years ago
(Condon et al., 1993).
2.6.3 Rotation Curve Derived from the PVD and the Derivation of Mayn
A well sampled rotation curve allows an indirect measurement of the mass distribu-
tion of galaxies. For example, in many rotationally supported normal spiral galaxies,
the observational evidence of flat CO and H I rotation curves suggest the ubiquitous
presence of a massive halo of dark matter (Ostriker & Peebles, 1973). Spectroscopic
observations of atomic and molecular emission lines have been the most common ap-
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Figure 2.15 The PVD of the simulated galaxy viewed from position 1 {left) and
position 2 (right) in Figure 2.2. Compare this to the first row in Figure 2.14.
proach to derive the rotation curves of low velocity dispersion, rotationally supported
disks (Sofue & Rubin, 2001). In colliding systems, however, tidal interactions can
drive a strong non-circular motion in gas which in turn can significantly impact the
interpretation of the observed PVD and the derivation of a rotation curve. Not all
colliding systems are readily identified as such if optical appearance alone is examined
(e.g. M81, Yun, Ho k Lo, 1994), and tidally driven non-circular motion may play
an important role in many apparent isolated galaxies. Therefore, it is important to
understand the accuracy, reliability and the limitation of the rotation curves derived
from a simulated disk-disk collision first, in order to gain confidence in the interpre-
tation of the observational results. Several rotation velocity fitting techniques are
commonly used in the literature (see Sofue & Rubin (2001) for a review) such as the
(1) terminal velocity method (Sofue, 1996), (2) fitting the lowest emission corrected
by the instrumental resolution and the ISM velocity dispersion (envelope method)
(e.g. Sancisi k Allen, 1979), (3) fitting a Gaussian to the line profile, or (4) tracing
the peak intensity. Line of sight projection can complicate the use of many of these
methods in highly inclined galaxies (Uson k Matthews, 2003), and the peak intensity
method works reasonably well for optical spectroscopic observations of low inclination
galaxies with good S/N (Rubin, Ford k Thonnard, 1980; Mathewson k Ford, 1996).
A Gaussian can represent the lino profile in similarly low inclination galaxies, but
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Angular Offset
Figure 2.16 The PVD of UGC 12915 (the "Taffy Galaxy'). The slit is placed at the
major axis of the edge on galaxy centered at the K-band peak. Substantial amount of
emission is seen in the "forbidden velocity quadrant" (dotted circle) whose kinematics
is clearly distinct from the rest of the galaxy.
the approximation fails again for edge-on galaxies when substantial emission from
different parts of the gaseous disk is received by the telescope beam. A commonly
used technique to avoid this problem is to construct a PVD of a galaxy along the
disk kinematic major axis, and fit the edges of the emission contours using techniques
such as the terminal velocity or the envelope method. In brief, the rotation velocity
from the terminal velocity method is defined as;
Vr = Vt - Isy, - v^^^Jbs + (2.4)
where Vsys is the systemic velocity, dobs is the velocity resolution of the observation,
and cTisM is the velocity dispersion of the interstellar medium. The terminal velocity,
Vi, is defined as the velocity at /t = ^(///max)^ + •^min^ where /„,ax and /,„i„ are the
peak and lowest emissions respectively, and the suggested value of // = 0.2 is used
to represent the emission intensity at the 2(3% level (Sofue k Rubin, 2001). Experi-
ments show that this method works well for isolated galaxies with various inclination,
except for the inner most regions of the galaxies wher(> the angular n-solution limits
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tin- a<rura,-y of iUv lit (Solu,., l()<)(i). Tlu- onvHop. n.rll.o.l is a Irss sophist irato.l
teduHciur, c-onocling only (or thr velocity msolution a,ul tl„. ISM t u. l.nl.nrr and
not w(Mghting IJ... poak intcM.sity. Siriclly sp.Mki..^, 1 1,,. applu at.o.. of a,.y of those
H'oihods to si.nilatioMs is suhj.M l, to uiicoiUintios si.ico Ihv l>VI) i„ sinn.hvliot.s can
only traco tlir j^as (l(Misi(y and not tlir cniission intcM.sity. Since the ..mission intensity
cI'Mx-nds on the optical (l(.pth, excitation con.htions and the l,ea,n Hilinf^ facto, of the
cniittin^ refvions all of which varies Ironi on(> tracer to another, the emission intensity
is assumed to I.e proportional to th(> column density for simplicity (i.e. opt i, ally t hin
case), h'or all oC the derived rotation curves in what follows, the turbuh-iice t(>rm
(crf^M) n(.f<,lect('d for consistoney siiur the contribution is small (~ It) km/s) and
the exact value vari(>s from source to source.
The rotation curves during; the inassive inflow i)eri()(I ar(> shown in l-'ij^ure 2.17.
Since the hiKh(>r density ^as |() , „, is clumpy and only abundant m the
inner few kpc of iJie f^alaxy, the rotation curv(> httinji, is don(> only on the first two
cobimns of l-ij-ure 2. II ("/\H" and > 1.0 cm '). It is clear from figure 2.17 that
blindly traciii}^ I he maximum int(Misit,v does not offer a reliable lit of t he rot at ion curve
at any epoch. 'The hir^est discrepancy is found in the outer disk b(>cause the dense
^as (lo(.s not fill the disk uniformly and the l'\'|) is not billy sam|)led. TIk' terminal
velocity method offers a better fit to the line rotation but the method often fails
together wit h the t,rae(> of the maximum intensity in the outer parts. The ("iivelope
met hod, on t he ot her hand, ap|)(>ars to offer a reasonably ^ood fit to t he t rue lol at ion
curves at, all scales uj) to 7 kpc, |)ossibly because t he envelope kinemat ics is dominated
by the limb-bt if.^htened t an^(>nt points.
l''ij;ii!e 2.I<S presents the rotation curve derived iisin^ the P\'l) coiislmet ed aloiij;
allele 2. It is expected fiom the ajjparent aiif^iilar (le|)eiideiice on the shajx' of the
PV'Ds that the resulting, rotation cur\'e must also differ si^^nificant 1\' depending on
the a(lo|)te(l an^le toward the inner disk. In accordance with such expectations,
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3.5 0 3.5
Distance (kpc)
Figure 2.17 The envelope method (dotted line labeled a), terminal velocity method
{solid line labeled b) and maximum intensity fitting {dashed line labeled c) are used
to derive the rotation curves to the evolution of the PVD shown in Figure 2.14, with
time advancing from top to bottom. The solid dots represent the true rotation curves
derived by using Vrot = {M/Uy^^. The rotation curve derived to the PVD with no
density cutoff ("all" in Figure 2.12) is shown in left while right shows the rotation
curve to the PVD when the emission is restricted to n^as > 1-0.
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Figure 2.18 Similar to Figure 2.17, but ihv PVD shown in Figure 2.15 (viewed from
position 2) is used to deriv(> ihv rotation curves.
the envelope method now significantly overestimates the rotation in th(> inner few
ki)c, hut th(> rotation in the outer disk is consistent with that derived along angle 1
(Figure 2.17). Since the inflow pr(>dominantly affects the shape of th(> PVD inside
the effective bar potential which occurs only in the iiin(>r few kpc, tli(> dependence" on
the viewing angle effectively diminishes at large radii.
Table 2.1 summari/es the dynamical mass (A/,iyn = \'l,R) calculated at diHercMit
radii using the rotation curve d(>riv(>(l from the terminal velocity method, and Ta-
ble 2.2 presents the results obtained using t he envelop(> method. Assuming a spherical
mass dist ribution to a (lisk-lik(> potential int roduces about 10 to 30% uncer tainties in
the c()m])uted dynamical mass (Binney k Tremaine, 1987), and the exact correction
factor de])(>nds on the d(>tails of the Irnv mass dist ribut ion. Table 2.1 also compares
the dyruuiiical mass with the true nuiss obtained directly from the sinnilation by
summing, gas, stars, and dark nuittcr partich^s (Miclosed in a sph(>r(> delincd by /?.
On average, the derived dynamical mass underestimates th(> true nuiss by 20 to 40%,
some as large as 8()%i {t = 9.3 and 12 x 10' years). TIk^ dyruunical nuiss in the inner
disk is underestimated by 20 - 30%) even bcfoic the colhson (/ = -19 x 10' years)
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when the disk kinematics are mostly dominated by rotation and not by inflow. The
results presented in Table 2.1 merely reiterate one of the previous argument that the
terminal velocity method often results in inconsistencies with the true rotation. In
contrast, it is readily seen that the results from the envelope method presented in
Table 2.2 is more consistent with the true mass. A 10 to 30% error can easily be
accounted for by the spherical mass approximation, thus the results here imply that
the envelope method can predict the enclosed mass to within 20 to 40% of the true
mass.
Significant variation in the shape of the PVD and the resulting rotation curve is
seen when 2 viewing angles are compared. To form a complete set of systematically
different viewing angles, a total of 7 rotation curves were derived by varying the
viewing angle by 45° increments azimuthally around the galaxy at t = 12 x W
years. The rotation curves presented in Figure 2.19 use both the terminal velocity
and the envelope methods for comparison. The dotted points again represent the
true rotation, which in principle, represents the average of all of the rotation curves
derived from different viewing angles. The inner few kpc using the terminal velocity
method fits the true rotation well, and the dynamical mass is determined to within
10% of the true mass. However, significant deviation from the true roation is evident
in the outer disk in about half of the viewing angles, underestimating the true mass
by 30% on average. In contrast, the envelope method consistetntly overestimates the
true rotation curve and the resulting dynamical mass. Even when the tidal features
dominate the outer disk, on average the envelope method appears to trace the true
rotation better.
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Table 2.1. The Dynamical Mass (Terminal Velocity Method)
time
(xlO^yr) R=l.^
MdynlxlO^OMo)
R = 3.5 R = 5.3 R 7.0
-19
3.1
6.2
9.3
12
1.1 (-35%) 3.0 (-22%) 5.9 ( -5%)
1.2 (-37%) 2.8 (-32%) 9.1
( 40%)
2.3 ( 11%) 2.5 (-35%) 3.9 (-31%)
2.6(27%) 0.7 (-83%) 2.4 (-54%)
1.6 (-26%) 2.9 (-25%) 3.0 (-45%)
8.6 ( -2%)
9.3 ( 51%)
5.8 (-24%)
4.1 (-40%)
1.4 (-80%)
Note. — The percentage error from the true mass is shown
m 0, where a minus sign represents an underestimate from the
true mass.
262 - 262 -
3.5
Distance (kpc)
3,5
Distance (kpc)
Figure 2.19 Rotation curves derived for a disk with i = 90° using the terminal velocity
method employing various viewing angles in increments of 45° in azimuth. Again,
the solid dots rei)resent the rotation curve derived using I Jot = [M/RY^'^.
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Table 2.2. The Dynamical Mass (Envelope Method)
(xlO^yr) R=1.8 R = 3.5 R = 5.3 R = 7.()
-19 1.6 (-10%) 3.1 (-18%) 7.3
( 1G%,) 9.1 ( 3%)
3.1 2.1 ( 9%) 5.G ( 37%) 10.2 ( 57%) 14.8 ( 71%)
6.2 2.8 ( 35%) 4.8(25%) 4.5 (-20%) 7.2 (
-6%)
9.3 2.8 ( 35%) 5.6( 45%,) 4.7 (-14%) 5.5 (-21%,)
12 2.5(18%) 5.0(30%) 5.4 (
-.3%) 4.0 (-41%)
2.7 The use of Atomic and Molecular Observations to De-
termine the Merger Chronology
Visual inspection of t j„« opMca) inia|^(>s convey distinctive* inlonnation about the
interaction history of the interacting and nierj^inj^ pair. Th(> shortcoming of this
method is similar to tUv problein of (4assifying galaxies into Hul)l)l(> types in that
it r(>li(>s s()l(4y on t observers (potcMitially) biased perc(«i)ti()n. A more robust and
systematic nu^thod is desired. One possible analysis is to car(4ully (l(>rive the com-
pactness i)aramet(>r (A') in a statistically signiHcant sample of colliding galaxies and
sort them in order of increasing /v. 'Vhv resulting list is roughly sorted according to
th(> interaction stage if Figur(> 2.1.3 holds t rue (>mi)irically. Another i)()ssil)le ai)proach
is to characteri/(* tli(> fraction of moh-cular gas to the total gas mass, since conveision
Irom atomic to molecular gas (and molecular gas to stars) is exix-ctcd to be more
eHici(>nt in a, colliding system.
Th(* (>v()luti()n of the molecular gas mass fraction {M\\ JM\\.,
^
\\\) during the col-
lision is present(>d in Figure 2.20. ;\ cutoff volume density of 1,1) cm ' is ad()i)t(Hl
to roughly sei)a.rate tJie gas that, is dominated by atomic v(>rses molecular gas, which
giv(>s
I
111 ~ 0.25 initially. Although slightly higher, this \aliie is consistent
with the mean em|)irical rat io deiived by ( 'asoli et al. (1998) { M\\., / M]\., 0.17)
using a, 582 distance-limited galaxy sani|)le. I'lie sharp ris(> in the molecular fraction
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occurs innnclialoly alirr ih. .oll.s.on and ,1,...,.^; tl... inlhnv ,HMiu,l, |oll,.vv,>,l l,y a
gradual <l,M-liu. wlnl. i hv sysirn, soMj.s l„ ( h,. s.Mui-rc.n.l,!,, nun slalr. This .hvlnn.
(H-<Mirs as tlH' iun.M- nuclrar g;iH slowly (•(,uv(«rts t„ stars. Tlu- nu.hvula. Inu ti.,,. |>,>aks
at
~ 5 X 1()« years wli(«„ ( h,. two galaxi(>s finally coalesce, aitrr which I he molecular
fraction |)luinniet,s due to t li(> Conuatiou of young stars.
2.7.1 Application to the Toomre Sequence
I" order l(, apply th(> al)ov(« numerical rxi)(>riment to ol)S(>rvational data, atonuc
and molecular gas dat,a available in iJie literature" for fi suhsystcms in tli(> Toomvv
Sc(|U(Mice arc compiled. Tin. results are presented in 'lable 2.3. In ^v(>neral, the data
docs not show an obvious trend in t he molecular Iraction as a runctiou of the proposed
interaction sccjuence. However, it may he i)ossil)le to ar^ue t hat the lirsi l lnee systems
(early stage UKMgers) liave slightly Ul^hvi molecular Iract ion on average (ompared lo
tJie lat ter t hree (late stage mergers) where the coales(en(e may have converted nuicli
of tlie molecular gas to st-ars as was demonstraied in the sinuiiation in l^gure 2.20.
nir(>ct comparison l)et,w(>en ohservat ion and sinndat ion may i)rove dillicull in I he early
stag(> mergers since the sharp rise in molecular IVaclion (i.e. massive iidlow period)
oidy accounts lor 10 - 20% oC tJi(> total metier time scale which is then followed hy
a gradual decline. IIovv(>ver, the jjossihle lesult that the molecular IVaclion is liifi,liei-
in the |)re-merger is i)iomisin^, and a systematic survey of a hirger sample should
address the validity of t his analysis.
2.8 SuiiHiiary
We levisil luimerical sinndation results of Mihos K' I lei ncpiist ( I OOti) to invest ij:,ate
the res|)oiise ol }i,as in colliding systems and ideiit ify observational si[i,iiat iiie of inllow
in the simulaied data. Tiie key resulbs Idund in this study are sunimaii/ed below;
I. Itosponse of tlu' gas to tli(' /// 2 perturbation
fi2
-2x10^ 0 2x108 4x108 6x108
time (years)
Figure 2.20 Evolution of the molecular gas mass fraction (i1/n,/A/H.^+Hi) throughout
the course of the simulation. A cutoff volume densities of 1.0 cm"^ is used separate
the molecular gas from the atomic gas.
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stars rospoiul to the tidal interaction by lornnnf^ boll, t,ansi(M.t arms and long
lived m = 2 bars, bnt tho gas rospons(> is nu)r(> transic.it, (lowing diroctly
toward tli<> contral regions within !()« years after thv initial collision. Th(> rate
of inflow d(>clines when more than half of the total gas supply nviclu-s the inner
few kpc, where the gas forms a dense miclear ring inside the stellar bar. Thv
orientation of tli(> ring shows orbital structure similar to tli()S(« identified as .r,
orbits induced by the presence of an ILR. The presencr/absence of the ILII
governs the str(«ngtli and duration of th(> star formation activity as it n^gulatcvs
the gas inflow to the center of the galaxy as seen, for (>xample, in t he bulgeless
galaxy encounter. Shocks are identified using velocity discontinuities, which
often spatially coincide^ with the high density gas regions near the infalling gas
filament.
2. Evolution of the structural parameters
The evolution of the asymmetry (.4), concentration (C) and thv lunv compact-
ness (A') parameters were investigated for both the stars and gas. In contrast to
thv concentration (C) and compactness (A') parameters which work n^asonably
well, the asymiiK^try parameter [A] appears to be a poor tracer of the structural
evolut ion of both stars and gas. The strong evolution in A' may be used to infer
the m(ng(>r chronology of colliding systems and this assumi)ti()ii will 1)(> further
tested in Chapter 3.
3. The use of the PVD as a diagnostic tool to infer inflow
Gas in non-circular kinematics can i)()pulat(^ t he "forbidden vi^locity quadrant"
of t,h(> PVD, most distinctiv(>ly svvn when the line of sight int(>rs(H'ts the infalling
gas. Thr(M' PVD fitting t(>clini(iu(^s wvvv emj)lo\-ed to deri\'(> the rotation curves,
and the d\'naniical mass was estimated to test how acciiraielv the true mass
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Table 2.3. Molecular Fraction in the Toomre Seqm
System A/h2/Mhi+H2 Age^
NGC 4038/9 0.76 E
NGC 4676 ^ 0.61 E
NGC 6621/2 d 0.83 I
NGC 520 ' 0.66 IL
NGC 3921 ^ 0.47 L
NGC 7252 ^ 0.64 L
""The interaction age assigned based
investigating the optical morphology by
eye; E {early stage), I {intermediate
stage), L{late stage)
^Hibbard et al. (2001)
'^Gao et al. (2001)
'^Hibbard (1995)
'^Chapter 3
can be recovered. The results show that the dynamical mass can be determined
to within 20 - 40% of the true mass if the envelope method is adopted.
4. Merger chronology from atomic/molecular gas observations
The simulation results predict a marked increase in the molecular fraction dur-
ing the massive inflow period, but the application to real systems may require
additional observational constraints to properly assess the exact chronology es-
pecially in the pre-mergers. The spatial distribution of atomic/molecular gas
can be used to convey information on the approximate merger age since the
galaxies have collided for the first time. By combining molecular and atomic
gas observations in tidally interacting systems, the determination of an approx-
imate merger age may be possible.
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CHAPTER 3
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR GAS IN COLLIDING
SYSTEMS: THE DATA
3.1 Abstract
We present H I and CO (10) interferometric maps of 10 comparable-mass mter-
acting systems obtained at the Very Large Array (VLA)i and the Owens Valley Radio
Observatory (OVRO)^. These sources are selected from previously published optical
and single dish CO (10) interacting galaxy surveys based on their size (M^ <
-19),
projected separation, and single dish CO (1-0) content {Sco > 20 Jy Km/s). The
sample selection criteria results in a sample that primarily consists of systems that
have presumably undergone a recent initial pericentric passage (i.e. early stage inter-
acting systems). Various physical quantities including the H I and H2 (from CO (1-0))
masses are derived ((1.0 - 34.0) x IOHIq and (0.7 - 44.7) x lO^M,, respectively). In
addition, the structural parameters introduced in Chapter 2, namely the Asymme-
try (.4), Concentration (C) and the Compactness (A') parameters are derived using
the morphology of the CO (1-0) emission. The Position Velocity Diagrams (P\'Ds)
and the rotation curves are also presented, and they are compared to those derived
from the analysis of the numerical sinuilation in Chapter 2. This comparison demon-
strates that one important use of the PVD is to identify the observational signature
of inflow and/or anomalous kinematical structure possibly related to a nuclear ring.
^The National Radio Astronomy Ob.servatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation
operated under cooperative agreement by A.ssociated Universities, Inc.
-The Owens Valley Radio Observatory is operated by the California histitute of Technology.
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These results are further rigorously conipared with the sau.r physical and structural
parameters derived in isolated systems in BIMA SONG in Chapter 5.
3.2 Introduction
Extensive large scale surveys of molecular gas in galaxies have been largely liuutcnl
to single dish observations (e.g. Young k Scoville, 1991; Young et al., 1995). A beam
that subtends a large area of the sky allows an efficient determination of tlu^ total
amount of the emission, and hence the total molecular gas mass, in a few pointings
in a relatively short amount of time. The resultant large database of hundreds of
galaxies yields a statistically significant comparison of the physical properties in dif-
ferent Hubble types. One of the main drawbacks of these observations is tlu^ loss of
spatial information that also arises from the large beam size. This complicates the
examination of the detailed gas structure at kpc scales especially for distant sources,
despit(> techniques that have been developed to efficiently map sources on the fiy (i.e.
OTF mapping). The spatial filtering unique to interferometric observations nicely im-
proves upon the resolution problem, but an extensive survey to develop a sample size
comparable to those achieved by single dish experiments would take a prohibitiv(>ly
long time. A sparsely distributed array configuration (e.g. OVRO) requires at least
a full track on source to deliver a map with acceptal)le (10 to 1) dynamic ranged
Sakamoto et al. (1999a), using the 6-element Nobeyama Array, were the first to con-
duct an (>xtensive interferometric CO (1 0) survey of 20 n(^arby galaxies, which was
then followed by a more reccnit similar survey at the BIMA (Heifer et al., 2003), in
which 44 galaxies were mapped at high angular resolution (see Chapter 5). On the
other hand, atomic gas observations have benefited from the commissioning of the
'The (lyiiainic range of an iiitc-rfcronictric observation roughly .scales as s/tN/([) where is
the number of antennas, r is the on-source time, and (/) is the phase error. Amplitude error does
not contribute much to the dynamical rang(> as "A 10° phase error is (is hud as a 20% amplitude
error "(Taylor, Carilli k Perl(>y, 1999)
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VLA in the 70\s, whose large array size has allowed snapshot observations that still
result in reasonable u-v coverage and hence good dynamic range.
Surveys dedicated exclusively to CO (10) in interacting systems using single dish
telescopes were carried out previously (Zhu et al., 1999; Gao k Solomon, 1999; Geor-
gakakis, Forbes & Norris, 2000; Yao et al., 2003), but the information is again limited
to the total flux and has no spatial information. The important next step, therefore,
is to study the spatial distribution and the kinematics of the ISM in colliding systems
with the high resolution capabilities offered by the interferometers. This allows a
detailed comparative study of the distribution of the gas of different tracers found
in images obtained at different wavelengths. To this end, this chapter describes the
observational data of 10 colliding systems in H I and CO (1-0) emission obtained
using the VLA and OVRO interferometric arrays. Detailed statistical and compar-
ative analysis of this data with a sample of nearby isolated systems can be found
in Chapter 5. First, the sample selection criteria is detailed in §3.3, followed by a
description of the data reduction and calibration techniques in §3.4. The main results
are presented in §3.5, §3.6 and §3.7. Some qualitative and quantitative descriptions
regarding the individual sources are presented in §3.8. A short summary concludes
the chapter.
3.3 Sample Selection
A significant amount of information pertaining to the interaction history can be
obtained by examining the optical morphology alone. Bushouse (1986) compiled a set
of ~ 100 strongly interacting systems that involve two or more progenitor galaxies
by visually inspecting the Uppsala General Catalogue (UGC). He concluded that
these systems show a systematically higher level of Ha luminosity and equivalent
width than those found in isolated systems, but also found that about 30% of the
interacting galaxies show weak or no optical emission lines much like the spectra of
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elliptical galaxies. A sub-set of 80 systems were further investigated by Zhu et al.
(1999) in CO (1-0) using both the NRAO 12m and the IRAM 30m single dish radio
telescopes. Tho interacting systems investigated in this thesis have been selected from
the sample of Zhu et al. (1999) according to the following criteria:
• Major Mergers: systems must include two nearly e(iual mass spirals with
Mb < -19,
• Projected Separation: covering a wide range from 5 to 40 kpc,
• Angular Size: sufficiently close (^ 100 Mpc) to be resolved with the OVRO
resolution (~ 5"),
• Strong CO emission: reciuired Sea > 20 Jy km/s to ensure detection using
the interferometer.
Out of the 80 pairs in Zhu et al. (1999), ten pairs meet this selection criteria (see
Table 3.1). Six sources w(>re observed using the Owens Valley Radio Observatory
(OVRO) in CO (1 0) in Spring 2002, thre(> sources were observed earlier by Min
S. Yun, and th(> hrial source was retrieved from the OVRO archive. Five of these
sources were also mapped in H I using the VLA in Winter 2002, while the H I data
for the remaining 4 sources wer(> (obtained from the VLA arcliiv(\ The Pi I data s(>t for
VV 731 had t(H-hnical difficulties that i)rev(>nted i)roi)(>r data calibration, and hence
it is omitted from this analysis.
To place th(> charact(>ristics of the sami)le sources in a broader context, an init ial
assessment of the merger chronology is performed through simi)l(> (|uantitative mea-
sunMiients d(>riv(Hl from the oi)tical images. Classifying the galaxies in a way similar to
Toomre (1977) can introduce signihcant iinc(>rtainti(>s becaus(> the Tooinre s(H|uence
covers a wide range of interacting systems from t he ".Xntcniiac (NGC 4038/9)" (early
stage) to the "Atoms for I'(>ace (NGC 7252)" (late stage), but the sami)le in this
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thesis IS predominantly early to intermediate stage systems. However, since it is a
convenient first order method to assess the approximate merger age, the source order-
ing presented m Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 is sorted according to the projected nuclear
separation of the pair. This ordering will be revisited in Chapter 5 from a different
perspective using a more comprehensive and quantitative set of analysis tools from
the global properties derived in optical, CO (1-0) and H I emission.
In order to investigate the environment in which each galaxy pair resides, the
2 Mpc perimeter of each pair was searched in both projected spatial and velocity
radius using the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)^. The results are pre-
sented in Table 3.2. The NED only includes galaxies that exist in previous survey
catalogs and may not have the faint dwarf companions that past instruments were
not capable of detecting due to sensitivity or coverage limitations. Excluding such
faint undetected dwarf galaxies which are predicted to be abundant, the nearest com-
panion of virtually all of the pairs is at least 0.5 Mpc away, including YV 219 which is
a Virgo cluster system. Thus, at least during the merger time scale (i.e. 1 Gyr), the
systems in this sample evolve exclusively under the tidal influence from their com-
panion galaxy\ unless there are undetected dwarf and satellite galaxies which can
affect the evolution but to a lesser degree (Hernquist k Mihos, 1995).
3.4 Observations and Data Reduction
The following two subsections summarize the observational details and parameters
and include a short discussion on data calibration. Appendix F provides some details
of the adopted calibration scheme and the imaging process.
"^This research ha.s made use of the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) which is oper-
ated by the .Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cahfoniia Institute of Terliuology, under contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
''With a velocity of (20U-300) km/s, it would take about 2 Gyr for a galaxy to travel 0.5 Mpc.
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Tal)lo 3.1. Iiitoracting Galaxy Sarni)lr
Source R.A."
(.12000)
Dec!.
(.12000)
VV 55
NGC
NGC
VV 48
NGC
NGC
VV 254
VCC
UGC
VV 25.3
NGC
NGC
VV 247
NGC
NGC
VV 769
UGC
UGC
VV 242
UGC
UGC
VV 219
NGC
NCiC
VV TM
NGC
NGC
VV 244
NGC
NGC
A//i'' z{Dm,cV sop.'! L,-,„-
(kp<-) (10'"Lo)
Mass Ratiof
5257
5258
5394
5,395
12911
12915
.5;«1N
.5;wi.s
6621
6622
813
816
11984
11985
4567
4 568
7592W
75921-;
5953
5954
13''39"'52.9'
13'' 39"' 57.7''
13'' 58"' 33.7''
I3''58"'37.9'''
1)0'' or" 38. 3''
()0''0i'".ll.9.s
13'' ,52'" 16.4''
13''.52'"16.2''
18'' 12"' 55. 3'
18'' 12"' 59.6^
01'' 16"' 16.5"
01'' 16'" 20.5"
22'' 19'" 27.8"
22'' 19'" 30.3"
12'' 36"' 32.7"
12'' 36'" 34.3"
23'' 18'" 2 1.8"
23'' 18'" 22.6"
15'' .34 '"32.4"
15''34"'35.0''
I 00''r,0"'24..5-"
+00''49'"51.5'''
f37''27'" 12.5''
+37''25'"28.5-'
+ 23''29"'01,2-''
+ 2.3'' 29'" 45.2-'
+02''06'"31.5''
+02''06"'04.5''
+68''2r"48.5-"
+68'^21"'14..5'
+ 46''44'"24,8-"
+ '16''44'"52.8"
4- 29'' 23 '"44.9"
+29'' 23'" 16.9"
+ 1 r' 15'" 29.0"
+ 1 1'' 14 '""20.0"
-04'' 24 '"57.1"
-04''24'"58.1"
+ 15'' 11 '"37.8"
+ 15'' 12"' 00.8"
-21.8
-21.7
-19.8
-21.1
-21.2
-20.6
-21.6
(total)
-20.6
-18.5
-20.4
-20.9
-20.5
-20.5
-20.5
-21.1
-21.1
(total)
-19.2
-19.1
0.023 (90) 38
0.016(57) 13
0.()()« (28) 1 I
28.2
0.012 (42) 26 5.9
0.015 (.55) 20 6.9
0.0.33 (131) 18 27.2
0.021 (81) 17 13.7
0.018 (67) 17 4.5
6.2
6.6
0.025 (98) 7 21.4
0.007 (24) 5 2.2
.00
1.07
1.03
1.11
1.02
1.00
1.03
1.01
^
^'V\w S()urc<" roortlinatcs arc fouiul froin th(> peak „r tlic 2MA.SS K-baiid images. Thi- resolution ,,1 the iniaRcs is
''I'Vom RC3 when available, else IVom (Jeorgakakis, Forbes K' Norris (2000)(N(;(; 5331) Unshouse
(1987)(N(;C 6621/2), Zhu et al. {1999)(U(;C 1 1984/5) and Soifer et al (1987)(NGC 7,592).
''The angular diameter di.stance is derived using the .\CDM cosmology {Hq - 75 km/s/Mpc, Um - 0.3, Ha = 0.7)
''i'rojected physical .separation oC the pair.
•'From IRAS 12, 25, 60 and lOO/xm flux (Soifer et al, 1989). /,/„ - Itt/Jj /••,/^, where I'm = 1.8 x 10 ' ' 1 13. 18/,., +
'j.l6/2r, + 2.58/(io + /looj (Sanders Mirabel, 1996)
''Ratio of the alwolute magnitudes in the ])air should rellect the relative ma,s.ses (a.ssuiiiing a ( onstaiit mass to-light
ratio). Values for VV 253 and VV 731 are not available bei ause H-band magnitudes are available only for the whole
systems.
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W 55
V
1
W 48
•
254
>-
f
3
•
W 253
4
W 247
>
5
W 769
•
6
•
W 242.
*
•
W 219
41
8
W 731
9
W 244
10
Figuip 3.1 Saiiipl(> ,s()urc(>s arranged by (Increasing projected pliy.sical nuclear separa-
tion. The box siz(^ is adjustcnl for each source, and the i)hysical scale is not uniform.
See Figure 5.16 for the comparison of the relative sizes.
3.4.1 CO (1-0)
The CO (1 0) observations vver(> carried out at th(> ()VH() interf(>rometer jirray
during Spring 2002 s(>ason. Two antcuinas were configured in the north-south
dir(>ct,i()n with a .")() m bns(>line length, and four antennas with baseline^ lengtlis between
15 and 115 m w(u-e assigned in the east,-w(>st direction (th(> L conHgurat ion). The
digital corn^lator was (onhgured to cover 480 MH/ in 1 modules, each divided into
120 channels giving a velocity resolution of ~ 10.5 km/s. Passband calibration was
done by observing a strong (|uasar. .\n absolute flu.x scale was obtained from a
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Table 3.2. Galaxies Within 2 Mpc Volume Aiound Sample Some es
VV 769
VV 219
VV .55
VV 48
VV 244
VV 247
VV 242
VV 731
Source Nearby Source Projected Distance (kpc ) Velocity (km/s)
VV 254 ' '
NGC 4607
NGC 4578
IC 904
CGCG 017-046 770
2dFGRS N3.35Z175 831
720 6752
6754
2MASX
.113510.355+0220174 883
UCiC 8750
UCC 9951 528
UGC 9925 593
NGC 5962 668
NGC 5962b 698
UGC 11183 555
c;c;gc; 494-017 877
6727SDSS
.J 134205+004305 877 r«nVV 253 ^"''^
9925
9892
2004
1916
1957
1923
6164
4583
planet and a strong quasar (e.g. Uranus and 3c84), and basoline-based averaging was
used to determine the final flux scale. A quasar uniquely selected for each target
source was observed every 20 minutes to track the short term gain variations, and
amplitude and phase fittings were performed using baseline based calibration. In
theory, ant(>nna based calibration is expected to produce better results than baseliiu^
based calibration since it corrects for variations before signal correlation. Howev(>r.
the antenna based calibration software at OVRO is known to be unr(>liable und(>r
certain circumstances, and l)as(^line based calibration was adopted for all of the sources
for consistency. Th(> calibrated data were imaged and deconvolved using DIFMAP
(Shepherd et al., 1994). Two narrow band channels were averaged to produce a
natural weighted CLEANed data cube at a final velocity resolution of 21 km/s. For
sources with low S/N, a Gaussian ta])(>r was applied in tli(> uv space to smooth th(>
data spatially. Uniform weighting was used for sources with high enough S/N to
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improve the resolution. Table 3.3 shows the key observational para.net.-rs „s..<l i„
and derived from this observation.
3.4.2 HI
The H I observations were carried out at the VLA in Winter 2002 using tlie
C configuration. The array configuration at the VLA changes from on(^ observing
season to another, where the most extended (A) configuration gives ~ 1.5" angular
resolution and the most compact (D) configuration gives ~ 44" angular resolution at
20 cm. The resolution achieved by the B and C configurations fall in between and
gives ~ 4" and ~ 13" angular resolution respectively. The 27 elements are arranged
in a "Y" shape with baseline lengths ranging from 35 m to 3.4 km. The correlator was
configured to use 2 IFs with 3.125 MHz total bandwidth and 48.8 kHz (10.5 km/s)
frequency resolution after on-line Hanning smoothing. The Hanning function smooths
in tli(> frequency domain and creates a new channel by adding three adjacent channels
weighted by 25, 50 and 25%. In effect, this reduces the final total number of channels
one half although information from all of the channels were used in the process of
smoothing. The on-source integration time for each source was ~ 5 hours. A nearby
quasar was used to derive the gain solution, and flux and passband calibrations were
performed using 3c48 (16.5 Jy at 1.4 GHz) or 3c286 (15.0 .Jy at 1.4 GHz). All of the
VLA calibration and imaging were carried out with AIPS, wlune difi"erent ROBUST^
parameters were adopted to vary the final image resolution. Table 3.4 shows some of
the key observational parameters used and deriv(>d in this ol)servati()n.
^Briefly, the ROBUST parameter in AIPS allows the ob.server to control the image resolution
and sensitivity. ROBUST = 5 will result in a natural weighted beam and ROBUST = -5 will
produce a uniform weighted beam. Values between 5 and -5 allow intermediate weighting which
trades resolution for .sensitivity.
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Table 3.3. OVRO Observational Properties
Source fJHMs (nUy) ^ Beam (")'' Beam (kpc) Tsys (SSB)'- Calibrator^
VV 55 16 6.2 X 3.7 2.7 X 1.6
VV 48 16 5.5 X 4.3 1.2 X 1.0 190 - 390 .11153+495
VV 254 15 7.2 X 5.1 2.0 X 1.4
(20) (4.3 X 3.4) (1.2 X 1.0)
VV 253 9 5.4 X 3.6 3.5 X 2.3
VV 247 24 6.6 X 5.6 2.7 X 2.3 290 - 340 .11800+784
VV 769 16 5.1 X 4.1 1.8 X 1.4 180 - 250 J0136+478
VV 242 11 4.4 X 3.1 1.3 X 0.9 260 - 400 .11549+026
VV 219 12 4.0 X 3.5 0.6 X 0.5 220 - 380 .11549+026
VV 731 10 4.5 X 3.6 2.2 X 1.7
VV 244 15 4.4 X 3.6 0.6 X 0.5 250 - 400 .11549+026
^The RMS nois(! per 21 kni/s channel
^The synthesized beam size recovered using natural weighting, except for VV 254
where uniform weighting was also adopted in order to increase the resolution
(shown in parenthesis).
'^The system temperature characterizes the quality of the observation. The four
main contributions arise from the receiver, the atmospher(>, the ant(>nnas, and the
cosmic microwave background (Wilner, 1998). Tsys and the phase calibrator for
the archival sources are not listed because the OVRO observation log for these
sources were not available.
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Table 3.4. VLA Observational Properties
Source c^RMS (mJy)^ Beam {")^ Beam (kpc) Calibrator'^
VV 55 0.18 22.2 X 17.6 9.8 X 7.8 J 1354-021
VV 48 0.79 17.8 X 16.3 4.0 X 3.6 J1504+377
VV 254 18.0 X 18.0 5.1 X 5.1
VV 253 0.22 22.0 X 17.1 14.2 X 11.0 J1354-021
VV 247 0.57 16.2 X 13.0 6.5 X 5.2 J2236+284
VV 769 0.23 16.3 X 16.3 5.7 X 5.7
VV 242 0.18 17.9 X 17.6 5.5 X 5.4 J1252+119
VV 219 0.86 19.9 X 14.0 2.9 X 2.0 J1252+119
VV 244 0.29 19.8 X 17.9 2.3 X 2.1 J1520+202
^The RMS noise per 11 km/s channel. Data for VV 254 and
VV 769 were provided by J. Condon (Condon et al., 1993; Condon,
Helou k Jarrett, 2002), and the noise properties for VV 254 is
unknown because the map was clipped at a threshold value.
^The synthesized beam size recovered using natural weighting
(ROBUST = 5).
''The calibrator information was not available for VV 254 and
VV 769.
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3.5 Derived Properties of Atomic and Molecular Gas
TlH> (l(>riv(.cl cuantitios from the CO (1 ()) a,ul II I ..h.M. vaticns an« sunnna.i/.d
in Table 3.5 and IK'y. Tal,l(. .id has (he followinj; lo,mat:
Col. (1) Tli(> nan.(> of iho pair from f lu- Vorontsov-Volyaminov catalog (Vorontsov-
Vdyaininov, 1959, 1977), and tlu> UGC/NGC nnn.hcr for ,>a, h individual galaxy.
Col. (2) Hccovcrcd int(>grat(Hl flux (l(>riv(-d using WP^ task MOMNT. Single dish
measurements are list(>(l in () wIkmi available.
Col. (3) Th(> derived total molecular gas mass from the Oth moment map when avail-
abl(> (see Apjx'udix E).
Col. (1) The dynamical mass using t,h(> CO emission (see fj3.7).
Col. (5) The jx'ak CX) column density.
Col. {()) Tli(> average surface d(>nsity given by Mujn R'^in{2), where /? is the FWHM
of the deconv()lv(Hl siz(> of the (>mission.
Col. (7) The systemic velocity found from tli(> median velocity of the CO (1 0) spec-
trum, and the t-otal lin(> width in hull Width Z(>ro Int(>nsity (FWZI).
Col. (9) The ratio of mohu ular mass to dynaniical mass. Note that M,/,^„ is not
corre( ted for t he inclinat ion.
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Col. (10) The star formation ottici(!iicy.
The properti(>s of U I was d.rivvd for Ihc whoh^ sysK.n, ratlun- than trying to
separate the H I into two galaxies. Table 3.G has th(> following format.
Col. (1) The name of the pair fron. the Vorontsov-Velyaminov catalog (Vorontsov-
Velyaminov, 1959, 1977)
Col. (2) Recovered integrated flux dviivvA using MPS task MOMNT.
Col. (3) The total atomic gas mass (see Appendix C).
Col. (4) Th(> p(>ak column density.
Col. (5) The total line width in Full Width Zero Int(>nsity (FWZI).
Col. (6) Total flux from NVSS at 1.4 GH/.
Col. (7) Star formation rate from S[,.i(;iiz-
3.5.1 Flux Recovery and its Consequence to the Molecular Mass
The main advantage of int(>rlerom(>t lic observation for Calaclic studies lies in its
ability to efhciently resolv(> out the diffuse and extended structun^s, rev(>aliiig only the
more d(>nse and compact regions wher(^ most of t li(> 'inter(>sting" astropliysical i)lie-
noinena occurs. For (>xtra.galacl ic studi(\s, t he main advantage of intei feromet ry is its
ability to ])i()duce high angular i-esolution images, tlu^reby allowing the investigation
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Table 3.5. Derived C0(1 0) Properties
Source
VV 55
NGC
NGC
VV 48
NGC
NGC
VV 254
UGC
UGC
VV 253
NGC
NGC
VV 247
NGC
NGC
VV 769
UGC
UGC
VV 242
UGC
UGC
VV 219
NGC
NGC
VV 731
NGC
NGC
VV 244
NGC
NGC
5257
5258
5394
5395
12914
12915
533 IN
533 IS
6621
6622
813
816
11984
11985
4567
4568
7592W
7592E
5953
5954
137
250
10.12
10.38
10.46
11.03
22.48 (471)
22.60 (622)
108
111
6764
6775
(545)
(479)
0.46
0.22
148 (201
)
171 (548)
9.49
9.55
9.25
11.16
22.81 (1021)
22.04 (168)
189
68
3444
3508
(150)
(533)
1.74
0.02
163 (420)
.334 (.381)
9.76
10.08
11.00
10.82
22.28 (296)
22.64 (681)
71
106
4330
4502
(600)
(645)
0.06
0.18
23 (185)8
222
9.67
10.65 11.36
22. .30 (316)
22.82 (1028)
165
94
9952
9952
(311)
(690) 0.19
.369 (219)
- (34)
10.46 10.60 22.72 (815) 150 6164 (455) 0.72
27 (43)
60 (161)
172 (180)
- (32)
121
642
59
59
233 (365)
108 (73)
9.16 10.13 22.20 (242) 83 5159 (345) 0.11
9.50 10.67 22.20 (2.56) 73 5320 (367) 0.07
9.82 10.67 23.04 (1654) 255 4577 (451) 0.14
9.05 9.48 22.15 (213) 61 2285 (169) 0.37
9.77 10.61 22.79 (960) 111 2232 (317) 0.14
9.83 9.94 22.66 (714) 170 7353 (416) 0.78
9.83 10.45 22.59 (610) 91 7342 (416) 0.24
9.20 9.66 22.65 (706) 201 1968 (254) 0.35
8.87 9.54 22.52 (512) 101 1984 (253) 0.21
7.8
7.4
3.5
5.4
6.8
8.7
7.9
8.3
15.7
7.9
''Single dish measurements from Zhu et al. (1999) are .shown in parenthesis when available. Units are expressed in
.Jy km/s.
''Units are A/q
"^Units are cm~^(A/0/pc^)
dA/o/pc2
fLo/A/0
8The single disli liux is the total of NGC 5331 north and south
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Table 3.6. Derived H I Properties
Source logM//;b
SiA {hY SFRi./
17.6 10.53 21.43 475 0.09 54.4
13.8 9.84 21.61 620 0.11 13.4
14.0 10.06 21.51 721 0.13 28.5
4.8 10.30 21.34 573 0.04 47.8
2.6 9.63 21.34 518 0.03 12.2
9.4 10.06 21.57 854 0.06 19.7
11.5 10.08 21.73 447 0.08 17.4
21.1 9.54 21.49 335 0.14 7.8
7.9 9.04 21.38 365 0.10 3.9
VV 55
VV 48
VV 2548
VV 253
VV 247
VV 769^
VV 242
VV 219
VV 244
""Jy km/s
Units are Mq
Units are cm~'^
'^km/s
Hrom NVSS (Condon et al., 1998)
^Yun, Reddy & Condon (2001)
sCondon et al. (1993)
''Condon, Helou & Jarrett (2002)
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re-
of gas on sub-kpc to kpc scales for nearby sources. At the same time, spatial filtermg
can lead to erroneous maps at large scales that could m turn profoundly mislead
the observational interpretation of sources when much of the low surface brightness
features are resolved out (Wilner k Welch, 1994). A commonly adopted solution
to combine interferometric data with single dish data obtained toward the same
gion of the source m order to achieve a map that is sensitive to both large and small
scales (Heifer et al., 2002). However, when the raw single dish data is not available,
one must estimate the amount of missing flux by comparing the derived total flux to
that of published results (if available). The VLA observation is less susceptible to
the spatial filtering because the inner sampling function is covered suflBciently after
a full track on source, but the situation is more complicated at existing mm-arrays
such as the OVRO where the sparsely allocated array introduces poor inner sampling
coverage.
In many cases, the OVRO observations did not agree well with the flux measure-
ments reported earlier by Zhu et al. (1999) (see Table 3.5). Flux recovery is as low as
30% in NGC 5395 and as high as 170% in NGC 6621 with an average of 85%. Assum-
ing the minimum projected baseline length is the diameter of the dish (i.e. ~ 10 m),
the largest detectable structure is about 50". This may impact some of the sources
where the OVRO primary beam barely covers the entire radial extent of the source
(e.g. VV 219 and VV 254). However, it is also possible that the flux underestimations
may not be all attributable to the missing extended flux as 3 cases of overestimates
are also found, and various other reasons could account for this apparent descrepcny.
For example, uncertainties in (1) the amplitude calibration, (2) the baseline fitting of
single dish measurements, (3) the Gaussian (or exponential) correction factor adopted
by Zhu et al. (1999) in order to estimate the flux outside the beam, all contribute
to a significant uncertainty in the total CO flux derived from single dish telescopes.
Regardless of t\w underlying cause for the discrepancy, it is imperative to bear in
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mind that the mherent problem of spatial filtermg always exists, and interpretation
of the qualitative and quantitative analysis should be treated with caution. Under
the assumption that reliable estimates of the total flux are obtained from single dish
measurements, the missing flux that is not accounted for by the interferometer could
be as large as a factor of 3. The linear scaling between the total CO (10) flux and
the molecular gas mass (Appendix E) could therefore introduce a factor of a few
underestimate to total molecular gas mass^
3.5.2 Brightness Temperature
The peak emission in the spectroscopic channels can be translated into a peak
brightness temperature through the use of the standard Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-
tion. The results for both H I and CO (10) are presented in Table 3.7. We assume
that the CO (1-0) emission is optically thick and that Tb ~ T,^ ~ T^. The filling
factor of CO (10) emission is largely uncertain and the true brightness tempera-
ture directly scales with the product of filling factor and excitation temperature (i.e.
Tb ~ fT,^ where / is the beam filling factor). Assuming a beam filling factor of 0.1,
these CO (10) brightness temperatures suggest excitation temperatures of 5 20 K.
The spin temperature for optically thin emission (i.e. H I) is related to the optical
depth and filling factor [Tb = fTs[l - e"-] ^ JTst). It is possible that an edge-
on galaxy could appear to have a larger optical depth than a face-on galaxy due
to a longer line of sight. However, since the above measurement relies on the peak
flux obtained in a narrow velocity channel, the optically thin approximation should
hold true and will not introduce significant uncertainties in the derived temperature.
^It has been suggested that the galactic CO-H2 conversion in intense star forming galaxies can
overestimate the molecular gas mass (Appendix E). The overestimate could be as large as factor 4 -
5 in LIRGs/ULIRGs (Downes & Solomon, 1998). Since many of the sample systems are undergoing
moderate star formation activity 2-30 U^.^/yr (Table 3.1), it is possible that the molecular gas mass
derived in Table 3.5 are overestimated to some degree. This effect may somewhat compensate for
the mass underestimate due to missing flux, and thus the lesulting total mass discrepancy may not
be so severe after all.
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Table 3.7. Peak Brightness Temperature
Source peak
fH I)
AT
'-^'peak
VV 55 0.63 7.88
VV 48 2.11 20.33
VV 254 1.40 12.37
VV 253 0.58 29.03
OA'7V V Z4 ( 0.67 10.47
VV 769 0.44 9.39
VV 242 2.03 21.85
VV 219 1.24 29.80
VV 731 0.78
VV 244 2.04 71.12
The emission emerging from a narrow velocity channel can be comprised of blended
emission from several overlapping H I cloud components with different temperature.
The estimated temperature (T ~ 100 K) is relatively insensitive to the adopted cloud
densities in the optically thin limit. This implies that in the optically thin limit and a
peak brightness temperature of (10 20) K, the product r/ is ~ (0.1 - 0.2). A beam
filling factor close to unity will result in r ~ (0.1 - 0.2), whereas a beam filling factor
of 10% gives r ~ (1 - 2). It is also possible that the true spin temp(>rature of these
systems is higher than the above prediction because of a larger possible contribution
from a non-thermallized H I cloud.
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3.6 Distribution and Kinematics of Atomic and Molecular
Gas
The CO (10) and H I emission moment zero maps (Appendix H) overlaid on the
Digital Sky Survey (DSS)« R-band images are presented in Figures 3.2 3.11. The
maps of the first moment overlaid over the second moment (Appendix H) are also
presented alongside to the moment zero maps. The general features seen m these maps
are discussed first, followed by a more detailed discussion of the individual sources m
the subsequent sections. A concise summary of some of the distinct morphological
characteristics seen in these maps can be found in Table 3.8.
N-body simulations of galaxy interactions suggest that ejection of the diff-use
atomic gas into tidal tails is a ubiquitous phenomenon, the degree of ejection de-
pends crucially on the encounter geometry (e.g. Toomre & Toomre, 1972). Tidal
ejection is expected to occur to some degree even in an orbital geometry that is be-
lieved to be the least eflficient configuration to transfer energy and angular momentum
(i.e. retrograde encounter of two disks). Long and well defined tidal tails are unlikely
to form in such an event. Therefore, inspecting the size and the amplitude of the
tidal tails off"ers a unique way to infer the characteristics of the orbital geometry. Out
of the 10 sources (9 with H I data), 5 sources (VV 55, VV 253, VV 247, VV 769,
VV 244) display visually long H I tidal tails suggesting that at least one of the disks
involved is in a prograde orbit. The highly inclined geometry complicates the analysis
in VV 242 despite a hint of H I tail seen at the edges of both disks. It is not too
surprising to find that about 50% of the sources are j)rograde since there are only two
possible disk orientations, unless the encounter geometery is such that it is a face-on
**The Second Palornar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-II) was made by the California Institute
of Tcn hnology witli funds from the National Science Foundation, the National Geographic Society,
the Sloan Foundation, the Sanuiel Oschin Foundation, and the Eastman Kodak Corporation.
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(e.g. "the Antennae" (NGC 4038/9)) or a head-on collision (e.g. "the Cartwheel"
(VV 784)).
In general, a smooth distribution of CO (1-0) in the disk is seen, but clumpy
distributions are evident in a few sources that are gas poor (UGC 12914, UGC 816,
NGC 4567, NGC 5395). Most of the molecular gas is resolved with at least 3 synthe-
sized beams across the disk major axis, which in many cases display widely extended
CO (1-0) emission at the minimum column density of 2.0 x 10^^ cm"^. The peak of
the CO (1-0) emission does not coincide with the dynamical center of the galaxy in
NGC 5395, NGC 5258, or UGC 12914. There are 5 CO (1-0) emission complexes
with no optical counterpart (UGC 12914, UGC 816, NGC 5331S, NGC 5954 and
NGC 6621). The true nature of these complexes have yet to be determined, but
one possible explanation is the ballistic ejection of molecular gas during the first
pericentric passage.
3.7 Position Velocity Diagrams and the Derivation of Rota-
tion Curves
The Position Velocity Diagram (PVD) is commonly used to infer the kinematics
associated with the gas and the rotation of galaxies. The KPVSLICE routine in
KARMA (Gooch, 1995) allows interactive construction of the PVDs using a 3 di-
mensional datacube as an input. The coordinates of the K-band emission peak was
used to align the center of the PVD slit (see Table 3.1), which was then rotated in-
teractively until the slit position angle matched the apparent kinematic major axis.
For consistency, the position angle of the slit was chosen to lie in the eastern half for
every galaxy, thus the orientation of the resulting PVDs are different depending on
the direction of the disk rotation along the line of sight.
The results are shown in Figure 3.12 - 3.16 along with their a(l()i)te(l ])()siti()n
angles list(!(l in the figure captions. In general, the morphology of the PVDs are quite
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Table 3.8. H I and C0(1 0) Morphological Properties
Source Long HI tail- HI taffinessi^ CO (1-0) peak^ Isolated (X) (1 0)
# galaxy center
VV55 Y(l.l) Y
NGC 5257
jyj
NGC 5258
VV 48 N (0.9) N
NGC 5.394
NGC 5.395
VV 254 N (0.9)
N
Y (6) N
N N
Y (7) N
Y (8) y (9.2)
N N
N
Y (9.0)
Y (9.5)
UGC 12914
UGC 12915
VV 253 y (2.0)
NGC 5.331N N
NGC 533 IS N
VV 247 y (1.2) y
NGC 6621 N
NGC 6622
VV 769 N (0.9) y
UGC 813 N
UGC 816 N y (9 0)VV 242 N (0.7) y
UGC 11984 N N
UGC 11985
VV 219 N (0.5) N
NGC 4,567 N N
NGC 4568 N N
VV 731
NGC 7592W N ^
NGC 7592P] N N
VV 244 Y(I.O) y
NGC 5953 N N
NGC 5954 N (8 0)
''A long HI tail is defined when D////D25 exceeds unity (numbers shown in ()).
DH1/D25 is the ratio between the major axis of HI and the sum of the 25th isophote
of the B-band image from RC3. The HI major axis is estimated from from the lowest
column density {N = 2 x I0'^° cm~'^) contours.
^The HI taffiness is defined when the 10^' cm column density contours of the pairs
appear visually connected.
'"When the location of the CO (1 0) peak column density is not consistent with tlie
center of the galaxy determined from the K-band image to within the CO (1 U) angular
resolution. The offsets are shown in () in kpc.
'^Identified CO (1-0) complexes with no obvious visual evidence of associated optical
emission. The masses of the CO (1-0) complexes are shown in () in logarthmic scale of
Mq.
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different from the PVDs derived for nearby isolated galaxies (Sakamoto et al., 1999a),
mainly due to the difference in physical resolution, and the possibility of tidally
induced non-circular motion dominating both the inner and the outer parts of the
interacting galaxies. Close examination of the H I and CO (10) PVDs reveal that, in
many cases, the peak of the emission does not coincide with the PVD centroid (K-band
peak) but is radially offset toward one or both directions. Absorption can affect the
observed nuclear emission in H I to a large degree, but less so for CO (10) emission.
Among the PVDs that display smooth and continuous CO (10) distribution with
enough S/N, more than 50% shows this anomalous kinematic signature (NGC 4567/8,
NGC 5953/4, NGC 7592, and UGC 12914/5). The simulation analysis in Chapter 2
suggests that such depression of molecular gas in the central region of a system whose
emission peak is offset to either (or both) sides of the rising part of the rotation curve
may imply the existence of a central gas ring. The existence of periodic orbits (or a
stellar bar) is one possible explanation for this peculiar morphology. Such structure
does not directly imply gas inflow due to a collisionally perturbed bar, but merely
suggests the possibility that the gas orbit possesses axial symmetry (m = 0,2), for
example, in a form of a ring or twin peaks (Kenney et al., 1992) on kpc scales. Using
images with angular resolution that is a factor of a few better (Sakamoto et al.,
1999a), these peculiar structure were found to dominate the kinematics in some of
the isolated galaxies on scales of few hundred parsecs. Angular resolution limitations
affect the interpretation of these structures to some degree for our program sources.
The rotation curve fitting was performed by tracing the envelope (see Chapter 2)
emission of the H I and CO (1-0) PVDs corrected for the instrumental velocity reso-
lution. While the turbulence term removes ~ 10 kiii/s from the rotation velocity in
normal spiral galaxies, here this term is simply neglected for consistency since the ex-
act value in the ISM of colliding systems is unknown. Both sides of the fitted rotation
curv(>s were azimuthally averaged to derive the final rotation curve. Furtlieriiiorcv to
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alleviate the d.sc.ete velocity
.esolut.on a,K, the clu.p.v nature of the gas emission
each denved
.otation velocity wa. smoothed w.th a Gaus.an whose standan, dev.a-
t.on was ecual to the FWHM of the synthesized bean,. Lastly, to avoid oversa„,p,in,
the PVD fit, the number of po.nts were adjusted, typically by a few points per l>eam
m order to present the points as a smooth and continuous distr.bution. The resultant'
rotation curves are presented in Figures 3.17 - 3.21.
The high resolution OVRO CO (1-0) data is used to describe the inner rotati
whereas the outer parts of the disk rotation is determined from the lower resolut
H I data. The inner rotation is limited by the angular resolution of the CO (10)
observation (^ 1 kpc), and thus the kinematics of the rising part of the rotation cirve
cannot be obtained with high reliability. The rotation curves in the outer parts of the
disks are generally flat (within 10 - 20%) with only a few eases showing significant
warps (UGC 813/6 and NGC 5257). A smooth transition from the CO (1-0) rotation
to H I rotation is seen in 10 of the 15 sources that were detected in both H I and
CO (10). Sources that fail to exhibit smooth and continuous transitions are primarily
those with low S/N CO (1-0) detection (e.g. UGC 813/6). A high S/N detection of
both CO (10) and H I results in a well determined rotation curve, and also proves
the robustness of the adopted fitting method for different species.
The rotation curves can now be used to derive the dynamical mass of each galaxy.
The dynamical mass is determined from
Mdyn = (3.1)
where R is the radius of the detected emission, V = K„,/sin z, i is the disk inclina-
tion, and G is the gravitational constant. Because the disk inclination in interacting
systems is exceedingly difficult to determine, we assuiiu^ /! = 90 yielding a lower limit
in all cases. In addition, Mjyj^ is only computed out to the maximum radial extent of
the CO (1 0) emission since the kinematics of the outer disk may he dominated bv the
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tidally perturbed H I gas and may not represent the true rotation of the galaxy. Al
in the outer regions, it is difficult to determine whether the H I belongs to the host
the companion. The results presented in Table 3.5 show a wide variety of M,,JM,
ranging from 0.02 in NGC 5395 to 1.58 in NGC 5394. NGC 5394 is nearly face^
and hence the dynamical mass is underestimated substantially (by sni^ O- There
two cases in which the inclination correction is not important, namely the two edge-
on galaxies UGC 12915 and UGC 11984. The M,JM,^^ parameters of these two
systems are 0.18 and 0.14 respectively, and are consistent with the observations of
the inner 500 pc of barred spiral galaxies (Sakamoto et al., 1999b). It is important
to bear in mind that non-circular motion from the bar can over/under-estimate the
dynamical mass to some degree, but n-body simulations suggest that the uncertainty
is limited to 30 to 50% (Chapter 2).
3.8 Individual Sources
Some background information regarding each source is provided, along with a
short description of the features seen in the atomic and molecular gas maps and the
PVDs.
3.8.1 VV 55 (NGC 5257/8, UGC 8641, ARP 240)
At a distance of 91 Mpc, NGC 5257/8 is one of the more distant sources in
the sample of objects presented here. It is also classified as a LIRG from its high
infrared luminosity {Ljf^ = 2.1 x 10" L,J. NGC 5257 is a late type spiral with an
inclined "S" optical morphology, where the northern part of the "S" shows a western
tidal extension ~ 18 kpc long, and the southern tidal feature points eastward and is
connected to the northern arm of its companion galaxy, NGC 5258. A low surface
brightness diffuse arm ~ 13 ki)c long enu^rges from the southern part of the "S"
pointing directly south. D(>tailed featun^s in th(> nuclear region of NGC 5257 cannot
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be seen due to extinction and poor angular resolution, but ti.ere is a lunt of a dust-lane
along the tidal arms.
Similar to NGC 5257, NGC 5258 shows two tidal features forming a shghtly n.ore
vertically elongated "S". The southern arm is ^ 40 kpc m length, much longer than
the extent of the northern arm. The R-band emission in the nuclear region shows
patchy features suggesting obscuration by dust. The Ha emission map shows strong
massive star formation activity in the southern arm of NGC 5257, and some activity
in the region southwest of the nucleus in NGC 5258, while the nuclei of both galaxies
show a low degree of star formation activity (Bushouse and Werner, 1990). The far
infrared emission at 100 and 160 iim obtained with the Kuiper Airborne Observatory
(KAO) shows similar structure despite its poor angular resolution (Bushouse, Telesco
k Werner, 1998).
The relatively undisturbed distribution of the H I emission in NGC 5257 suggests
that either most of the large scale tidal disturbance occurs along the line of sight,
or this particular orbital geometry is less susceptible to the formation of large tidal
features (e.g. a retrograde encounter). The diffuse H I emission south of the galaxy
shows a small lump that might be associated with the low surface brightness optical
tail, in which case the structure may grow to a characteristic H I tail in the future. In
contrast, the more face-on galaxy NGC 5258 shows an H I tail 60 kpc long, extending
beyond the optical tail traced in the DSS image, which is probably an indication of a
prograde encounter. Two peaks separated by 11 kpc can be identified at the northern
and southern edge of the disk. The southern peak is spatially consistent with the star
forming region found in the 2MASS and Ha images.
The CO (10) distribution in NGC 5257 shows a concentration near the nucleus
with emission extending both in the northern and southern directions forming a bar.
The southern arm shows slightly stronger CO (1-0) emission and is possibly related
to the star forming region detected in Ho . The CO (1 0) emission in NGC 5258 forms
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an elongated "S" shape that closely traces the snnilar optical morphology. This is
one of the few examples in this sample of 10 interacting systems where the CO (1 0)
emission traces the tails seen m the optical image. This is an indication of an early
stage interaction which is undergoing radial inflow according to th(> morphology seen
in the simulations (Chapter 2).
The maximum intensity of the H I PVD in NGC 5257 is offset from the center
of the galaxy by 4 - 8 kpc, but the CO (1-0) emission in the PVD is uniformly dis-
tributed. The lopsided H I distribution is also evident in the moment zero map. The
rotation curve transitions smoothly from H I to CO (10) measurements and shows
a decline in velocity at large radii, indicating that the outer H I disk is kmeniatically
decoupled. In NGC 5258, the H I PVD is lopsided toward the negative offset by 9 kpc,
and the CO (1 0) PVD is similarly lopsided but in the opposite direction. The rota-
tion curves derived from these PVDs are consistent, with a slightly smaller CO (1 0)
velocity. In contrast to the declining velocity seen at large radii in NGC 5257, the
H I rotation in NGC 5258 maintains a consistent velocity out to 50 kpc.
3.8.2 VV 48 (NGC 5394/5, UGC 8898, ARP 84)
VV 48 consists of two late type spiral galaxies, NGC 5394 and the larger NGC 5395.
NGC 5394 harbors a strong central starburst component (Sharp k Keel, 1985; Kauf-
man et al., 1999) with 10 kpc long tidal arms in both the northern and southern
directions. NGC 5395 also shows multiple tidal arms with enormous dust lanes dom-
inating the western arm of the galaxy. Extensive star formation activity is seen in
Hr^' emission along the spiral arms forming a large scale elliptical star forming ring
(Kaufman et al., 1999). A detailed study of the H I emission using VLA data in con-
junction with a modehxl encounter simulation, and BIMA CO (1 0) observation of
the northern part of the system are i)r(>sented in Kaufman et al. (1999) and Kaufman
ci al. (2002) r(«spectively. They find that 80% of the CO (1 0) ("mission in NGC 5394
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IS found near the central starburst, and suggest that NGC 5394 is prograde with re-
spect to the orbital geometry. The "eye-shape" morphology of NGC 5395 prompted
them to call this system in a "post-ocular phase".
The H I emission presented here was originally analyzed and published in Kaufman
et al. (1999), but is reiterated because of its relevance to this work. Multiple H I peaks
trace the western dust lane in NGC 5395, with a lower H I emission toward the central
and eastern portion of the disk. The northern H I extension reaches 15 kpc beyond the
edge of the visible stellar disk, but a deeper R-band image has revealed a faint optical
counterpart along this H I tail (Kaufman et al., 1999). NGC 5394 is deficient in H I
gas, but disk-wide star formation activity is evident from the Ha image (Kaufman
et al., 1999). Strong CO (1-0) emission is seen in NGC 5394 with a slightly lopsided
distribution toward the southwestern side of the galaxy. This was also noticed by
Kaufman et al. (2002) m their BIMA observation. The lack of a well defined velocity
gradient across the CO (10) emission region suggests that the galaxy is nearly face-
on. There is also a low column density CO (1-0) extension to the east which is not
seen in the Kaufman et al. (2002) BIMA map. The clumpy distribution of CO (10)
emission in NGC 5395 roughly traces the star forming ring traced in Ho, but it is
structured in four large clumps each with mass of M^, ~ (0.5 - 1.0) x 10^M©. This
is the only case in which CO (10) is completely absent in the nuclear region among
all sample sources detected in CO (1 0). Because of its clumpy nature, tracing the
rotational kinematics in NGC 5395 using the CO (1-0) emission is non-trivial, but
the north-south velocity gradient is evident even though this (jbservatioii is limited
by S/N. The CO (1 0) kinematics are consistent with the H I kinematics.
The H I PVD in NGC 5394 suffers from low S/N, but th(> general orientation of
the rotation is consistent with that of the CO (1 0) PVD. Characteri/ing the detailed
CO (1 0) kiiK>mati( s in the inner few kpc is difficult du(> to poor angular resolution.
The face-on orientation of the galaxy results in a very low rotational velocity (~ 50
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km/s) in both CO (10) and H I. The H I PVD in NGC 5395 shows pc.U.s near both
sides of the tip of the rotation, with a depression of H I toward the galaxv center
possibly related to absorption. The bimodal morphology arises because the higher
column density H I is organized in a large scale ring with a diameter ~ 24 kpc-. The
low S/N CO (1-0) emission in NGC 5395 makes the PVD appear discontinuous, and
the resulting rotation c-urve is inconsistent with the H I rotation by about 80 kin/s.
3.8.3 VV 254 (UGC 12914/5, Taffy I)
The interacting galaxy pair, UGC 12914/5 (hereafter Taffy I), was studied in H I
and radio continuiim by Condon et al. (1993). They found H I and radio continuum
emission connecting the two galaxies whose morphology resembles that of str(>tching
bands of a taffy candy. The long stretching morphology seen in both H I and radio
continuum suggests that the collision was strong enough to pull substantial amounts
of atomic and molecular gas out of the disk, and recent enough for the high (^nergy
electrons to be still radiating, constraining the merger age to within (1 -2) x 10' years
of the initial collision. The collision has also triggered massive star formation activity
in both disks as seen in the near and mid-infrared (Jarrett et al., 1999). More recent
studies of the Taffy I include searches for molecular gas in the bridge region. Braine
et al. (2003) and Gao, Zhu & Seaquist (2003) have both found (>xtensive amounts of
molecular gas in the bridge, with an estimated gas mass A/h, = 10" - 10^°Mq, which
IS comparable to the total molecular gas mass commonly found in the disks of nearby
spiral galaxies.
The R-band image reveals that UGC 12914 is - 16 kpc wide across its major
axis, displaying a 6 kpc long tidal arm that extends in th(> direction of the companion
galaxy before eventually curling. Although fainter, a similar tidal featuiv is .s(-(>ii near
the southern vdgo of the galaxy, pointing away from its companion. The north(>rn and
southern arms form a helical structure rcnniniscent of the galaxy system commonly
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known as the "Tadpole Galaxy" (UGC 10214). UGC 12914 harbors a br.ght central
component, w.th two bright knots located ^ 8 kpc northwest and southeast fron.
the center. In order to determine the exact origm of the northwestern knot, one
requires Ime of sight spatial information; it is unclear whether it is associated with
the northern edge of the disk or with the tidal arm. At 2,mi (Jarrett et al., 1999),
the brightest peak is found at the center of the galaxy. The bright optical knots
have low surface brightness infrared counterparts. In contrast to the rather unusual
optical characteristics seen in UGC 12914, its companion galaxy, UGC 12915, shows
morphology and features typical of a colliding late type edge-on galaxy. A strong
dust lane encircles the central region of the galaxy, obscuring much of the line of
sight optical emission in this region (Bushouse and Werner, 1990). In addition, a
short, tidally induced feature is seen in the northern edge, possibly connected to the
northwestern arm of UGC 12914.
The H I emission is widely spread out and extends far beyond the optical disks.
The derived total mass of neutral hydrogen is 1.5 x lO^^Mo, 25% of which (3.8 x 10^
Mo) is found m the bridge region (Condon et al., 1993). The absence of substatial H I
emission in both disks may be in part due to the absorption against the bright and
extended continuum emission. Alternatively, a substantial fraction of H I gas initially
distrubuted in the main body had already been stripped away to the inter-galactic
medium either by ram pressure or tidal force, and is only now beginning to return to
the disk potentials.
The CO (1- 0) emission in UGC 12914 coincides with the three optical knots.
The southern, and most massive concentration has a mass of 2.4 x l(fM,., followed by
1.7 X 10^ A/,., and 1.6 x IO^A/q in the central and northern concentrations. Connecting
the three molecular complexes is a long and diffuse molecular bridge that spatially
coincides with the main dust lane in the R-band image. Even subtle details such
as the ''dust spur" in the northwest of the central conccMitration shows molecular
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emission. The total molecular gas mass meluding the diffuse bridge is 8.4 x 10^
An elevated level of H. emission gives con.pellmg evidence of ongoing star formation
activity near the viemity of the three molecular complexes. Since tlu^ tidal arm visible
in Ea and optical mmges extends far beyond the OVRO primary beam, it was not
possible to identify the presence of molecular emission in the tidal tails.
In the northern galaxy, UGC 12915, a large amount of molecular gas is detected,
comprising a large bar-like molecular complex along the projec^ted optical major axis,
and an i.solated mohTular complex ~ 5 kpc southwest of the galaxy. The deconvohvd
diameter of this isolated complex is ~ 2 kpc, and nearly 10% of the total d(>t(H-t(Hl
molecular gas mass in UGC 12915 resides there. Three resolved CO (1 0) peaks ar(«
identified within tlu^ main disk. Two peaks, separated by ~ 5 kpc, occupy the two
edges of th(> CO (1 0) emission region. The southern peak is brighter of the two.
The bar-lik(> ridge at the galactic center is rather complex, as it is composed of two
spatially distinct p(>aks separated by l(>ss than 1 kpc. A bright Hrv association is schmi
at the autvv peaks but the central region is almost devoid of such emission, probably
because of obscuration by dust. The estimated molecular gas mass of UGC 12915 is
1.5 X lO'^Mrr0-
The bridge feature (the southeastern isolated molecular complex) lias optical,
strong Hfv and radio counterparts but is weak in K-band emission. The association
with a bright radio continuum p(>ak suggests that this f(^ature is real, and a possible
explanation includes a ballistic ejection of molecular clouds from ihv main body of
UGC 12915 during the recent collision. Evidence of ejected CO clouds is also found
in other interacting galaxy systems (e.g. NGC 4676 Yun k Hil)bard. 2001).
Th(^ H I P\'D morphologic^s in both sources mv ([ultv irr(>gular, mainly due to the
collision imi)act that resultcnl in the ejection of disk H I out to the bridge iiKxlium.
The CO (1 0) PVD in UGC 12914 is lopsidcnl with strong (Miiission arising from tli(>
S()uth(>ni concc'iitratioii. The n^sulliiig rotation curve is consistcMit with that of H 1.
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The high S/N CO (10) UGC 12915 results a well d.Hned PVD that traces
the rotation of the chsk with distinct emission in the forbidden velocity quadrant,
signifying inflow (or outflow). Similar to its companion, the rotation curve derived
from both H I and CO (1 0) are consistent.
3.8.4 VV 253 (NGC 5331, UGC 8774)
VV 253 IS the brightest (in IR) and the most distant galaxy pair in the sample. It
consists of two galaxies separated by 18 kpc in the north-south direc tion, with a low
surface brightness dwarf galaxy (UGC 8774W) located 60 kpc west of the galaxy pair.
The projected major axis of UGC 8774N is ~ 26 kpc with two tidal arms extending
north and south, resembling a reversed /-sign. The southern galaxy, UGC 8774S, is
similar in size to UGC 8774N but appc-ars slightly more disturbed than its companion.
Th(> southern edge of UGC 8774N and the northern edge of UGC 8774S appear to
overlap in tho optical image. The NVSS radio continuum image shows unresolved
emission centered at tlu; overlap iiKHliiim of the two galaxi(>s, with a short extension
to the w(>st possibly related to the interaction with UGC 8774W.
The peak H I emission is also found in the overlap m(>dium with a small loi)si(l-
edness toward UGC 8774N. A longen- but lower column density extension covers the
entire disk of UGC 8774S and beyond. A s(n-ondary peak with no optical counterpart
is found 26 kpc west of the galaxy pair whose south-west extension connects to a
third low column density p(>ak that coincides with UGC 8774W. The H I emission
covers similar velocity ranges in both galaxies, suggesting that tli(> orbital motion is
across the sky plane.
The CO (1 0) shows a high concentration [M,,., ~ 4.5 x 10'"A/,.J of molecular
gas in UGC 8774S, with a nortlunn extension toward UGC 8774N and a short south-
ern extension. The northern extension reacluvs a r(\solv(>d ptvik located about 5 kj)c
southwest of the nucleus of UGC 8774N. This CX) (1 0) comjjhw is offset toward the
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southwest by 6 kpc from tlu- peak of the K-l,a„cl cMnission in UGC 8774N. Strong
extinction toward the nuelens of UGC 8774S is inferred from tlu« H-hand and the
K-band light distribution, but spatial coincidence between the CX) (i ()) and the K-
band peaks suggests a high concentration of molecular gas and dust near the nucleus
with extend(«d wings along the (nearly) edge-on disk. The CX) (1 0) vc-loctv fi(>ld
shows a rotation-like gradient in NGC 5331S that is consistent wit h tliat of 11 I, with
the peak of the velocity dispersion of both species coinciding with tlH> peak of Ihv
column density distribution in CO (1 0).
The H I PVD in NGC 5331N has an emission peak offset from tlH> crnter of the
galaxy by 15 kpc, which coincides with global peak of the H I emission. The low
S/N CO (1 0) emission disallowed a reliable construction of the CO (1 0) rotation
curve and thus only H I emission was us(>d. The H I PVD morphology in NGC 5331S
is similar to its companion in that the sam(> global peak is also iiiclud(Hl within the
PVD slit. CO (1 0) (-mi.ssion at the center of the galaxy spans thv entire velocity
range, with a large spread in (^mission in (>ach velocity channel, resulting in emission
features in the forbidden velocity (luadrants. This unusual emission is also seen in
the channel maps (Appendix K). Thv rotation curv(> derivcnl from these data show a
monotonic decline from 300 km/s to 230 km/s toward the outer disk (23 kpc). The
v(>locity derived from CO (1 0) and H I are consistent.
3.8.5 VV 247 (NGC 6621/2, UGC 11175/6, Arp 81)
NGC 6G21/2 is located at a distance of 87 Mpc with high enough infrared lumi-
nosity (L//^ = 9.3 X 10" L,.,) to he classified as a LIRG. It is also the fifth in tli(>
se(iu(>iic(> of the i)roi)osed evolution of galaxy ni(>rgers according to Tooinn^ (1977)
(the Toomre S(>(iuence). The i)rojected iniclear separation is 11 kpc. NGC 6621
is a \<itc typ(> barrinl spiral with strong in = 2 arms extending to the northwest and
s(;ut,h(>ast, wher(> th(> noifliern arm curls around to form a large tidal hook roughly
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75 kpc in projected extent. In addition, a large isolated star fornung ehunp is seen
m the overlap region 12 kpc southeast of the inicleus and tliis star forming region
may have also been induced tidally. The disk of NGC 6621 is 21 kpc long in the
projected major axis and 8 kpc long in the minor axis, where a long extended dnst
lane penetrates through the nucleus and toward the southern isolated star forming
clump. NGC 6622 is probably an inclined SO galaxy (Xn et al., 2000) with little sign
of tidal disturbance. It is 6 kpc long in the projected major axis and 4 kpc long in the
projected minor axis. The northern and southwestern edges of the galaxy show dust
obscuration in the WFPC2 images (B. Keel, from the WFPC2 archive). Some star
forming activity is seen in NGC 6622 as id(>ntified by its MIR and Ha distribution
(Bushouse and Werner, 1990; Xu et al., 2000), but at a lower level in the nucleus of
NGC 6621. The star forming region seen in the overlap region also exhibits MIR and
Ho; enhancement. FIR and 1.4 GHz radio emission are only detected in NGC 6621
(Condon et al., 1996; Bushouse, Telesco k Werner, 1998), both showing a southern
extension which is possil)ly related to the isolated southern star forming clump.
NGC 6621 is one of the few cases in the sample that is deficient in disk H I (se(^
NGC 5394 for another example) as well as in the overall H I content (il/m = 4.8 x 10^
Mq). The H I emission is centered around the starburst region, and the absence of
CO (1-0) emission there makes this an interesting source to study in detail, and it
will be a topic of future research once high resolution infrared and optical images
become available. The northern part of the tidal tail is also defici(>nt in H I, but a
long atomic tail exactly tracing a similar optical tail is clearly seen, extending over
20 kpc beyond the optical tail visible in the DSS image.
No CO (10) emission was detected in NGC 6622 with the interferometer despite
the reported flux of 34 Jy km/s with the NRAO 12 meter telescope (Zhu et al., 1999).
Th(ur CO (1 0) spectrum shows a possible line detection, but uncertainties in both the
baselin(> fitting and their m()d(>l ai)proximati()ns are large, and the claimed detection
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Th(> al,s(>nce of significant H I (>,nission m the disk of NGC 6621 and tlu^ high
^concentration of H 1 in th(« (,v(>rlapping region makes thc> H I PVD appear c'onipletely
h)psided. The shape of the CO (1 0) PVD appears sinnlar to that of NGC 5331S due
to the compact nature of the gas and a largv range in velocity. Tli(> wing toward t h(>
negative offset aris(>s from tli(« southeastern extension, and this results in a substantial
emission in the forbidden velocity (|uadraiit. T\w H I and CO (1 0) rotation curv(«s
of NGC 6621 are consistent, but only a limit(>d amount of information is obtained for
NGC 6622.
3.8.6 VV 769 (UGC 813/6, Taffy II)
UGC 813/6 is investigated in d(>tail by Busliouse and Werner (199(J) in oi)ti-
cal/NIR and by Zhu et al. (1999) in CO(l 0) as part of th(>ir interacting galaxy
surveys. More recently, Condon, Helou .larrett (2002) id(MitiHe(l unusual morpho-
logical and radio projx'rtie-s in UGC 813/6 that visually appear similar to the bridge
iiKHlium in Taffy I, earning it the naine Tally II. UGC 813 is nearly edge-on, and the
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south-eastern edge has a short tidal tail (4 kpc) pointing toward the direction of the
southern edge of UGC 816. The western edge of the disk appears less disturbed, but
a diffuse tail is visible in high contrast images. UGC 816 appears more face-on than
its companion galaxy, and has two tidal arms formed from the recent strong c'ollision
with UGC 813. The large scale morphology (i.e. tails and arms) is consistent with
the near infrared images from 2MASS, but differs slightly in the nuclear regions of
UGC 816. The .J-K image shows a hint of dust extinction south of the nucleus of
UGC 816 and in the western portion of the disk of UGC 813.
The H I distribution has peaks in each galaxy but is offset by a few kpc toward
the bridge region (i.e. medium between the two disks) in both. The existence of a
long, visible H I tail (~ 20 kpc) in UGC 816 suggests a low inclination disk on a
prograde orbit. However, evidence of a velocity gradient along the tidal arm argues
against a completely face-on disk. The H 1 distribution in UGC 813 appears to be less
disturbed because the line of sight projection obstructs the details of the disk, but a
10 kpc long tail emanating from the southwest edge of the disk is seen at low column
densities. The strong rise in the velocity dispersion at the taffy region signifies the
violent nature of the recent collision, and is similar to that seen in Taffy I.
The CO (1-0) emission in UGC 813 is distributed along the near edge-on disk,
with two marginally resolved peaks separated by ~ 2 kpc. A third peak seen toward
the eastern edge of the disk appears to be an extension of the central complex. The
peak of the 2MASS K-band image is offset from the CO (10) complex, located
between the western and the central CO (1-0) complexes. The slight north-south
elongation of the larger and more massive northern complex results in a slightly
lopsided CO (10) warp. Its companion, UGC 816, harbors two comparable mass
(M//2 = 1.0 X 10^ M(.i) molecular gas complexes separated by ~5 kpc that is further
connected by a less massive (M//., = 0.5 x 10''' M^) molecular bridge. The two large
CO (1 0) complexes are displaced by ~ 2 kpc toward the leading edge of the south(>rii
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spiral arm with the bridge displaced roughly twice as much. The linnted S/N results
m a poor characterization of the velocity distribution in both disks, hut ihv ohscrvv.l
velocity field in UGC 813 is consistent with circular rotation.
The H I PVDs in both UGC 813 and UGC 816 have similar charac-toristics to that
of UGC 12914/5. The emission region generally slopes from tlu^ upp.n- Mi to th(« hmrr
right quadrant, but well defined rotation is absent. This is primarily dnv to thv wid(>ly
distributed and highly disturbed nature of the H I in this young interacting system.
The CO (1 0) PVD in UGC 813 appears to have significant emission in the forbidden
velocity quadrant, but the clumpy nature of the emission makes the determination
of the systemic velocity very uncertain and hence it may not directly identify infiow.
The H 1 and CO (1 0) rotation curves in UGC 813 are inconsistent and they differ
by ~ 100 km/s, and the outer disk shows a decline in H I rotation similar to that
seen in NGC 5257. The CO (1-0) PVD in UGC 816 suffers from low S/N and the
clumi^y nature of the emission. This also introduces significant uncertainties in the
derivation of the CO (1 0) rotation curve and results in inconsistencies with tlu^ H 1
rotation.
3.8.7 VV 242 (UGC 11984/5, NGC 7253, ARP 278)
UGC 11984/5 is located at a distance of 63 Mpc, and consists of two highly
inclined galaxies separated by a i)rojected distance of 12 kpc. The major axis of
UGC 11984 is 25 kpc long with the northwestern edge harboring a 9 ki)c long low
surface brightness, lopsided warp, tilted by 45 degrees from the disk. This is connected
to a lower surface brightness (possibly tidal) hook that curls toward thv southwestern
edge of UGC 11985. The southeastern edge of UGC 11984 appears to overlap with
the nucleus of UGC 11985, where a NIR peak and an (>xtended Hr> emission is found
(Xu et al., 2000). Although slightly short(T, thv huigtli of the projected major axis of
UGC 11985 is similar to its companion (~ 20 kpc), also showing similar tidal features
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NIR and rad.o continuum emission peaking at the nucleus of UGC 11984 (C„nd.,n
et al., 1996; Xu et al., 2000). Both disks show evidence of nuclear starbursts where
a model fit to the spectra suggest a 1 - 7 x 10' year tiu.e <ieUn- in the onset of the
nuclear starburst activity (Bernlohr, 1993).
Contmuous H I emission, 46 kpc wide, envelops both galaxies and an H I absorp-
tion feature is seen toward the nucleus of UGC 11984. Despite optical evidence of
tidally induced tails in the northwestern edge of UGC 1 1984 pointmg south, the mor-
phology of the low column density H I contours shows extension to the north. The
existence of the northern H I extension is puzzling since the general tendency of the
collision IS to induce tidal features in the plane of the disk unless strong direct head-on
collision results m direct c-ollisions of gas clouds at the impact, pulling material out
of the plane of the disk similar to the case of Taffy I. Much of the H I emission in
UGC 11985 is confined to the disk with almost all of the northern part attached to
the H I in its companion. Since the low velocity emission (4361 - 4544 km/s) shows
strong physical coupling with the emission in the southeastern edge of UGC 11985,
it is likely that the two galaxies are in close physical contact. It is also possible,
however, that the line of sight projection mimics the physical coupling.
Despite the evidence for nuclear starburst and tidally disturl)ed H I emission, the
distribution and kinematics of the CO (10) emission in UGC 11984 appear to be
relatively unaffected by the tidal activity, resembling a normal edge-on spiral galaxy.
No CO (1-0) emission w^as detected in UGC 11985. The peak CO (10) emission is
found at the nucleus of UGC 11984 with emission extending 11 kpc long along the
edge-on disk, where the southeastern side shows longer and narrower emission than
the northwestern edge. Its kinematics show a northwest-southeast gradient with a
steeper gradient on the northwest(nn side. The velocity disi)ersion peaks roughly near
the K-baiid nucleus.
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The absorption near the center of UGC 11984 n.akes the shape of the H I P\ D
appear b.moCal, b„t the higher density traeer in CO (1- 0) fills the inner region TheCO (1-0) PVD shows well defined rotation w,th the peaK shghtlv otfset toward the
lower r,ght quadrant, and the CO (1-0) and the H I rotation enrves der.ved fron,
these PVDs are cons.stent. The H I PVD n, UGC 11985 . sinr.larly bimodal despite
no obv.ous evKlence of eentral absorption. The rotation curve shows a gradual de<.Hne
{Av ~ 50 km/s).
3.8.8 VV 219 (NGC 4567/8, UGC 7776/7)
Two early type galaxies constitute the interacting Virgo cluster system VV 219.
The absence of any obvious optical tidal features in either system suggests that the
galaxies have not (yet) reached the initial pericentric passage, but the proximity of the
two disks with projected nuclear separation of ^ 11 kpc, and similar radial velocities
{v..y. = 2274 (NGC 4567) and 2255 (NGC 4568)) suggest that the two galaxies
.
interacting. NGC 4567 is a low inclination early-type galaxy (15 x 12 kpc) with tw
arms from the northern and southern side of the disk. The northern arm curls toward
the northern edge of its companion where dust lanes are visible at the contact region.
The southern arm extends in the opposite direction. NGC 4568 is 35 x 11 kpc in size
and its undisturbed appearance resembles a normal early-type spiral galaxy when
viewed in the absence of its companion. Numerous dust lanes and strong extended
Ha emission are seen throughout the disk, where the most intense emission is found
within r < 4 kpc in NGC 4568 (Koopmann, Kenney & Young, 2001). The radio
continuum centers around the nucleus of NGC 4568 with an extension toward its
companion (Condon et al., 1996).
The peak H I emission is found toward the northern edge of NGC 4508 where
the two galaxies appear to overlap. The high resolution image shows an absence of
emission in the central region of NGC 4568 i)ossil)ly due to absorption. The extension
les
are
o
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of tho
1
X 10- c,n-^ contour covers part of NGC 4567 hut is ohviouslv clehc ien, i„
H I gas. Because system resides i„ a duster environment, the outer chsk is expeCed
to be deficient m H I fron. repeated ram pressure stnppiug m the chister potential
(Cayatte et al., 1990). This occurs more intensively near the c.hister core as c..deneed
by the progressively smaller D^./D,, ratio toward the core (Cayatte et ah, 1994).
The clumpy CO (10) distribution m NGC 4567 is
.-omposed of several centrally
c:oncentrated molecular complexes, and a northern and
.southern extension that ap-
pears to trace the optical arms. NGC 4568 appears to harbor a central molecular bar
a few kpc in extent, c.onnected with two = 2 type extension stretching northeast
and southwest, together forming a flipped /-sign. At larger scales, the mole<.ular
gas appears to trace the spiral arms that dominate the structure in the outer disk.
The "l)utterfly" shape of the velocity distribution seen in both H I and CO (1 0) is
typically observed in rotationally supported isolated spiral galaxies. Togetln.- with
the lack of evidence of obvious tidal features in optical and in H I, this may sug-
gest that VV 219 is now commencing its initial collision that marks the epoch f ~ 0
m the model analysis in Chapter 2. The simulations predict that tidal features al-
most immediately develop after the initial collision, thus the interpretation here is
self-consistent.
The H I PVD is lopsided toward the lower left quadrant because the H I emission
from the northern arm of NGC 4568 is included in th(> P\'D slit, thus the H I rotation
curve at large radii (beyond ~ 0.7') should be neglected. The CO (1 0) is similarly
lopsided but at a mudi smaller scale (~ 5") than in H I. Overall, the H I and CO (1 0)
rotation curves are consistent in velocity. The H I PVD in NGC 4568 has two strong
emission features both offset by ~ 10 kjic from t\w center of the galaxy. The ( (uitral
region shows H I absorption where the CO (1 0) (^mission dominates. The CO (1 0)
PVD ])eaks along th(> rising i)art of the rotation with a (l(>pr(>ssion of CO (1 0) near
th(> K-band nucleus, and this may suggest the preseiic(> of a nuchvir ring. The rotation
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~ 150 kiii/s.
3.8.9 VV 731 (NGC 7592, MRK 928)
«"W, VV 7:n, a „„ssi,,l..
'WO (,„ p,,v,i,,,, ,|„,„„„,,„)
' ^""1 s
,„„.,„l.. ,.o,„„a,„.,„ (VV
--(IS)
I.
"rVV7:ilEan.U,..„.ni,,.s,.fa.s,„an,
a, la,,.,.,,
""''"'"^^ »VsU..n ,ln.„. To.,„„-,.',s a,,t,.,„,i.,„ as it is n,„k.,l
'I." T"o,.„<. S..,„„.,„,.. VV 7:i,W is ,:l.s,siHo,l as a Soylort 2 a,„l VV 7:M h: ,s lo,.,„l u.
II II Salaxy (V,m„„, ( l.„„.alvos & V,.n,„-tHty, 1!)!)7; HalanHli Ma,.ia„i. 1992)^
Two loMK ,,i,lal laUs l„„|, ir, kp,- i„ p,,,|„,t„, |„„„„
,„„. ,„
<.r VV 7;iiw a,„i ,i„. s„„ii,..as.,.,„ si.i,. „r vv jmi n„ mn ,.,nissi„„ is ,i,.„„.|.,,i
<>'"" lli" MM^.II <o,„pa„i„„ (Hwang, m<)). riH. higl, ,.,.s„|,„i„„ IIST wrPC'2 imaRo
(Malkan, CHMjian & Ta,„, IMX) and as,.l Ho i„,a«i„R (|,„p,ia H al., 2()()2)
I...H.
.snKRcsl lhal VV 7:)IS is a large n.assiv,. s,ar Innn.ng n.«i„n in ,1,.
, I ,a,l .,f
vv 7311-:, similar l„ wliat is seen i„ |,|„. sonll,,.,-,, rinnip „f NGC (i(i2L Ti.r Wl''l'(:2
in.aB..ais,u™.alsl,l,aiVV7:ilEisnHM,vnstnrlMvMI,a,Hls,on,p,
n.wiil, ,„„„n„ns
dnst-lancs crK-iirlinR and pca-lraling ll„. nia lcar ,vf,km. Halanclli & Marziani (l!)l)2)
liMd larp' star lorn.al i„„ rafs (~ 2()A/,.,/,/r) ln„„ Ihnr ..nLssion li,,,- analysis, and also
delect tlic j.rcscMKc (,r ionized gas at Ihv itilerfari. hclwccri VV 7.11 W and 7:t||v
The peak CO (I (I) cinission coinciilcs will, ih,, (,„, opiical nuclei. A low olninii
density exiension {,!/„_, ^ 7 x l()« M..,) conn.vls tli,. two salaxics, conlirnniiR ll„.
liM.lings l,y Halarielli k Mar/iaiii (l!)92), VV 7:liW sl.ows elongali.H, (Von, ll.r nnrlh-
vvest to I III' soiitlieasi
,
l.iil I he vcloi-ity gradient runs almost orthogonal to il . Tlie
largesi line vvi.llli in VV 7.'ilW is f.nmd near I lie sondicastein portion ol the galaxy.
|'his may he tini. lo iioii-circiilar kineiiiatics caused liy (lie receiil iiileiartion. Tlie
1(1.'
distribution of CO (1^0) in VV 731E ,s elongated east-west with a veiocitv gradient
n the same direction. The molecular gas mass detected in W 731S (A/„, . 6 x 10»
Me) is about 10% of that detected in VV 731E.
The CO (1-0) PVDs for both sources display peaks
.n the lower left quadrants
w,th secorrdary peaks near the t.p of the rismg part of the rotation
.n the upper right
quadrarrts. Some em.ssior. m the forbidder. velocity quadrants are detected
.n both
galaxies. Because of the lack of velocity information on larger scales, the CO (1-
0) rotation curves derived from these PVDs offer limited information. The rotation
velocity of these two galaxies are comparable at 200 km/s.
3.8.10 VV 244 (NGC 5953/4, UGC 9903/4, ARP 91)
At a distance of 28 Mpc, VV 244, which has a projected nuclear separation of
6 kpc, is the nearest galaxy pair m our sample. NGC 5953 is a face-on spiral 6 kpc
across with a strong bulge component that dominates the central emission in R-band.
NGC 5953 IS classified as a LINER by Veilleux et al. (1995), and as a Seyfert 2 by
Gonzalez-Delgado k Perez (1996). The large burst of circumnuclear star formation
activity may have been induced by the interaction (Gonzalez-Delgado & Perez, 1996).
Hot gas detected in from X-ray emission is also present in NGC 5953 (Pfefl?"erkorn,
Boiler k Rafanelli, 2001). Its companion, NGC 5954 is 8 kpc long in the projected
major axis, and 4 kpc long in the minor axis. The optical emission shows a southern
tail that curls northward forming a small tidal hook. It harbors a LINER nucleus
(Gonzalez-Delgado et al., 1997) with no obvious signs of Seyfert activity (Pfefferkorn,
Boiler k Rafanelli, 2001). A WFPC2 broadband observation (F606W) provides the
details of the inner structure in NGC 5953, as well as the long tidal tail seen in
NGC 5954 (Malkan, Gorjian k Tarn, 1998).
Interferometric H I studies were done by Chengalur, Salpeter k Terzian (1995),
who found a long H I plume extending to the northwest of the pair where only a
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IlIIK"
)ul ion
fa,nt. diffusa optical cou,„,,.„,art is known to „xi.st. Tl„,v
.„ggo,sto,l that the
,.,
ar.ses mostly from the tidally ..je t,,! ga. Iron, NGC 595J, wi,h a ,..„„,,
frorrr NGC 5953. Fron, tho.r N-,.o,lv to n,o.,..l th<. opt,.
„-„ho,o«y
seen ,n NGC 5954, .,e„k„„s (1984) an
.nt-.a.-tion a,,, of Myr,
..lativHy
iiKlopeiidont of orl)ital parameters.
The large sc.le leatures seen in Cliengalnr, Salpeter & T^^rzian (1995) are also
detected here, hnt our c-oarser angular resolutu>n allows the detection of tlu> low
->lumn density emission that extends to the northeast with a projec^ted flistance of
- 20 kpc from the mean position of the galaxy pair. A separate H I hook originates
from the northwestern side of NGC 5953 extending northward by ^ 6 kpc^, and fmally
merging with the diffuse emission connected to the northern side of NGC 5954 (see
channel maps in Appendix K), together forming the long H I plume. The H I .Mi.ission
peaks on th(> northern side of NGC 5953, but is somewhat shifted toward tlu^ faint
optical bridge region. Because strong radio continuum emission is d(«tect(Hl fron, tin-
circumnuclear region of NGC 5953, absorption may have reduced the intensity of the
nuclear fl I emission.
The molecular gas in NGC 5953 appears symmetric with a short extension pointing
toward NGC 5954. The deconvolved si/e of the CO emission region is 1.8 x 1.4 kpc
and it fills about 20% of the R-baiid disk. On the other hand, the CO (1 0) in
NGC 5954 is mor(> widely distributcnl and densely concentrated near the nucleus with
a southern extension along the more dominant western stellar arm. Thv nortlunn and
western side of tli(> galaxy is almost devoid of molecular gas. Tlu> velocity distribution
in NGC 5953 ai:)p(>ars to follow a normal circular rotation where the v(4ocity incrcvises
from the northeast to the southwest The velocity structure in NGC 5954 exhibits a
north-south gradient, which is consistent with the sens(> of rotation inferrcHl from the
optical m()r})liologv.
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Table 3.9. H I Figure Properties
Source Mill Contour
(cm~^)
Max Contour
(cm~2)
Sten
f cni~2"\
vel. btep
firm /(^\
bray Scale
(kni/s)
VV 55 2.0 X 10^° 1.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 50 0 - 130
1.0 X 10'^^ 2.6 X 1021 4.0 X 1020
VV 48 2.0 X 10^0 1.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 50 0 - 90
1.0 X 10^^ 3.8 X 1021 4.0 X 1020
VV 254 2.0 X lO'^o 2.6 X 1021 4.0 X 1020 50 0 - 200VV 253 2.0 X 10^0 1.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 50 0 - 120
1.0 X 10'-^^ 2.2 X 1021 4.0 X 1020
VV 247 2.0 X 102" 2.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 25 0 - 75VV 769 2.0 X 10^0 4.0 X 1021 4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 170VV 242 2.0 X 10^0 1.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 50 0 - 160VV 219 2.0 X lO'^o 1.0 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 50 0 - 37
1.0 X 10^1 2.6 X 1021 4.0 X 1020
VV 731 2.0 X 10^1 1.0 X 1022 2.0 X 1021 50 0 - 110
1.0 X 10^2 6.0 X 1022 4.0 X 1021
VV 244 2.0 X 1020 2.2 X 1021 2.0 X 1020 25 0 - 60
1.0 X 1021 6.0 X 1021 8.0 X 1020
The H I PVD in NGC 5953 is significantly lopsided toward the upper right quad-
rant, with low velocity features covering a larger extent (~ 7 kpc). The CO (10)
PVD seemingly traces the rotation well, but the biniodal emission peaks are located
near the tip of the rotation. The CO (10) rotation curve declines monotonically and
does not connect smoothly to the of H I rotation curve which rises slightly out to a
radius of 1" (7 kpc). The H I PVD m NGC 5954 is similarly lopsided toward the
lower right quadrant, but the CO (10) PVD appears to trace a circular rotation.
Similar to NGC 5953, the H I and CO (10) rotation curves are not consistent, have
a A'^; = 50 km/s offset.
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Table 3.10. CO Figure Properties
Source
NGC 5257
NGC 5258
NGC 5394
NGC 5395
UGC 12914
UGC 12915
NGC 5331
NGC
UGC
UGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
UGC
6621
813
813
5953
5954
4567
4568
11984
Min Contour
(cm-^)
2.0 X 10^1
2.0 X 10^1
4.0 X 1021
1.0 X 10^2
2.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
2.0 X 1021
1.0 X 1022
2.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021
1.0 X 1021
2.0 X 1021
1.0 X 1022
Max Contour
(cm~2)
2.8 X 1022
3.4 X 1022
1.0 X 1022
6.0 X 1022
1.4 X 1022
3.6 X 1022
3.0 X 1022
1.0 X 1022
6.0 X 1022
4.6 X 1022
3.6 X 1022
1.6 X 1022
4.4 X 1022
3.0 X 1022
3.6 X 1022
6.0 X 1022
1.0 X 1022
8.2 X 1022
Step
(cm-2)
Vel. Step
(km/s)
Gray Scale
(km/s)
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 130
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 95
2.0 X 1021 25 0 - 40
4.0 X 1021
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 40
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 80
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 150
2.0 X 1021 100 0 - 170
8.0 X 1021
2.0 X 1021 50 0 - 114
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 45
2.0 X 1021 50 0 - 50
4.0 X 1021 25 0 - 65
4.0 X 1021 25 0 - 37
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 30
4.0 X 1021 50 0 - 45
2.0 X 1021 50 0 - 80
8.0 X 1021
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a (2000)
Figure 3.2 Top: H I map of VV 55. Middle: CO (1 0) of NGC 5257. Bottom:
CO (10) of NGC 5258. The corresponding velocity distribution contours (Moment
1) plotted over the v(>locity dis{)ersion (Moment 2) gray scale is shown at right. Soo
Tables 3.6 and 3.7 for details of the properties of the hgures.
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Figure 3.3 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 48
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Figure 3.4 Sanio as Figure 3.2 but for VV 254
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Figure 3.5 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 253
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Figure 3.6 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 247
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Figure 3.7 Saino as Figure 3.2 but for VV 769
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 242
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Figure 3.9 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 219
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Figure 3.10 Same as Figure 3.2 but for VV 731
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Figure 'AA 1 Same as Figure 3.2 hul lor VV 244
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Figure 3.12 PVD in CO (1 0) (left) and in H I {right) for VV 55 and VV 48. The
center of the PVD is chosen to coincide with the 2MASS K-band peak with position
angle 270°, 223°, 0°, and 0° for NGC 5257, NGC 5258, UGC 8774N, and UGC 8774S
respectively.
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Figure 3.13 Same as Figure 3.12 but for VV 254 and VV 253. The position angles are
332°, 307° 230°, and 32.3° for UGC 12914, UGC 12915, UGC 8774N and UGC 8774S
respectively.
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Figure 3.14 Same as Figure 3.12 but for VV 247 and VV 769. The position angles are
309°, 245°, 315° and O°for NGC 6621, NGC 6622, UGC 813 and UGC 816 respectively.
CO (1 0) in NGC 6622 was not detected.
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Figure 3.15 Same as Figure 3.12 but for VV 242 and VV 219. The position angles
are 296°, 241°, 280° and 204° for UGC 11984, UGC 11985, NGC 4567 and NGC 4568
respectively. CO (1 0) in UGC 11985 was not detected.
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Figure 3.17 The fitted rotation curve of VV 55 and VV 48. Units niv arc minutes
and kin/s for the x-axis and y-axis respectively. The filled and open circles represent
rotation curves from CO (10) and H I emissions respectively. The dashed and solid
error bars represent the velocity (vertical) and spatial (horizontal) errors for CO (10)
and H I emissions respectively.
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3.9 Summary
Atomic and
.nolecular gasses are the dominant constituent, of tl... ISM i„ galaxies
and tidal perturbations from a companion of comparable mass can s.gnificantlv alte!
the distribution and kinematics of the pnn.ord.al gas n, the d.sks involvd. The S/N
m many of the syste„,s in our sample is high enough in both CO (1-0) and in H I
that detaUed analyses ,s possible. The der.ved physical properties, d.stribution, and
kinematics of the gas were presented in this chapter in or<ler to bu.ld a statistically
significant sample of gas in coll.ding systems. Detailed investigations of the individual
sources are interesting on the.r own. and future high resolution opfcal, near infrared
and X-ray studies will be used to better understand the nature of the interactions. The
characteristics of the der.ved PVDs the fitted rotation curves, physical parameters
(such as mass and colunm density), and the structural parameters can potentially
systematically diverge from the same parameters derived for isolated spiral galaxies.
These analysis are detailed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
HIGH DENSITY MOLECULAR GAS IN THE IR-BRIGHTGALAXY SYSTEM VV 114
4.1 Abstract
New high resolution CO (3 2) mterferometne map of the IR-bright interacting
galaxy system VV 114 observed with the Submilhmeter Array (SMA) reveal a sub-
stantial amount of warm and dense gas in the IR-bright but optically obscured galaxy,
VV 114E, and the overlap region connecting the two nuclei. A 1.8 x 1.4 kpc con-
centration of CO (3 2) emitting gas with a total mass of 4 x lO^M^ coincides with
the peaks of NIR, MIR, and radio continuum emission found previously by others,
identifying the dense fuel for the AGN and/or the starburst activity there. Extensive
CO (2 -1) emission is also detected, revealing detailed distribution and kinematics
that are consistent with the earlier CO (1-0) results. The widely drstributed molec-
ular gas traced in CO (2-1) and the distributed discrete peaks of CO (3 2) emission
suggest that a spatially extended intense starbursts may contribute significant l^- to its
large IR luminosity. These new observations further support the notion that \"\' 114
is approaching its final stage of merger, when violent central inflow of gas triggers in-
tense starburst activity possibly boosting the IR luminosity above the ultraluminous
threshold.
4.2 Introduction
Observations of luminous and ultraluminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs/ULIRGs)
are the key to understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies and their as-
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socated star fo™,„g environment (Sanders & Mirabel, 1996; Genzel & Cesarskv
2000), TMa,
.nteraction between two or
.nore ga.r,ch progenitor galaxies i.s ,ar«.v
responsible for rad.aily transporting the gas to the centra, kpe, eonden.ng the gas
and tr,ggenng subsequent starburst actn-.ty there (Mihos & Herncuist,
,996) It ,s
now widely accepted that the elevated level of infrared lunnnositv originates from
the reprocessed em.ssion from the dust particles surrounding the starburst or ^GN
Based on a number of s.milarit.es, the n>frared br.ght galax.es are thought to be
the local analogs of the h.gh redsh.ft sub-mm sources d.scovered using SCUBA on
JCMT during the last decade (Blain et al., 2002), and understanding the nearby
LIRGs/ULIRGs population is an important step toward better understanding the
sub-mm galaxy phenomenon.
Investigation of LIRGs/ULIRGs usmg molecular gas at the low J-transit,ons
(CO (1^0) at 2.6 mm and CO (2-1) at 1.3 mm) were earned out extensively in the
past (Bryant & Scoville, 1999; Downes k Solomon, 1998). While these CO transi-
tions were believed to be a good tracer of the optically thick dense gas identifying the
extent of the starburst region and the distribution of the fuel for such activity, more
recent studies suggest that the diffuse inter-clump medium may dominate the CO
luminosity in these low J-transition CO emission (Downes & Solomon, 1998). Since
these two J-transitions require only a small difference in excitation conditions, the
large scale distribution of the molecular gas inferred is usually quite similar (Downes
k Solomon, 1998). The J 3 ^ 2 transition of CO has a higher excitation tem-
perature (33 K) and critical density (~ 10' cm"'^), making it a better tracer of the
warmer and denser molecular gas of the starburst regions. In this letter, we present
high resolution CO (3-2) and CO (2 1) interferometric maps of the IR-bright galaxy
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systen, VV 114 obseryed wUh the Submillimeter Array (SMA)' (Ho, Mora,, & Lo
2004) to traee the distr,but,o„ of the warmer dense gas and ,ts relat,on to ti,e colder!
more diffuse molecular gas.
VV 114 is a gas r.ch (M„,, = 5.I x 10>»M,„; Ynn, Scoville & Knop, 1994 YSK94
hereafter) nearby (D = 77 Mpc) interacting systen, with h.gh infrared Inminosity
(L,H = 4.0 X lO-Le; Scfer et al. 1987). The projected nuclear
.separation between
the two optical galaxies (VV IHE and VV 114W) i,s . 6 kpc. Fra.ver et al. (1999)
found a large amount of dust (Ma . - 1 9 v ihSa/t \ a- ^ -i . ,u ^L ^ividust ~ i-.ZxlO Mq) distributed across the galaxy
with dust temperature of 20 - 25 K About ha]f nf ti.^ ju IX. /ioou n lt ol the warmer dust traced in the
MIR IS associated with VV 114E, where both compact (nuclear region) and extended
emission are found (Le Floc'h et al., 2002). The MIR spectrum also shows a sign
of an AGN in VV 114E (Le Floc'h et al., 2002). Alonso-Herrero, Rieke & Rieke
(2002) detected abundant H II regions in VV I14E and in the overlap region using
the narrow-band Paa images. Scoville et al. (2000) imaged the near infrared emission
using NICMOS on-board HST and found that the highly optically obscured VV 114E
(Knop et al., 1994) is the brighter of the two in the near infrared. Far-UV imaging
using STIS found several hundred young star clusters in VV I14W, while no UV
emission was found in VV 114E (Goldader et al., 2002) which suggests that most of
the activity in VV II4E is obscured by dust and not visible in the UV emission.
4.3 Observations & Results
VV 114 was observed under good weather conditions (72:30 ~ 0.08) in CO (3-2) and
CO (2-1) using six 6-meter diameter elements of the SMA on September 30. 2003 and
on September 12, 2003, respectively. The receivers were tuned to 339.0 GHz (LSB)
^ The Subinillinieter Array is a joint project between the Smithsonian Astrophysiral 01)scrvatory
and the Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics, and is funded by the Smitlisonian
Institution and the Aca(ieniia Sinica
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e 4.1. Observed and Derived Properties of VY 114
Parameter CO(3-2) C0(2-l) CO(l-O)^
9 (FWHM)b
arcsecond 2.9 X 2.2 5.0 X 3.0 6.5 X 3.7
kpc 1.1 X 0.8 1.9 X 1.2 2.4 X 2.2
Cont. RMS (mJy)
Observed 50 5
Theoretical 20 5
Peak (J2000)
R.A. 0lh07"^47.5« 01^07^^7.2^ 0lh07'"47.3'^
Decl.
-17°30'25.0"
-17°30'25.0"
-17°30'25.7"
SAv (Jy km/sY 2275 1620 674
Vsys (km/s) 6020 6027 6040
^vfwzi (km/s) 330 520 520
^from Yun, Scoville & Knop (1994)
^Natural weighting
'^The integrated flux is subject to a 20% (CO (2 1)) uncertainty
and factor of ~ 2 overestimate (CO (3-2)), mainly because of the
uncertainties in flux and gain calibration.
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and 226.0 GHz (LSB) w,.eh
.es.,lteC
.„ a pn™a,v tea. of 35" an. 52" (FWHM)
fo. CO
,3-2) ana CO (2-1). The a™, was
.„„,paer eo„H,„.aUon wMC.
mcludes the shortest and longest projected basehne of 10 and 05 n.eters,
..espectivelv
The largest detectable structnte are thus 18" and 27" >„ the CO (3-2) and CO (2-1)
lines, and the m.ss.ng short spac.ng i„for™at,on „,av have substant.allv impacted the
confnuunr and CO (3-2) maps (see below). These observat.ons were „,ade during
the testing and commission.ng phase of the construction of the arrav, and extra cal-
.brafon steps were taken to scrut.nrze the array performance. Two nearbv quasars
0132-169 and 0050-094, were observed every 25 m.nutes to track the instrun.ental
gain, and absolute flux calibration was performed by observing Uranus. The telescope
pointmg drifted sign.ficantly (10-20") dur.ng the track, and the resulting amplitude
error primarily limits the overall dynamic range of the in.ages to « 20. lu.fal data
calibration was carried out using the Caltech millimeter array softw-are package MIR
which is modified for SMA. The calibrated data were m,aged using NRAO software
package AIPS (van Moorsel, Kemball & Greisen, 1996). The spectrometer was con-
figured with a total bandwidth of 960 MHz with a 0.8 MHz channel spacing. The
final spectral channel maps were made by smoothing the data to a velocity resolution
of about 22 km/s. Finally, the astrometry was examined by calibrating 0050-094
(secondary) with 0132-169 (primary), and we estimate a positional uncertarnty of
~ 0.3". A summary of the observations is given in Table 4.1. Further technical
descriptions of the SMA and its calibration schemes are found in Ho, Moran k Lo
(2004).
Continuum images are constructed by averaging the entire 960 MHz bandwidth
of the image sideband data, and neither the 1.3 nun nor the 850,<m continuum is
detected with 3(t ujjper limits of 15 mjy and 150 m.Jy, respectively (see Table 4.1).
The .JCMT/SCUB.A submm continuum images by Frayer et al. (1999) suggest a
source extent of ~ 30" (11 kpc) in diameter. From their dust model fit to the 450;ini
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and 850.™ measurements, we est.mate a tota, 1.3 ,„.„ fl.,x density of . loO
.JvSmootMng the SMA data to the angular resolut.on of the
.,C^,T does „ot revea,
any emission feature, and a s.gnihcant fract.on of the dust e„„ss,o„ „,av arise fro. a
smooth strueture larger than our shortest baseUne
^ 27"). Assunnug the extent of
the dust emiss,on ,s s.milar to that of the CO (1-0) emission, we der.ve a 3. upper
limit in 1 mm continuum of 120 mJy.
4.3.1 CO(3-2) Emission
Our new SMA CO (3-2) image, shown in Figure 4.1a, reveals a 5.0 x 2.0 kpc
bar-like morphology with two peaks (Cl and C3) occupying the two ends and a third
peak C2 located near the center of the bar. A similar structure is seen in both lower
J transitions (see Fig. 4.1 and compare the higher contours of CO (2 1) with the
lower contours of CO (3-2)). More than 50% of the total CO (3 2) flux is detected
in the compact molecular concentration labeled Cl in the IR-bright dusty eastern
galaxy (VV114E), coincident with the NIR (Doyon et al., 1995; Scoville et al., 2000),
MIR (Le Floc'h et al., 2002) and radio continuum emission (Condon et al., 1990).
Assuming optically thick emission and the standard galactic CO - H, conversion
(Sanders, Scoville k Soifer, 1991), its inferred molecular gas mass is 4 x 10^^4, and
this accounts for nearly 40% of its virial mass (10^° M., for a deconvoled source size
of 1.4 X 1.8 kpc and /\v = 100 km/s), similar to what is commonly seen in the nuclear
regions of other infrared luminous galaxies (Scoville, Yun, k Bryant
, 1997; Downes
k Solomon, 1998). The peak C2 roughly coincides with the brightest peaks in CO (2
1) and CO (1-0), and the peak C3 extends to the part of the region of VV 114W
where copious clusters of young stars have been observed previously (Alonso-Herrero,
Rieke k Rieke, 2002; Goldader et al., 2002). Despite the strong CO (3 2) emission
seen in VV 114E, the main disk of the optically bright western galaxy (VV 114W)
shows littl(> emission, possibly resolved out by thv intorferonK^ter. The nucl(>ar region
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of VV IHE exh,b,t. higher ,i„e ,„ten.siu. ratios =
^
^^^^^^^^^
than the rest of the system, suggesting the presence of significantlv warn.er.
..enser
gas. The rnference of high ga,s temperature
,s further supported bv .he observe.,
peak brightness temperature of AT . 10 K averaged over the 1 kpe beam area (i.e.,
T
~ 100 K for a filling factor / ~ 0.1).
The absence of basehnes shorter than 10 meters and the resulting h„„te<l sensi-
tivity to structures
^ 18" n. extent may account for much of the extended structure
nnss^ng in the CO (3-2) image. For spectral line observations, this spatial filtering is
not as severe as one naively calculates smce coherer.t bulk n.otions such as galactic
rotation substantially reduces the effective angular sizes of the emitting regions in
individual velocity channels. Multi-isotopic, multi-transition analysis of molecular
tracers have indicated a multi-phase medium with a significant contribution by sub-
thermally excited diffuse gas in the turbulent nuclear starburst regions and thus a
lower conversion factor between the CO luminosity and the total molecular gas mass
(see Aalto et al., 1995; Downes & Solomon, 1998). Therefore, some of the observed
morphological differences from the lower J transitions (which are more easily excited)
may reflect real differences in the physical properties of gas. A more definitive char-
acterization of the distribution and physical properties of the warm, dense gas traced
m CO (3-2) will reciuire obtaining a single dish measurement in the future. The
total observed line flux of 2275 Jy km/s translates to a total moI(>cular gas mass of
2 X lO'^A/,,, which is about 40% of the total gas mass inferred from the CO (1 0)
measurement by (YSK94), and this demonstrates clearly both the larg(> gas mass and
t\w highly concentrated nature of the dense {n > W cur'') molecular gas in VV 114.
The clumpy spatial distribution of the high density gas makes the CO (3 2) kine-
matics appear complex (s(>e Figure 4.2). A rotation-like velocity gradient is seen from
the southwest-northeast with a noticeably steeper gradic^nt near the C2. The direc-
tion of the overall velocity gradient is consistent with that in CO (1 0) (YSK94) and
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ouro.,s.va..ns,.n<ltl.d.nv.dvoloci^^
BotlM,f.oxcitaUon..p.,.,.^^^
^) -nss.n and spaUa, inu-nn,
^^-"^-'----na,y...solaU^^^
l-'->' 'J-.volvin,po,.ntiaI. Tl. toU.. ,n..v,<l„. a, ... n.U.sUv is 330
n. VV 114K ahnu. spans ov.r ,(,„ l.../s. Th. p.ak CI .s ,nos, Hk.ly asscx.,,..! wi.h
VV IME, and wr thns ,nfor t he- syslnnir vo\only of 0052 kn./s for VV ll lE.
4.3.2 CO(2-l) Emission
^riH> vHoc ily integrated (X) (2 1) map .s shown in Figure .1.11,. Thr CO (2 1)
omission extends widc-ly aeross the two disks c-on.prisin, VV 114, showing a high
degree of si„.ihu-ity to the CO (1 (,) (VSK94; also Fig. l.h.), uu hHlmg l.o.h the
struetnre 5 x 3 kpe in ..xtent dominating tlH> central region and a long (3
n.ohr.ilar tail extending out from tin- southeastern edge with no obvious optiral
^o"i.terpart. Tin- higher arigiilar ivsolution of ( h. C( ) (2 1 ) nuip inak(-s sul.l le leat ur.-s
appear nion> (M.haneed, but the owrali distribution is wry similar to the CX) (1 ())
map. The excellent correspondenee of tli(« two is not surprising sincv both transitions
are easily excited by the i)hysical conditions typical of cold, ,l(Mise (7' 1() - 20 K,
n ~ lO'' em gas. 4die global line intensity ratio r,, = = 2A ± ().? is much
smaller than the ("xix-cted value of 4 lor fully t li.>rmali/(>d, optically t hick emission
from a single phase gas. This is a further indication that sub-thermal excitation is
an im|)ortant concern for CX) transitions in this object.
The gas kinematics traced in CO(2 1) and (X)( I 0) lines are also nearly id(>ntical.
The total linewidth of the CX) (2 I) emission is r,20 km/s which is comparable to the
linewidth of the CO ( 1 0) emission. Hy t aking I he median velocity of the emission
ehaniK'ls, the CX) (2 1) .systemic velocity ofW I I I as a whole is estinuUed at (i027
1.38
km/s. A steep velocity gradient
. seen ,„ both CO (2-1) a,„, CO (1-0) where
the southeastern molecular taU connects to the n.a.n component of
.no.ecniar ,as
Th.s n..y suggest that the molecular tail is fda.l, driven, and ,ts k.nenratics are
donnnated by the angular ^omentunr of the part of the galaxy fron. which it was
.n.t,a,lv perturbed (see below). The large ve.octv d.spers.on is seen near C2 in both
CO (2-1) and CO (1-0) ernrss.on, poss.bly n.arWug the new dynamical center of the
-rger (YSK9,). Alteruativel, the large velocty d.persion nray imply a tidally
induced radial motion seen along the line of sight.
4.4 Discussion
While several hundred young star clusters have been identified ,n VV 114W
(Goldader et al., 2002), most of the current vigorous activity is seen m the highly
obscured galaxy, VV 114E, as identified by its infrared, radio and sub-mm contin-
uum emission. The origin of the intense IR emission, starburst or AGN or both, m
VV 114 IS still subject to debate. While Le FM, et al. (2002) suggests that 40% of
the MIR emission is associated with the compact nuclear AGN in VV 114E, different
diagnostics (i.e. NIR spectroscopy, Doyon et al., 1995) suggest that the IR emis-
sion is mostly dominated by young stars. The three massive, compact gas complexes
identified by our CO (3 -2) observations mark the locations of the densest concentra-
tions of gas and the sites of current activities fueled by this gas. The dominant peak
CI in VV 114E appears to mark the location of the most intense current activity.
The distributed nature of CO (3 2) emission and the presence of several massive gas
concentrations provide the clearest evidence yet that distributed intense starburst
activity may provide a significant fraction of the large IR luminosity in VV 114.
Our now CO (3 2) and CO (2 1) observations strengthen the earli(>r suggestion
that VV 114 is a late stage merger ready to undergo more massive bursts of star
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fetation in near future. The wMCy extended CO (2 -1, and CO „ „) emission
across the two galaxies ™p>,es that the cold and dense gas have begun to decouple
from the grav.tat.onal potential of the host galax.es. and such decoupling onlv o.-eurs
m the well advanced stages
. 5 x 10» years s„>ce the initial colHsion)
,,ef„r<. the
coalescence results
,„ a massive ellipt.cal galaxy (e.g., Mihos & Hernquist. 1996) The
three discrete peaks traced in CO (3-2, e™i,ssion identify the n,assive and con.pact
molecular gas concentrations condens.ng out of the inflow.ng gas. Bv comparing the
observed d.stribut.on of gas and optical morphology to those predicted in simulations
(Mihos & Hernqurst, 1996, Chapter 2,, we estimate that the final coalescence n,ay
occur withm the next . 10« years. The CO (1-0, and CO (2-1) gas distribut.on of
VV 114 is very simdar to what is seen in the IR-bright galaxy NGC 6090 (Bryant
& Scoville, 1999; Wang et al., 2004). There the widely extended gas is .seen over
the edge-on and face-on system separated by 3.4 kpc, where not only the CO {1-
0) and CO (2 1) but also the CO (3-2) gas peaks in the overlap region (Wang et
al., 2004). Thus, both VV 114 and NGC 6090 appears to be undergoing a similar
transition where the bulk of the gas is in the process of decouplmg from the host
galaxies and funneling toward the dynamical center of the new combined potential,
possibly resulting in the ultraluminous (L,„ > lO'^ie) phase, following the scenario
advocated by Yun, Scoville & Knop (1994).
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Figure 4.1 (a) CO (3-2), (b) CO (2-1), and (c) CO (1-0) (YSK94) maps overlaid
over R-band optical image. The contour levels represent 4.6.8,10 12 14 16 xa (40 Jv
km/s) for CO (3-2) {9 = 2.9" x 2.2"), 6,8,12,16,20,30,40,50,60 xa (5.0 Jv km/s) for
C0J2-1) {9 = 5.0" X 3.0"), and 4,6,8,10,15,20,25,30 xa (3.5 Jy km/s) for CO (1-0)
(^ - 6.5" X 3.7"). The three resolved CO (3 2) molecular complexes are labeled Cl,
C2 and C3 from east to west, where Cl is the most dominant of the three (~ 50%
of the total flux). Each of the CO images are centered at the phase center of each
observations. No primary beam correction is applied since the source size is smaller
than the primary beam even at 330 GHz. (d) The CO (2-1) velocity distribution
contours (Ml) (units in km/s) overlaid over the velocity dispersion (M2) map in gray
scale which ranges from 10 to 110 km/s. The velocity contours are equally spaced in
50 km/s intervals. This figure was made using the WIP software package (Morgan
1995).
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Figure 4.2 The CO (3-2) velocity distribution is shown in gray scale (in km/s) overlaid
with the velocity contours of the CO (2-1) emission. The contours range from 5900
to 6100 km/s in steps of 50 km/s.
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CHAPTER 5
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR GAS IN COLLIDING
SYSTEMS: THE ANALYSIS
5.1 Abstract
The observational data of atomic and molecular gas m 10 interacting systems
presented m Chapter 3 are analyzed m detail through a set of quantitative analysis
tools developed using numerical simulations m Chapter 3. These results are further
compared to the same analysis conducted on a control sample of 20 nearby isolated
systems in the BIMA SONG survey. It is found that the average fraction of molec-
ular gas is higher in interacting systems {M^JM,^, = 0.57 (interacting systems),
0.38 (isolated systems)), and that the average Compactness (A') ,s much smaller in
interacting systems (A' = 1.88 (interacting systems), 7.56 (isolated systems)). These
results imply a much more extended nature of molecular gas in the disks of inter-
acting systems, and the formation of molecular gas appears to be more efficient in
the perturbed disks. The Asymmetry (.4) is found to be similar in both samples,
strengthening the conclusion made in Chapter 2 that it is not a good tracer of the
disk evolution. According to the analysis of the Concentration (C). on average, the
molecular gas is more concentrated toward the center in the isolated systems than
in interacting systems. The nature of the tidally induced star formation activity is
discussed, and inconsistencies with the results from tlie numerical simulation pre-
sented in Chapter 2 are identified. We find that the dissipation of gas is largely
over-predicted by the models, leading to a i)redicted rate of radial inflow much higher
than is observed. In this regard, the validity of the assumptions and api)roximations
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"l«. vaUo„al
,»,,„„,,„.,. is p,,,pos,.,l. a„,| ,„„„.,
,„ „„
-<-l««- separation of th. disks w„i,.„ is oft,.,, „«.., as a„
„,<Uc:at„,. „f tl. „„„,..,.
5.2 Introduction
Th. <Hst,ihution and kmematu. ,n the CO (1 ()) an<l H I in.a,,. p.-.sontod in
Chaptor 3 convoy important
.nalitativo inn>rn,ation ahont tho ISM in ,ho d.sks that
suffon-d a largo tidal portnrbation fron. a n.ont and strong oolHs.on. TU.
.ndiv.dnal
sources themselves display interesting n-orphologicU and kinonuUical features that are
worth investigating in detail, hut such studios honofit fro„, systc.ruvtic-, high rosolut ion
.)l)sorvatior.s of diffV-ront physical tracers in difieront wavelengths. This will ho iUo
subject of futurc> work. 7dn,s, shifting our attention fVoni tlH> details of tho ^dividual
sourcvs to tho global characteristics of tho san.plo, tlu> ain. of this chaptor is to conchu^t
a thorough statistical analysis of various physical quantitic>s dcMuvd ,n Chn^Avr 3 as
well as a con.parativo study in CO (I ()) with a population that primarily consists
unporturlxHl isolat.nl disks. For th(> latter purpt,s(>s, tho publicly available BIMA
SONC (fh>lfor ot al., 2im) data is ,isod as a contr<,l sami)lo. Thv Hork(«l,-v-Illinois-
Maryland Association Survey of Nearby Galaxies (BIMA SONCJ) is a ivvnil high
resolution CO (1 ()) imaging survey (FWHM ~ G") of 44 nearby spiral galaxi(>s that
W(U(> s(>l(«ctod from a variety of ncvvrby {d ^ 27 Mi)c) and n(«ar face on {r < 70")
IIubbI(> typ(>s from Sa to Sd. In order to statistically comparo (ho physical param<>t(>rs
derived in the colliding galaxy sample to the gas evolving in a (>nvironmonl wh(>ro
lidal inlluonco from neighboring systems appears negligible, 20 subsaniplos from tho
44 galaxi(-s wor(> selected (Table 5.1). Each source was quantitatively and visually
uispoctcd, and sol(>cto(l if th(> primary beam cov(>ro(l most (~ 80%) of the radial extent
of tli(> galaxy with adandant dot(>ction of CO. Out of the 20 sourcrs, 15 wore studied
in detail by H(>gan (>t, al. (2001) and Slioth ot al. (2002), and 5 wor(> additionaly
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Table 5.1. BIMA SONG Sample
Source Dist*
(NGC) (Mpc)
0628 7.3
1068 14,4
2903 6..-?
3368 11.2
3521 7.2
3627 11.1
4258 8.1
4303 15.2
4321 16.1
yi e o c4535 16.0
16.8
4736 4..
J
4826 1.1
5055 7.2
5194 7.7
5248 22.7
5457 7.4
6946 5.5
7;{31 15.1
SA(,s)c
(R)-SA(rs)b
-21.2 18 9 f «,) r S ^" ''^^ 2.09(2.20) 5.-10 (1 96)
.SAB(rs)ab
-20.1 H 2 2S 0 5 n ' o n''"! '^00(5.60) l.oo l..,8SAB(rs)bc
-19.5 10
.168 J 9 ni'""" ^-^O (2..^.0) 10.20.1.25SAB(s)b
-20.6 2 9 0 83 S^' 2.07 (2.11) 1.46 1.52
SAB(,s)bc
-20.4 0 04 38 0 <K nf!! ^'-'"^ O''^^'SAB(rs)bc
-20.7 32 IVl \fn\ n tV"'^ 2.71(2.75) 10.07 7.28
^AB(s)bc
-21.0 2 7 ; S " '^^O") H-OO (7.80) 4.80 1 44
«AB(sc
-20 4 fl tlln^^l 0-l«(0-'^) 2.67 2.8.3 7 92 2 OG
(H)SA(r)ab
-19.2 0 4 S 0 M n o^ n'" '0-7^10.75) 7.81(2.32
(H)SA(r,s)ab
-18.7 0 2 SIIK n'°-''^ 1.34 (1.84) 1.10 (_
SA(rs)bc
-20 0 n 7 ,1 ^rll 0.46 (0.23) 4.80 (2.83) 4.82 (—
«^(^)b^P-
-20.5 ; 1.20(3.11! 5.76(^23
SAB(rs)bc
-20.8 4.I IO80MS Sn nn 2.91(2.87) 2.17(1.35SAB(rs)cd
-21.0 1.9 [l To (i m 0 J n « ' >3.75 (3.24
.SAB(rs)cd
-19.1 1,5 f
'
?
'
„
° °
, 'ff (1-73) ,39.16 (4.05)
^Distance. i„ Mp. „b,.a,„..
.0. vanou. so.c. i,. U.. HlcraU.-. w,.... is ........
"From the IRAS 12, 25, 60 and 100;.m flux (Soifer et a! 19891 1 , n2 .IO-''i 13.48/12 +5.16/-.,, +2 58/-rn + ^ ^ p V. = I'^'f^i/-//;, where = 18x./12 + u,/ „ ^,.58/,,o + /,oo] (Sanders & Mirabel, 1996). Units are in IO'OMo
'The mass of HI is taken from Kennirntlt et ^9nm^ i, , , ,
from Huchtmeier & Richter ( 1989r Unirarriflo'
^"'^
'
^e sources are obtained
^'From Heifer et al. (2003). Units are in 10^ Mq.
mct:^. - - --nt source in the samp.
se!^;:^^^^;^^;:;
t::::^:^'-
--'^'-^
«^ '^^^ ^ima ,a,ax.es p,aced at 70 k,. t...
chosen according to the above criteria. The distances range from 4.1 to 19.1 Mpc-
which IS about a factor G closer than the interacting galaxy sample in Chapter 3. 12
(60%) are classified as barred galaxu-s from the RC3 type with M, ranging from -18.7
(NGC 4826) to -21.2 (NGC 1068).
For the remainder of this Thesis, we refer to the isolated systems in the BIMA
SONG galaxies as the ''BIMA" galaxies while th(> colliding pairs will be identified as
the "OVRO" galaxies.
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5.3 Sample Properties
I* .s in,pe.t,ve to fuU.v understand t„e
..vsten.atic uneenaintie. pettain.n, to ,„e
sample selection when two independent samples fron. d..e,e,.t survevs a.
..on.pa.d
For example, a statrsticai con.pat.son between a san.ple selected bv the bnghtness of
the CO w,th another santple selected by the morphology of the galaxv can n.troduce
a systematic bias. Thus the integrity of the san.ple select.on n.ust be thoroughlv
understood before interpretations of the statistics are made.
The distribution of the B-band absolute magnitude is presented in Figure 5 1 3OVRO galaxies brighter than A/« = -21 and a few are faint (M, <
-19) This
contributes to the higher average of the OVRO galaxies compared to the BIM4
galaxies (see Table 5.2). Such a bias toward brighter (and more massive) systems in
the OVRO sample can shift the sample toward systems with higher molecular gas
mass, and this is seen in the analysis presented in the following subsections. It is
also important to bear in mind that both of the samples are selected based on the
detectability of the CO emission, thus they are both preferentially ri. li m molecular
gas. Since our main interest lies m the morphological evolution of gas between the
two samples, the slight bias toward more massive systems in the OVRO sample will
not strongly impact the observational interpretation in the following subsec tions.
The mor,. crucial <lifference arises in the sample distances. On average, the OVRO
galaxies are 6 times more distant than the BIMA galaxies, suggesting the possibility
that fainter galaxies that are below the OVRO <let<.ction limit were carelessly included
m the BIMA sample. The molecular gas ma.ss of both samj.les ami the mass sensitivity
limits are shown in Figure 5.2. The general tnuKl of ,s<.|ectinR higher moh-cular gas
mass systems at larger distances arises from the sample bias in tlu' original sample
in Zhu et al. (1999). lii< luding the more distant, more //., massive galaxies in llie
saniiile could systematically bias the results and their interpretation, and a few of
the iiiosi massive OVIU) galaxies and the least massive BIMA galaxies were omitted
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f.o. so^e Of ^He co.pa.at.ve sU.st.cs .„ what, fo„o„.. i„ ,„
,„,„,„ ,„^,_
dependence. In addU.on, the foHow.ng s,„,u.a.eci observation of the B,^,A ,ah™e,
w.th OVRO
.nstn^ents was ca„.ed out to
.esoive the potential inh„n,o,e„e,t,es of
the data san>p,e selection. First, the BIMA „aps were convolved with a Gaussian
bean, with a physical resolution of 1.4 kpc in each channel in the data cube winch
was the resolution achieved
.n the OVRO sample at the average distance of TO Mpc
The convolved maps w.re subsequently div.ded by the square of the distances in
order to account for the surface brightness fall off. A typical OVRO RMS no.se of
15 mJy was injected ,„to each channel in the data cube, and the n,o„,ent maps were
created by cl.pping the final maps at 3 times above the noise level. What was left
after cl.pp.ng identifies the detectable signal of the BIMA sources placed at 70 Mpc
using the sensit,v,ty and the resolution of the OVRO mstruments. It is found that
two nearby BIMA galax.es, NGC 4736 and NGC 4826, were not detectable
.n th.s
way, and these galaxies were omitted from the subsequent analysis where ..oted.
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Figure 5.1 The distribution of the B-band magnitude
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Figure 5.2 Correlation between distance and A/,,., of the OVRO {filled hexagons) and
BIMA {open hexagons) samples. The mass sensitivity limits are also shown for the
different instruments, where a typical RMS noise of 20 .ly km s"' from th(^ NRAO
12 m telescope is used to define the limit on the original Zhu et al. (1999) sample.
The RMS noise in the observations taken using the IRAM 30 m is typically a factor
of 2 to 3 less (see Zhu et al., 1999).
5.4 Properties of the Atomic and Molecular Gas Mass
The histograms of tlu^ atomic and molecular gas masses (calculated using the
standard conversion factor A'; see Chapter 3 and Appendix E) from both samples are
l)rcsciited in Figure- 5.3. The H I mass distribution of the OVRO systems presented
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Tal.Io 5.2. Statistical I^..,,,-,! i,.s
Property ovrq y,^^
I) (Mpc)
Mean
Mean
(7
Mean
/V//.,(x
Mean
K-H'
10(18) 19
Median 52
33
Mfl
11
8
Median
-20.8
-20.7
-20.2
20.-1
" 0.8 0.8
Mean
-23.7
Median
-24.1
" O.f) 0.7
Mean 5.9
-23.8
-23.9
Median 55 4.7
4.9 4.9
A/„ (xi0"A/,,)
,,,, j^y^
Median 59
9.6 2.8
Median 0.6O
2.0
11.7 2.3
0.57 0.:58
0.3:$
0.18 o.2r,
Mculiaii 4.2
4.3 2.8
2.7
2.5 1.6a
A
Mean 0.50 0.47
Median 0.43 o.43
" 0.23 0.27
Mean 2.58 4.;i2
Median 2.47 ;j.25
" O.rj.'-) ;j. 1
1
l<
^'•'"i 1.88 7..%
Median 5 ,jq
1,12 8.78
M''aii 1.H8 2.80
Median l.^:j 2.0()
1.12 2.06
0.52 0.0.5
o.;i» 0.08
0.2f) 0.,53
0.1 1 0.07
0,57
0,29 0.:i!)
"I'Vdni K(ilniiif',i)i()v .Smirriov t.e.sL .See
.Appendix I.
''Ke.sults I'loni a.sinudat.ed observation ot the MIMA galax-
ies |)laced at distance of 70 Mpe.
.50
here is the ha,f of the total ,„a.e. of each pair
.sinee the p,,,..., „„„ „, , „„
total H I e,„..ion into the respeet.ve galax.es ,s „on-tnvial a,,., eo.hl ,.es,„t in hu-.e
of roughly two orders of magnitude between the low ,nass isolated spiral (NGC 482G)
and the total H I n.ass of the massive major merger of VV 55. The K-S test of
between the two samples suggest that the two populations are drawn Iron, the same
distribution with nearly au 80% probabhlity In contrast, the n.olenclar gas u.ass
spans over „Kue than two orders of magnitude fron, the BIMA galaxy NGC 473C to
the distant infrared luminous OVRO systen, VV 253, with sample ,ueans s.gnifi. antly
different (difference of a factor of 3, see table 5.2). These masses are confine.l to a nuu-h
sumller range than the single dish galaxy surveys conducted previously (see \onug
& Scoville. 1991. and references therein), prin.arily because the selection criteria in
both the OVRO and BIMA samples are based on a solid CO detection and therefore
these systems arc prefereucialy biased toward gas-rich
.systems.
'
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Figure 5.3 Distribution of H I {left) and CO (1-0) (right) masses in both systems.
The distribution of half of the total H I mass in the pair is pre.stMited for the OVRO
sample.
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The large difference m M,. can be explained the previonsl, known correlation
between the size of the optical galaxy and the molecnlar disk (L, oc A/0 -o.o3)(,.^^,^^^^
et al., 1989); i.e. m general, a larger stellar mass yields a larger moledh. gas mass
The correlation between and M,, for both the OVRO and BIMA samples is
presented in Figure 5.4(a), along with the comparison between and which
shows a much weaker correlation (Figure 5.4(b)). The relationship between and
M.. IS quite robust for the BIMA and OVRO sample up to M,, . IQ-A/,, but the
correlation seems to break down in the high A/,, regime where appears to reach
an asymptotic value of 10"L„. This is in contrast to what was obtained in ^oung
et al. (1989) who found larger scatter m the regime dominated by low mass dwarf
galaxies (M,, ^ lO^A/,), but the correlation holds monotonically up to the most
massive galaxies (L, ^ lO^L,). These systems, high m molecular gas mass and
infrared luminosities, probably suffer the most from dust extinction in which B-band
light is mostly absorbed, but infrared radiation is not (Figure 5.5(a)). The differences
in the slopes between vs A/^, (Figure 5.4(a)) and Lb vs M^.^ (Figure 5.5(a)),
and the asymptotic flattening of high mass galaxies in Figure 5.5(a) suggest a high
degree of dust extinction in the more massive galaxies (Young et al., 1989).
The ratio Ljb/Mh.^ is often used to infer the star formation efficiency (SFE), with
average values from 12 in isolated systems with small variation along Hubble types
to 78 in mergers (Young et al., 1986) and some as high as a few hundred (Young et
al., 1989). The SFEs derived from Ha emission show similar results (^'oung et al.,
1996). Young et al. (1996) found that the SFEs in "interacting pairs" (i.e. early stage
mergers) are comparable to those derived for isolated systems, suggesting the need for
"strong interactions" (i.e. late stage mergers) to increase the SFE (Solomon k Sage,
1988). The in the OVRO sample (see Chapter 3) are not impressively high, as
many are comparable to or sliglitly lower than the average value (SFE) dviivcd for
the BIMA galaxies (SFE = 9.2). The vntuv OVRO sample consists of (>arly stage
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(b)
10
9 10
'°g(M„.)[Mj
-J L
9 10
'°g(M„,) [MJ
11
th. two,
, ^.^^^^
(
t
dl. (1989) IS plotK'd in (a) with arbitrary y-iriterc-ppt.
interacting galaxies, all <,f whi,-!, were
.-lassmed as
-interaetn.g pairs" a„.„r,linK to
Voung et al. (199G)s n.m.endatnre, therefore quantitativly „, aBr,-e,n,.nl will, ,l„.i,
rosults.
The ccrn.lation hotw<."n L, an- M,, (Figuiv 5.4(h)) is poor, most likHv h.c-anso
a variety of morphological tyi)os aro incluch.l i„ the samp!,-; i.,v it is inferred that
the Mn,/L,^ ratio varies along th(> Huhhh- seciueiur (Roberts, 1969). Similarly, the
<-<>nelation l)etvv(>en M,,^ and L^, is weak (Figmv 5.5 (h)). Tiuvse ivsults might he
partly affected by th(> H I absorption near the centers of some of the more massixv
eolliding systems, and thcuvfore 11 I is unlikely a cHivct trac<-r of th(> si/(> of (he (Hsks
or of star formation activity. Mol(>cular gas, on the oth(>r hand, is typically si rongly
correhit(>d with infrar(>d luminosity and ther(>fore with star formation activity, l^he
derived pliysical properti(-s of (he molecuhn gas and its rehition to the atomic gas is
the subject of the following sections.
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'og(M„,)[MJ
Figure 5.5 (a) M^^ vs L,, and (b) vs M,,. The symbols are the same as before
^:;7:l^r' ^^^^""^^ (^^^^)
The K-band lummosity ,s a better tracer of stellar mass content because dust
IS highly transmissive at this wavelength. The distribution of the absolute K-band
magnitudes from 2MASS is presented m Figure 5.6. The K-band apparent magnitudes
are available in the 2MASS LGA (the Large Galaxy Atlas; Jarrett et al., 2003) for
all of the galaxies in the BIMA sample, but information for only one galaxy in the
pair is available for VV 247, VV 253 and VV 242 in the OVRO sample. The OVRO
sample spans a larger range in K-band magnitude (-25 < M^- < -21.5) than the
BIMA sample (-25 < M,, < -22.5), and the peak of the distribution is different
between the two samples the OVRO sample has a slight excess of brighter, more
massive galaxies than the BIMA sample. Despite these differences, the mean and the
median A/^- of the two sample are similar (see Table 5.2). The K-band magnitude
can be converted to the total stellar mass by choosing a constant mass-to-light ratio,
assuming that the mass-to-light ratio does not vary significantly across an individual
disk and from source to source. From their galaxy evolution models. Bell k De
Jong (2001) predicted that the K-band mass-to-light ratio is (iuit(> robust, and only
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varying by a factor of 2 i„ sources with M,, ,„ ,he ,ange of -,8 < M,, < ,g ,v
adopted
= 0.5 (Bel,
. De .iong. 2001) fo,- the re,.,ai,„„ on^e analysj
and computed the steliar „,.s by fi.t converting the K-band ab^oh.te n.agnitude
to luminosity. The distribut.on of and the correlation between and
are shown in Figure 5.7. It is clearly seen fron, Figure 5.7 (,c/,) that the
OVRO sample has a much larger spread „> W,,/W,„„ than the BIMA san,ple and
.t has a higher molecular gas content for a g.ven stellar ma,ss on average as seen in
F.gure 5.7 The t.ght d.stribution of M„JM„„ seen n, the BIMA sample
suggests that the molecular gas content in isolated systems is well constran.ed across
d.fferent spiral galaxies of different Hubble types. On the other hand, the larger
scatter in M„JAUr in the OVRO sample implies that the
.nteraction is possibly
promoting the enrichment m the disk molecular gas, but it ,s also possible that the K-
band magnitude is underestimated to some degree due to surface brightness reduction
in the more distant OVRO galaxies. To reduce the distance variation between the
two samples, two BIMA galaxies that are below the OVRO detection limit (see §5.3)
and four OVRO systems that are beyond 70 Mpc were dropped and are shown in
Figure 5.8. About 30% of the OVRO systems still display higher molenclar gas
content relative to stars {M„JM„„ ~ O.-l) compared to the BIMA sample which
are all clustered around Mnjhhtor ~ 0.1. This is a significant result that shows the
higher relative abandance of molecular gas in a substantial fraction of systems that are
undergoing major tidal activity. The distributions of M„,IM„„ and A/,„,,/A/,,„ are
shown in Figure 5.9. Despite the limited size of the OVRO sample, the distribution
of MHi/M,tar is sitnilat between the two samples except for the one BIMA galaxy
NGC 0628 which has an unusually high atomic gas mass and a resultant excess of
gas ma,ss over the stellar mass. The distribution of M,„/M„„ appears to have a
wider spread in the OVRO samijle in the BIMA sample whose galaxies have total gas
masses of about 1()-20'X of the steallar ma,ss.
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5.5 Tidally Enhanced Conversion from Atomic to Molecular
Form
Atoinic and tnohrular j-as surveys of nearby (predominantly) isolat(-d galaxies
have demonstrated a systematic increase in the global molecular fraction {M„../{Myas =
^hii + Mil,)) along the Hubbl(> se(|ueiic(> from late to early type systcMiis (^'oiuif- &
Knozok, 1989; Casoli et al., 1998). The physical reasoning behind this I rend is not
clearly understood, and it is probably r(-lated to the increase in Mm from early to
late types (HiniK'y & Morrilield, 1998), bnl il may also relied the varialioiiin iheCO-
r,fi
11
10 -
0.2 0.4 0.6 9.5
-I
'
I
,
,
10 10.5
'°g{M.t,.)[Mo]
-i I
11 11.5
Figure 5.7 left) The distribution of M^^^
.^^
,M^np e and (rz,/.0 the corresponding M,, vs. M..... See Figure 5.8 f t 2
//. conversion among different sources in different environments (CasoU et aL, 1998)
(see also Appendix E). The transition from atomic' to molecular phase in the ISM is
most likely governed by the complex interplay between the pressure that condenses
the diffuse H I to H,, and the UV radiation from the young stars that dissociates
the H, to H I (Elmegreen, 1993). Thus the global molecular fraction is an important
barometer that quantifies the level of dynamical and star formation activities in the
disks.
The histogram distribution of the global molecular fraction is pr(^sented in Fig-
ure 5.10. The difference between the BIMA and OVRO sample means is quite signif-
icant {MnjMgas = 0.38 and 0.57 respectively) with a high(>r dominance of molecular
gas in the OVRO systems. The probability that these two sami)les are drawn from
the same distribution is v(ny small (Pk_s = 0-05) according to the K-S test. This
intriguing result must be accompanied by a few words of caution; (1) th(> OVRO
systems could b(> biased toward more massive, more luminous galaxi(\s which in turn
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Figure 5 8 Same as Figure 5.7 but without the least H, massive BIMA galaxies and
are known to harbor a larger molecular gas mass, (2) the standard conversion from
CO to H, may have overestimated the molecular gas mass in these systems. The lack
of any obvious trend between L, [L„) and M.JM^,, (Figure 5.11 (a & b)) proves
that there is no preferential increase in the molecular fraction for more massive sys-
tems, thus it is unlikely that caveat (1) introduced bias to the outcome. In addition,
although the correlation is relatively w(>ak, tli(> linear relation between A/^^, and M,u
further supports this argument, and the scatter in Figure 5.11 (c) in the orthogonal
direction should reflect the true scatter in the molecular fraction. The bhnd u.se of ^
constant CO
- //, conversion factor to (Hffennit galaxies has receiv(Hl much criticism
because it may overestimate i\xv molecular gas mass by as much as a factor of Hn-c in
extreme cases where the CO is sub-thermally excited (e.g. Downes k Solomon, 1998).
On the other hand, it results in an underestimated molecular gas mass at low volume
densities with solar metalicity abundance (Kaufman et al., 1999). The missing flux
also lowers the total molecular mass (Chapl(-r
.3). It is also doubtful that such a sim-
ple global relation holds true in nil of the .syst(Mns universally. Nevertheless, although
a
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Figure 5.9 The distribution of M„j/M
, (Jeff) anrl fh^ f^+oi(M /M ] (r,nhi\ Ti. OAmr^ J , ^ ' ^ ^^^^^ "^^^^ fractioniA^,a./Ai.s^ar) (rz^^/^O- The OVRO distribution comprises sources with K-band m^P
nitudes available for both galaxies in the pair.
^"
there might be a factor of few uncertainties in the molecular gas mass derived for
individual systems, the large enough sample size used here should on average cancel
out the fluctuation leading to a result that is statistically significant.
The important result obtained from the above analysis is that the conversion
from atomic to molecular gas in the disks of interacting galaxies appears to be more
eflicient than systems in apparent isolation, given that the formed molecular gas has
suflicient density to be self-shielded from the intense UV emission from the forming
massive young stars. This phenomenon may not be limited to a consequence of major
mergers as even a small perturber can provoke the m = 2 instability (Hernquist k
Mihos, 1995) leading to a compression of gas into tidal arms and tails that could
further result in a higher molecular fraction. At smaller scales, it is found from a
small survey of nearby isolated galaxies that at least seven gas rich systems share
a common radial dependence on the molecular fraction (E/y//E//, cx R^ -'; Wong k
Blitz, 2002), but the universal applical)ility of this relation is doubtful as the resulting
power law from a gas p(K)r system is much shallower oc Heyer et al.,
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and OVRO samples. The molecular fraction of the Milky Way galaxvYs about 0.3 toU.4 which IS consistent with the mean of the BIMA sample.
2004). Sofue, Honma k Arimoto (1995) similarly found that the radial dependence
of the azimuthally averaged molecular fraction differers significantly from one galaxy
to another.
In the ambient ISM of the solar neighborhood, the conversion procrss from H I
to H, must satisfy a minimum density criteria (~ 10\-m~\ Hartmann, Ballesteros-
Paredes & Bergin, 2001) for gravitational compression to occur and furtiier beconie
self-shielded from UV radiation, and a dust tem{)erature criteria (< 30 K, Tielens k
Allamandola, 1987) such that th(> dust surface is cool enough for effici(«nt molecul(>
formation. The entire molecuk- fornuition process is j)r(>dicted to occur in a few Myrs,
after which the complex interplay between gravity, shocks, winds, and turbulence can
initiate the formation of massive stars on a roughly comparabl(> time scale (a few
Myrs) (Hartmann, Ballesteros-Paredes k Bergin, 2001). This is followed by a UV
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M /// vs
(lissociaiioti of niolccular gas that occurs on much shorter time scale (< 1()()() yrs)
(I'ringle, Allen c^- Luhovv, 2001). (hw recycling i)r()cess tlnnefore tnkes only f, - 1()
Myrs. Thv situation n(-ar spiral arms may not he entirely dilFerent where gravity and
shocks i)lay a mor(> vital role in t he loi inal ion and dest ruction of mohrular clouds.
A/imuthal compression of II I ^as into spiral arms and the sul)se(|nent increase in
th(> column density to /V > 1 x lO'^'cni is one possible .scenario lor molecular gas
and CMC formation in the arms of galaxies. On the contrary, a simple model hy
lOlmej^reen (l!)!);5) |)redicts that spontanc^ous disk wide conversion from II I to If,
in I
^« possible even in the diffuse mter-ann inedium if the ainhient pi-essui. an<. ,he
UV radiation field meet the formation criteria (i.e. oc P-,- where P is the
pressure and
,
is the emissivity of the photo-dissociative radiation). He suggests
the possible role of metalicity m converting from H I to H. He also suggests that
the molecular fraction is not a good tracer of star formation because the H I to
H. conversion (and vice-versa) cii be done efficiently even m tlu^ absent of self
gravitating clouds. However, the CO emission detected in galaxies likely originate,
from the denser regions related to CMC complexes and associations, while tlu^ radio
telescopes are not sensitive enough to detect the cold and diffuse nu.lecular c^louds
-
the ambient ISM. Therefore, the observed correlation between molec ular c.nission
and star formation probably is true even if the prediction by Elmegreen (1993) holds.
The physical conditions are likely substantially different in the c^xtivme conditions
in the ISM of interacting galaxies. Neither the gravitational nor the hydrostatic ecjiii-
libnum can be sustained, and the simple^ interplay betwc^en pressure and radiation may
not fully explain the formation and destruc-tion of molc-ular gas. Multi-temperature
composition of dust found in these systems has a cooler dust component (^ 30 K
Bendo et al., 2003; Diinike, Krause k Wielebinski, 2004) that still allows for c^ffi-
cient molecular formation on the surfaces of the dust grains. Early stagc« iiitcnac'ting
systems are met with the ejection of the diffuse H I gas into tidal tails that could
in turn significantly impact the formation of molcH-ular gas in the outskirts of thc^
disks. Hibbard & Van Gorkoni (199G) found that the H I c'ontcMit of c'ollidiiig sys-
tems progressively decreased toward lat(>r stages of mergcns, and inforred that it is
either dispersed, ionized or coiivert(>d to othc>r forms suc-h as niolc>cular gas or stars.
Georgakakis, Forbes k Norris (2000) found similar evidence that thc> M„as/in ratio
appears to decline toward late stage mcTgcTS. The numerical simulation analysis in
Chapt(>r 2 shows that azimutlial compression of gas into tidal arms c'an significantly
incr(visc> the local volume dcMisity within the first 100 Myr, but the resulting dcMisity
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disks.
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iM'tween the OVRO and HIMA san.ple. In the soh.r neighborhood, the tin.e seah^
for the conversion is pn.lieted to be a few Myrs, with the- co.nphMc reeyehng process
oJ-onl^'r 10 Myrs. Whether this tin.e scah> appHes cHrec^lly to th(. extreme physual
conditions fonnd in int,.racting syst(-n,s is snbjcrt to (h-batr, but it s.-ts a convenient
n^fcioiice tin.e scale nonetheless. The evolution of the- peak d,«,.sity p,-ed,cled in
Mi(' simulation is inconsisi c-nt with the obsc-.vational data, and the aspects of the
simulation that are i)otentially causing the discn-pancy will l,(- luHher discussed in
§5.8.
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5.6 Structural Parameters: Evidence of disk wide molecular
gas
The results of §5.5 suggest that some mechanism is promoting a global increase in
the fraction of molecular gas in interacting systems. However, the globally averaged
quantities can smear out the detailed gradients that may exist on observable scales. A
more elaborate scheme is to study the inclination-corrected maps of molecular fraction
in the regions where molecular gas is detected. The problem with this method lies
in the enormous difficulty in making even a rough inclination estimate of tlu> highl^•
morphologically disturbed interacting systems, and in the coarse angular resolution
of H I maps to allow a kpc scale investigation. Thus the investigation of the spatial
extent of molecular gas requires a new different approach, and the following experi-
mentation with the structural parameters introduced in Chapter 2 demonstrates one
way to quantify the diversity of the conditions found in §5.5. A detailed i)r()c('dur(- to
IGl
Table 5.3. Structural Parameters
Source
VV 254
.4^
0.48 (0.33)
0.54 (0.41)
0.59 (0.44)
0.96 (0.85)
0.40 (0.10)
0.35 (0.09)
0..34 (0.26)
0.51 (0.39)
0.39 (0.39)
0.30 (0.19)
0.84 (0.41)
0.18 (0.07)
0.67 (0.38)
0.69 (0.68)
0.24 (0.18)
0.80 (0.61)
0.26 (0.18)
pa
2.73 (3.00)
3.00 (2.80)
2.40 (3.00)
2.47 (3.13)
2.17 (2.67)
3.00 (2.86)
2.50 (2.63)
2.70 (2.80)
3.38 (3.38)
2.40 (2.75)
1.70 (2.16)
2.13 (2.77)
2.29 (2.69)
3.80 (4.33)
3.20 (3.00)
2.00 (3.00)
2.00 (3.00)
1.28 (1.62)
1.10 (1.80)
2.40 (3.20)
0.79 (0.96)
4.73 (6.36)
3.50 (4.80)
1.41 (2.00)
1.55 (2.10)
0.67 (1.24)
1.40 (3.00)
1.13 (1.32)
1.43 (2.14)
2.14 (2.58)
0.82 (1.18)
3.33 (4.16)
2.75 (2.26)
1.50 (2.26)
UGC 12914
UGC 12915
VV 769
UGC 813
UGC 816
VV 219
NGC 4567
NGC 4568
VV 55
NGC 5257
NGC 5258
VV 253
NGC 5331N
NGC 5331S
VV 48
NGC 5394
NGC 5395
VV 244
NGC 5953
NGC 5954
VV 247
NGC 6621
NGC 6622
VV 242
UGC 11984
UGC 11985
VV 731
NGC 7592
W
NGC 7592E
Values in () are obtained after smoothing the images to
the worst physical resolution in the sample (VV 253)
Values in () are obtained using the DSS R-band image
for the computation of 7-^„.
derive the structural parameters is presented in Appendix J and the results for the
OVRO sample are presented in Table 5.3.
5.6.1 The Asymmetry Parameter (.4)
The histogram distribution of the .4 parameter is presented in Figure 5.13. In con-
cordance with the model prediction in Chapter 2, the distril)utions of the A parameter
in both samples are quite similar (Pk-s = 0.53) with both averaging .4 ~ 0.5. The
BIMA galaxies with a small .4 parameter tc^nd to iia\-e larger central concentrations
with respect to the stars (as evident from th(>ir A' values; hoc b(4ow), whereas ihv
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same is not true for the OVRO galaxies. The smallest 4 n. .
.4 parameter m the OVRO
sample was found in NGC 5953 (^4 = 0.18) but its A" parameter is less than unitv
implying wide-spread molecular gas. The second smallest (NGC 7253 V 4 - 0 24) is
an edge-on galaxy thus a small ^4 parameter is anticipated due to projection effects
To some extent, the line of sight projection may wash out the detailed asymmetrv
that most likely exists if the disks were viewed face-on, thus the derived
.4 parameter
presented here (for the OVRO sample in particular) may represent a lower Hmit for
the edge-on systems. The galaxies in the BIMA sample, on the other hand, were
selected based on a criteria to reject highly „K-lmed galaxies (. < 70°) therefore the
projection problem may not be so severe. Nevertheless, the similarity in the range of
A parameters derived in both samples suggests that the asymmetry parameter (^4)
is not a good tracer of morphological evolution of the disks as had been predicted in
the analysis of simulations in Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.13 The distribution of .4 and C parameters.
5.6.2 The Concentration Parameter (C)
The numerical simulations predict that the concentration (C) of gas does not
evolve strongly (Chapt(>r 2). However, the distiibution of the (' parameter in Fig-
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ure 5^13 presents contradictory evdence that the BIMA systems (Ce,„ , = 4 3. ±
3.11) span a w.der range in C parameter whereas the OVRO systems (C<,,„„ -
2.58 ± 0.55) show a h.gh degree of clustering toward the low concentrat.on rogin.e
The peak of the C parameter in the BIMA sample (peak ^ 3) is sinnlar to that of
the OVRO systems, but ,t has a broader distribution with a tail toward larger C
parameters (C ^ 10). This could be direct ev.dence that the molecular gas distribu-
tion in the OVRO sample ,s clumpy and w.dely d.stributed, and that the position of
the peak column density in some systems is largely offset from the dynamical center
of the galaxy, which in fact is also true in son.e of the BIMA galaxies. Th<. n.ost
serious problem might arise from the limited angular resolution which could smear
out the details in the inner regions that r„ is sensitive to. In son.e of the cases tins is
confirmed to be true (i.e.
~ beam size), while even marginally resolved cases are
also susceptible to a biased outcome (i.e. r^o smiply traces the 20% level of a Gau.s-
sian). Thus the results presented here are more sensitive to the extended structure
unaffected by the coarse angular resolution, and for this method to fully display its
potential capability, ,t is necessary for the 20% level to confine at least several beam
Sizes.
5.6.3 The Compactness Parameter (A)
The histogram of the compactness (A') parameters presented in Figure 5.14 [left]
suggests a log-bimodal distribution; the entire OVRO sample (and 7 BIMA galaxies)
comprise the low A' parameter regime while the rest of the BIMA sample has a
A parameter. The mean for the two samples were markedly different {Kovro =
0.94±0.56 and Kbima = 7.56±8.78) and K-S test predicts that these two samples are
drawn from the same distribution with a probability of 0.03%. The large si)read in the
BIMA sample (as scon in th(> large error) is not due to statistical fluctuation but rather
reflects tli(> true scatter in the data b(>cause 00 (1 0) in these systems is generally
n.o.e ccnpac. (see be.ow). A possible i„te„,o,. of ,„is ^arUb.e bi-.odaHty
wll be discussed in the follow.ng paragraph, but a few potential p.oblen. should be
addressed first. By far the ^ost important c,uest,o„
,s whether the b,.„,„d„|„v
due to the variance in distance between the two samples. The „,ea„ d.stance in .he
OVRO sample
.s 70 Mpc and ranges from 24 Mpc (VV 244) to 131 Mpc (VV 253)
whereas the mean distance in the BIMA sample is 10 Mpc and ranges frou, 4 1 Mpc
(NGC 4826) to 22.7 Mpc (NGC 5248). The dichoton,v of the san.ple distances will
hkely bias the results due to the 1/D^ br.ghtness reduction ,f the absolute value of
the effective radu are compared. However, the A" parameter is the ratio between the
two effective radh and the d.stance coutr.bution should effectively cancel out. making
thrs nearly a distance mdependent measurement. The variation in distance can also
introduce an inhomogeneity in the physical resolution achieved ,u the two different
samples, in a way that the closer BIMA sample w,ll have higher physical resolution
than the more drstant OVRO sample. In order to make the two samples as uniforn,
as possible, the results from the sminlated observations of the BIMA sample nsmg
the OVRO instruments are used to derive the compactness parameter (see §5.3).
The results are presented in Figure 5.14 (nght). The distribution of the compactness
between samples is now similar, with K-S test predicting a 40% probability that the.se
two sample are drawn from the same distribution. Despite this, about 30 - 40% of the
BIMA sample has larger compactness values (/v = 4 - 10), thus some of the isolated
galaxies in the BIMA sample still have wider distribution of gas compared to the
galaxies in the OVRO sample. The variation in distance can also affect the K-band
image, however the A' parameter computed using the DSS R-band hnage (Table 5.3),
which is more sensitive to faint structure, only increases by ~ 20-30%. indicating that
the potential cantribntioii from the missing extended structure information in the less
sensitive 2MASS K-band images is not so significant. It is further important to note
that these values (especially the OVRO .sample) could be arj np|)er lin>il since the
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1 1
Thr distribution of th(« K parani(>t(>r using tiic original data [left) and the
snnulatod BIMA sample using the sensitivity and resolution oCtlu' OVRO instrument
{rifjhl).
lu (\ss(>nce, a small K paramet («r implies (>il h(<r a snudlcr .stellar d/A: or a lanicr /y«,s
diA:. Cialaxies with large K paranuMrr (/v > 1 - 2), lheref'or(>, represent a populaliou
where the gas is more highly (•oncentrat(>d toward lli(> ceulcr of \ s\v\\:\v disk Ihaii
the systems with smaller A' |)aram(Mer (A ^ 1 - 2) in which gas is more widely
distributed across the (i)ossibly small(M ) stellar disk. Figun^s 5.15 and 5.10 pre.scMit fi
'A i)()iiit, source was convolved willi a syiiiiiiel ric Gaussian heani willi vaiious FWHM, and I he
K paraniet.ci- was calculal,ed for each case in older lo clieck the nunihei- of |)ixels lUH'ded Toi sohd
convorgonce in the A' paraiiictcu'.
selected systems from both samples for illustrat.on. Systems with a large A' parameter
are predommantly BIMA galaxies, wh.le the systems with s„,aU A" parameter are
predominantly OVRO wrth 7 BIMA galax.es intermixed. There are several poss.ble
scenarios that could result in a population with a small A' paran.eter;
1. outward transportation of the existing molecular gas
2. shrinking of the stellar disk due to ejection of the loosely bound outer stars by
tidal means,
3. formation of molecular gas throughout the disk.
Transfer of orbital to disk angular momentum can transport the molecular gas out-
ward but it is also expected that gas will dissipate energy favoring the increase of
the K parameter. Also, this does not explain the BIMA galaxies with a small A"
parameter since most of them lack visual evidence of a major companion (except for
NGC 5194) therefore these are unlikely to be undergoing major interaction processes.
In addition, the r^g of the tidally expanding stars will grow at the same rate as rf^ and
dramatic difference in the ratio with rfg is unexpected. Thus scenario (1) is unlikely
the major cause. To investigate the dominant mechanisms that cause A' ^ 1 - 2,
the 7 BIMA sources with small A' parameter are investigated in detail. Of the 7
systems, one is clearly interacting (NGC 5194), 3 are classified as barred galaxies
according to the RC3 type (NGC 3521, NGC 2903 and NGC 3627) and the rest are
early type galaxies with extended molecular gas distribution (NGC 1068, NGC 4736
and NGC 7331). These latter three galaxies in general have rather unusual gas mor-
phology compared to the rest of the BIMA galaxies (i.e. no central molecular gas,
rings, large extended gas along the arms), which is similar to what is found in the
distribution of gas in the OVRO sami)l(\ Even visual inspection of the OVRO sam-
ple tells us that the molecular gas in tlies(> galaxies is widely extended with r(>spect
to the optical disk (except for VV 219). Efficient ('jectioii of stars into tidal tails is
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expected during a major
.nerger (M,ho« & He,.„c„ist, 199G) ,„„ „,is d,,..,,',
the BIMA sources t„at have small a A" parameter
,.„t are not uudergon, a u,ajor
merger, therefore scenario (2) ,s possible but uuhkelv. I„ co„j„„cti„u with the re-
sults obtained in §5.4, this leads to the idea that the tidal process prou.otes ethcient
formation of n.olecular gas, and that the conversion fron, H I to H. oc-curs widely
throughout the disk.
NGC 5457 NGC 4535 NGC 4569
•
•
39.16 (4.05) 13.80 (7.52) 7.81 (2.32)
NGC 5194 NGC 3521 NGC 3627
#
2.17 (1.35)
«
1.46 (1.52)
•
0.95 (0.95)
Figure 5.15 CO (1 0) contours overlaid over 2MASS K-l)and image for selected BIMA
galaxies. The K parameter values are listed on the bottom left of each panel.
5.7 Tidally Triggered Star Bursts
Tidally triggered bursts of star formation have received considerable attention
since it was found that the optical mori)hology of the majority of the IRAS se-
lected IR-bright galaxies were v(^ry (histy and significantly (Hstorted (e.g. San(l(>rs
k Mirabel, 199C). The liigh SFR (100 - 1000 M,Jyi) derived for (h(>s(> galaxies
cannot, be accounted for by simple racHal transportation of gas of onh'r few Mq/ut
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NGC 45a7 NGC 4568 •
•
• •
'NGC 5^58
4.73.^36) 3.50 (4.80) 1.55 (2.10)
NGC 5257 NGC 5394 NGC 5395
1.41 (2.00)^ t> 1.40 (3.00) 1.13 (1.32)
galaxies. The A parameter values are listed on the bottom left of each panel, withK parameter derived using the DSS R-hand images presented in ().
induced by an intrinsic axisymmetric perturbation such as a bar (Kennicuttt, 1998a),
and a more catastrophic collision of two or more galaxies explain the phenomenon
better. Various studies of interacting systems using different star formation tracers
have reached similar conclusions inchiding: UBV color (Larson & Tinsley, 1978), Hrv
emission (Kennicuttt et al., 1987; Bushouse, 1987; Barton, Geller k Kenyon, 2000)
and atomic/molecular gas and radio continuum (Georgakakis, Forb(\s & Norris, 2000).
Although it is often true that nuclear and circumnuclear star formation activity pre-
dominantly determine tlie strength and origin of the IR luminosity (Keel et al.. 1985;
Bushouse, 1987; Kennicuttt et al., 1987), recent high resolution observations have
increased the evidence that wide-spread star formation activity also occurs as well in
irregular and interacting systems (Martin & Kennicutt, 2001; Dopita et al., 2002).
Evidence of disk-wide star formation is also seen in th(> early stage mergers of Hibbard
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Van Gorkcn (.906). T„e ti„„.
.scai. f.„- a
,„.,,,
,,„,^^, ^
to bo ext,.,.,„..,v
.s„„rt„ o„ av,..as,. of wiU, a
.aH.urst
,,,av ,».,,.
,„e
two pa,rs a.s as U)» years (Bernlohr, 1993). The co,„„,o„lv us.d SK s,,,
,,
-
H. ,™iss,o„ is
.s,.,,ect to la.,<. oUsnnaMo,,
,„a,,
,|o,„i„a,<.s U,.. su„ lonn.ng
olut,o„ of IRAS (1 - 2', was no,. ,:apable of resolving the exa... spaUa.
..x,™,, of
dus,. emission. The n,.wly laun.i.e,, Spit.,. teles<.„pe sh„nl,l he able to a.i.l.ess these
issues in the near future.
In isolated systetrts, large scale star formation activity is d<.tern,in..,l by two en,-
l>in.:al laws derived fro„, a collection of nearly galaxies. Tho first of whiol, is the
surface (i(!nsity threshold {T()onir(>, 1964),
„ (7K
where k is th(> (^picyclic frequency and a is the velocity dispersion of tlu^ cl„ud, and
Krrt ~ pc-'^ is formed empirically (Elmegreen, 2002). This simple relation
works under the assumption that gravitational instabilities trigger th(« formation of
giant molecular clouds, which collaps(>s und(>r its own gravitational forc(> until ra-
dial compression increas(^s tli(« density above tli(> giv(>ii threshold for star formation
(Elm(>green, 2002). The actual process of star formation is highly n()n-lin(>ar, and a
simple steady-state solution such as Eciuation 5.1 will not fully explain the complete
details of ISM physics, but it is a reasonable a])proxiniatioii at the level of ciiarac-
t(>rizing tli(> global star formation i)rocess in isolated unperturbed galaxies obs.M vabh-
with th(> available instruments. For gas clouds beyond this surface density threshold,
the star formation rate obeys a lirojjortionality relation with th(> gas surface density;
(5.2)
wlHM,. n = 1 2 and „ . |,„ „,„|,i,ically a,:,„„i„„ ,„ K,,,,,,,,,,,,
i« ..a..n <.li,,l U„. S,.l,n„.l,, l.,w (.S,.h,„i,l,„ ,<)5<,). I,
.,„..,,,, ,,,,,,, „,..
,
iH.iHs ov,.,. ,„an,v or ,„a«„i, „.l,. wi,,l, ...„„.
„, ,
„„^^,,,,^
(KoiiiiiciiM,!,, 19981)).
WhctlH. not Uh.sc- two laws apply din.tly to interacting systems is not wHl
-Klerstoocl, l.nt it is sn,,.st..l that th. n.t.n.al <l,sk
.iynan.u.s the cl.,.,. of
l^nu.n.atHs d.stnr harHv, K,.l, ,993) r.^nlatos th. star lorn.at.on a.t.v.ty to a larger
^U^oo. than a snnplo power-law rc-lationship clesrrihe.l l,v the Srhnndt Law. 'I ulally
^Iriver, propagating waves ean in<lnee local gravitatior.al eollapse that resnlts n. nu.l-
i
-^Ao c-ondensation of
.
louds w,th n.ass annparable to a dwarf galaxy (10 hnegreen
ot al., 1993), iMit this n.ay not he the donnna„t process that triggers the enhancl
l>nrsts ofstar forrnatior. ir. interacting systen.s, and otlu-r scenarios snch as high spcvd
Hond-clond collisions (e.g. Olson K' Kwan, 1990a,l,) hav,. been snggc-sted. d he widely
accept.'d theory to date is the tidal perturbation of the m = 2 mode and th,> suhse-
M'iont radial infl(,w of gas which initiates (>nhanced rate ofstar (or.nation activity in
•l'<" 'cntral kpc of the disks (Chapter 2; Mihos <^ I l(.rn(,uist, 199(i; Barnes c^- ll,>rn-
(luist, 1990). On the other hand, the strong collision can sitiniltaneonsly sui)press or
inliihit the star formation process through dynamical li(-ating (larger rr) and suhse-
(jiKMit outward transportation of gas which could (emporarily slow down I he buildup
of cold gas (Struck, 1999). However, the general obsc-rvational result that the slar
formation rate is higher in int(-racting systems suggests that the sui)pression mecha-
nism is not efficient enough to comi)(-te at the same level of intensity with the star
burst activity.
It has b(>en demonstrated that the global propertic-s of the CO (i.e. mass) are
closely liid<ed with star formation activity (^oung K- Scoville, 1991; Young et al.,
I9!)b), but inv(>stigating whethei- the same cor relal ion holds I r ue at srnall(>r scales
re(|iiir-es high resolution obser vation using iiit erferomel ers. The spatial coirclatiori be-
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.^^^^^^^^^^^
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^^^^^^^
-tn...
..u, ,on (^ un & Hibhanl, 2001). SysU.n.tH. su. voys of ,.i,h .so.,., ,..,, star
'"^"^
o-'ns. <o,.,.„.„.„.
,,,,, „.,„.^„,
f^-'- <-.inu,.,.. ,.,..,ss,o„ is k,.ow„ to correlato stron.lv w„l, th.
it.y an<| h.n.v to sta,- (o.-...at.o,. (Co.xlo.., A„d..so.. IIH..,., l.)91; ^•,„., I^.,,,, &
Condon, 2001), l..,t,ts„at,„. is dH..-,.,,,..,
,>n„.anly tl„o,.,,. svn.h.ot.on
.....ss.on
^"-n.d tl.o s..p.rnovao ,v,..„a„ts
.,.d tl„.n>(o,v
,t is still a„ ir.dirvct tracor. Th. ,...st
'li'<H-t tracer of star lor,..a( io,. activity ran I,, obtained hy
.osoh.tion MIR/FIR
i.naKcs b,.t this wav(.l,an<l snllors Hon. poor atn.osph.ric t.a,.s,...ss.o,. o.. th. h ..rti.
<''<>n.(or(> r<.c,..in.s obs.rvatior.s with s(>,.sitiv(. dc^tcH'to.s
..,o,...t,.d o.. space ho,„(.
ohscM vatories (..^. tho Sp.t/.r telescope). IIowev(>r, (>ven with tl.(> ava.lal,l(M-eso,„res,
it is possil,l,> to a<ldr(«ss son.e of these (,.,estions aln-ady, and th(. following is a case
stndy of two so.i.res .isin^ star forniation tiacers lo,.,,,! i,, the lit(>rat.iie.
5.7.1 Case Study I: VV 55
VV 55 (se(> |i.l5. 1) has the hif>h(>st IRAS inlVaicd l..,..i,.osity in the OVRO sample
with L,, 2.8 X 10" R., . 1.5 X 10" R., ), wh.ch ^ives SFR = 25 A^/yr
(Kcnnicnttt, 19981)). llif^l, rvsoliition radio contin,...,,. imaj^e (,„.,. the FIRST survey
(Hecker et a,l., 1995) ^ives SF1{ - l(j A/,.,//y/- and .S7'7,' 17 A/.,///,- (^,„., Roddy
k Condon. 2001) (or NCIC! 5257 and NGC 5258 .•espectiv(«ly. The.clo,,. 1 1.,> star
'orn.ation activity in these disks aic both substantially hi};h(>r than what is (leriv(>(l
in normal spiial galaxies (i.e. .S7'7.' ~ \M,.,/yr). At tl.(>se .SV'V/.s, tli(> inolecnlar gas
cons.iinptioii tiii,e (/ ~ |()'' yents) becomes comparable lo I he p.vdicled me.gei' time
scale from sii,inlalion (/ 5 x 10^ - lO" years)(( 'lia|)ter 2), ai.d a high degi.r of
star lorn, a( ion is expected to c()nti,,,,e ,.iitil the linal coalesce., ce. 'Vhv C i)a.ai.iel (ms
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for both sources are near the average of the OVRO sample (i e C - 2 5 „, 1 2 7
for NGC 525T and NGC 5253), bnt the parameters are hoth less than unitv and
are shghtly smaller than the average (i.e. A' = 0.7, and 0.77 for NGC 5257 and
NGC 5258). The latter md.cates the extended natnre of the CO (10) en.ission
relafve to the stellar disk. The m.ages of Hcv (Dopita et al., 2002), CO (1-0) (this
study) and J-K (2MASS) of VV 55 are presented in Figure 5.17.
In NGC 5257, the CO (1-0) emiss.on
. concentrated
.n the nucleus w.th a bar-like
feature stretching toward the northern and souther arn.s. The entire extent, of ,1,,.
bar is about 13 kpc. The southern bar (labeled 0) correlates well w.th the strong
Ha emission that traces the southern tidal arm, but the dust extinction there is onlv
moderate (see J-K image). The edge of the northern bar also shows a modest H„
enhancement. The nuclear CO (1-0) is accompanied by an absence of Ho and tins
may be in part due to the strong nuclear dust extinction traced u. the J-K image.
This mrplies that the SFR estmrated from Ha largely underestimates the true value,
and the use of high resolution radio continuum map (Figure 5.18), which shows a
better correlation with CO (1-0) emission, is desired. The H I en.i.ss,on in NGC 5257
peaks toward the southern side of the bar, but it is displaced toward the north where
only a diffuse CO (1-0) emission is evident. Ha emission in NGC 5258 is also offset
toward the southern arm (labeled a), but there the dust extinction is more significant
than in the southern arm of NGC 5257. Similarly, CO (1-0) peaks strongly near a,
with only a modest peak near the galactic nucleus where dust extinction is also seen.
A strong optical knot is seen near y where H I emission also peaks, but CO (1-
0) emission is displaced toward the east by 2 kpc. The strong filamentary CO (1-0)
emission structure extends over 20 kpc in the north-south direction, with good spatial
correlation with the radio continuum emission (Figure 5.18).
17C
Figure 5.17 VV 5 m H., CO (1-0) overlaid on R-band and J-K of 2MASS. Note thathe J-K gray scale and contours are both negative, meaning that the K-band emission
s stronger at the peaks (i.e. stronger dust extinction). Both a and correspond to
regions with strong Ha emission. y
5.7.2 Case Study II: VV 244
VV 244 has L,n = 2.2 x 10^° L, [L,,^ = l.l x 10^° Lo ) making this the least
active star forming galaxy in the OVRO sample. The SFR is estimated to be 2
Mq/vt collectively. This is also one of the smallest (in optical light) and hence the
least massive (in CO) galaxy pair in the OVRO sample, but the SEE is moderate
[SEE = 7.9). The C parameters of both sources are similar to that of VV 55 (i.e.
C = 2.40 and 1.70 for NGC 5953 and NGC 5954), and the K parameters are 0.71
and 1.07 for NGC 5953 and NGC 5954. The latter indicates that the gas disk is
smaller in NGC 5953, but the stellar disk is slightly larger in NGC 5954. Figure 5.19
presents Ea (Domingue et al., 2003), CO (1-0) (this study) and J-K images (2MASS)
of VV 244. This source has not been observed in the FIRST survey.
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CO (1 0) in NGC 5953 is widely spread out over the near face on disk covering a
spatial extent of about 5 kpc along the major axis. The H I emission in NGC 5953
peaks off-center toward the northeastern edge of the disk, with a long tidal tail em-
anating toward the northwest. The Ha emission correlates well with the CO distri-
bution, but there is also a signature of extended and strong dust extinction (f
2MASS J-K). The more inclined disk in NGC 5954 has two spatially resolved H
emitting regions where the nuclear concentration (labeled a) has CO (1 0) and dust
counterparts. The CO (10) extends farther south but the intensity of Ha declines
along the same direction. The secondary Ha peak (labeled p) is seen n(>ar the north-
ern edge of the disk. The complete absence of CO (1 0) in /? results in a distribution
where both CO (1 0) and Ha are lopsided toward the complete opposite- direction.
rom
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Figure 5.19 VV 244 in Hr., CO (10) overlaid on R-band and J-K of 2MASS.
5.7.3 Summary
In these two cases, 3 out of 4 galaxies show good si)atial correlation between star
formation activity and molecular gas (see Yun k Hibbard, 2001, for examples of anti-
correlation). In addition, all 4 disks exhibit extended star formation well beyond
the nuclear and circumnuclear regions. Even in galaxies that are not forming stars
actively at present (VV 244) show widely distributed CO (1 0) (>mission that in part
correlates well with the regions of stronger Ha activity. The time scale for a single
burst of star formation is predicted to be about 10 Myr (Bernlohr, 1993). This is
nuich shorter than the merger time scale (500 Myr to 1 Gyr) or th(>ir predicted inflow
time scale (100 Myr). Therefore evidence of extended star formation activity in these
systems (and in late stage mergers (Downes & Solomon, 1998)) suggest continuous
bursts of star formation activity throughout the entire course of the merging event.
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This
.
.n contrast to what
. observed .n numencal snnulations in wh.h bursts
of enhanced star formation rate is predicted (Mihos k Heniquist, 1996).
ernie-
5.8 Inconsistencies with the Models
The extended nature of the cold dense gas .s evident in almost all of the int
diate stage mteracting systems and m a few peculiar galaxies in apparentlv isolated
systems. The numerical simulation in Chapter 2 predicts a rapid and more efficient
mechanism that forces transportation of gas toward the central kpc of the respective
disks at about a 100 Myr time scale. Although the observational sample selection
IS biased toward early/intermediate stage interacting systems, it is unlikely that the
entire OVRO sample consists of systems that have undergone the initial collision all
within the past 100 Myrs, or 20% of the merger time scale. This overestimation of
the simulated inflow raises a few questions about the validity of the various approxi-
mations and assumptions adopted in the numerical analysis and technique.
One of the assumptions that went into the simulation analysis is that the gas par-
ticles with densities higher than a threshold value are defined molecular, and anything
below it are defined atomic. In an isothermal simulation with the temperature fixed
at 10^ K, it is impossible to exactly classify gas into different phases of the ISM. Even
in more resent simulations incorporating adiabatic heating and radiative cooling, the
cooling curve plummets at 10^ K, thus the formation of the cold atomic and molecular
gas is ineflficient. Therefore the simple-minded classification of diflFerent components
of the ISM according to the particle density alone is quite ambiguous and uncertain.
However, the rapid gas density enhancement at the central kpc seen in the simula-
tions is a general result that occurs regardless of the details of the gas classification
scheme, and this is inconsistent with the observed results in which widely distributed
molecular gas is seen.
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With the absence of coolmg and heating, there are a few parameters that could
affect the characteristics of the gas behavior; namely the artificial viscosity, the sound
speed, and the particle resolution. Patsis & Athanassoula (2000) concluded that the
parameter that altered the result the most was the sound speed in their SPH sim-
ulation, followed by the parameters describing artificial viscosity [a and flf. The
particle resolution did not significantly affect the outcome above a certain number
of particles (TV = 2 x 10^). Monaghan (1992) argues that the results are relatively
insensitive to a and /3, but suggests a = 1 and = 2. Navarro & Steinmetz (1997)
concludes that the shear-free version of the artificial viscosity prevents excess out-
ward angular momentum transport, but their experiment is Umited to a model with
simple spherical collapse and generalization of the results requires extreme caution.
Studying the effect of the variation of the SPH parameters in different environment
is an extremely daunting task. Nevertheless, understanding the nature of these pa-
rameters and their impact on the analysis is an important area of research that is
often neglected, and future work dedicated specifically to understanding the above
points may provide further insight to the discrepancy found between the simulation
and observation. This will not only benefit this specific area of research on colliding
systems, but also a larger context that includes cosmological simulations, which at
the time of this writing still has struggles to reproduce observational results.
5.9 Determination of the Merger Chronology
The optically selected merger sequence proposed by Toomre (1977) had no a priori
information regarding the distribution and the total gas mass content. Although these
orderings are subject to large uncertainties, Toomre demonstrated that the optical
^The time derivative of the specific thermal energy is a function of the pressure, density, velocity
and the artificial viscosity (i.e. ^ oc Pp-^{V v)U where ll{a,0)). The a and /3 parameters are
user specified parameters that are of order unity.
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characteristics alone can offer a reasonably good estimate of the merger chronology.
Attempts to improve the chronological assignment by introducing a small number
of different observational criteria can bias the results significantly, and hence suc h
study IS non-trivial and accompanied by large uncertainties (e.g. Keel & Wu, 1995).
A similar characterization of the merger chronology is attempted here, by using a set
of six observational parameters, some introduced earlier and others developed specif-
ically for this purpose. Although any one particular criteria may not robustly define
the exact chronological ordering, a systematic and quantitative investigation using
six (five independent) criteria will offer a more robust chronology of the interaction
history. The following describes the six proposed parameters (see also Table 5.4).
•
The molecular fractton (MhJM.asm^.h). Although the sample size is small,
this parameter is systematically higher for the OVRO systems than the BIMA
systems. Whether fluctuations within each sample reflects the evolution is sub-
ject to debate, but a higher molecular fraction may be interpreted as an indi-
cation of a later stage merger.
• The tidal expansion parameter (D^^/D^rJ. The ratio between the H I and
optical disk sizes (see table caption) estimates the degree of tidal expansion
of gas and is hence related to the time since the first encounter. There are
uncertainties due to projection and orbital geometry as they can significantly
affect the appearance and the amplitude of the tidal expansion.
• The compactness parameter (K). It is shown in §5.6.3 that the A' parameter is
generally smaller in interacting systems, and hence a smaller A' parameter can
be assigned a later stage. Similar to the molecular fraction, one may debate
whether fluctuations within the sami)le reflect evolution.
• Tlie inflow signature m PVD. Analysis of numerical simulations suggests that
the anomalous kinematic signature seen in the PVD signifies i)ast or ongoing
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"'I-I
...flow wl„d, „u, po.s,sihl.y ,e„<, t„ „ ,,„„,, ,„^.
tl." I''.l'i'i'l<-.. vHo,-it,v quadrants can ak„ sig„i,V radial inflow (or „n(,n„..).
Thns «a«.suHl n„issi„n morphology in tlu- PVD indicates an ,.arly stago n.^g.-r.
.
The Taffiness „-Ur. A strong head-on eollision
..n „nll s„l,s,an, iai ann.nnts
ofatomi,: gas an<l nutgneti,- fi..|,| ,V„n, the disks (C„n,l„n et al., 1993; Condon
Helon & Jarrett, 2..02). Tln.s the presence of atonn,- gas and radio eonMn.n.n,
emission in th,. nnvlinn, beiue,., ,l,e two
.lisks is snggestive of an
..arly stage
merger.
After nor„,ali.ing each paran.eter fron,
.ero to on<. an.l weighting the paran.,.ters
uniforndy except for the Taffiness parameters (see table captu.n), the snn, of the
s<:ores sort<.,l in increa.sing or<l,.r gives the new propos,,!
.nerg.-r sequence. Figure 5.20
I>res,.nts an RGB realization of tl„. results arranged ac or.ling to this order. The re-
sulting proposed se<,n,.n,-,. has no correlation witl, the projected s,.paration l,etw,-en
the two <lisks, strengthennig the initial a.gi„n,.nt tliat the separation is a poor indi-
cator of th(> inorgor ago.
In order to t(>st how well each parameter cross-correlates, the correlation matrix is
constructed and shown ni Table 5.5. A perfect correlation has a valnc ofnnity as seen
on th(« diagonal entries (e.g. Mu, and and perfect anti-correlation results in a
negative one. It is shown that the correlation between MhJM,,,,,,, Dm/D^r, and the
K parameter is reasonably good, but the i)oor correlation of thes(« parameters with
the three parameters assigned subjectively (th(^ two taffin(^ss and PVD) is obvious.
The correlation among th(^s(> thr(>(> parameters (tli(> two taffin(>ss and PVD) is s(>en
as well. The b(>st correlation occurs b(>tween D„,//:»,r, and the A' param(>t(>r. This
means a larger H I disk correlates a with smaller CO (1 0) disk, and this is consistent
with what is s(>en in the simulations. The most negative correlation occurs between
Mn/ZA'-, and tafhiiess (NVSS), but the correlation o[ D^^/Ih', and tli(> K parameter
with both of the taffiness par;un(>t(>rs ar(> (Hjually negative.
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Table 5.4. Merger Chronology Indicators
Source (sep.)« M^JM^as D,^i/D-2,^ K PVD^ ^^1^'"""^^^^^""=
vi lli n il 0-80 0VV 242 {13) 0.38 0 74 i ^7 n 1 1.99. 1 67 n 1 ^ -
^^219 (11) 0.64 0.52 2 06 0 5 I ° 2.05VV731(7)s
_
.
0 0 2.36
VV 244 (5) 0.68 0.96 0 89 i ^ 2.57VV 48 (26) 0.49 0.93 0 49 0 n ° 2.66VV 55 (.38) o.,52 1.10 0 74 0 n ° 3.47VV 253 (18) 0.71 1.96 q. 2 ? ° 3-57VV 247 (17) 0.87 1.20 0 4 0 ' ' 3.73
4.18
''Projected phy.sical separation of the two disks in Mpc.
1 he HI Taffiness parameter is assigned 1 when substantial HT nr ht 1 • „between the two galaxies A 0 5 is assigned whpn f ^1 ^''''^ " """"^"y ^he medium
and the computatln of the total score
^""''^ ^"'"'^^ '"^^^'^^d ^^f"- normalization
^^Sin^iiar to the HI Taffiness parameter but using the 1.4 GHz radio continuum image from the NVSS
weightmretL%tre;re:X'e"^^^^^^^^^ rrTeSntr^'^ T^^^'" '--''^ ° ^ ^'(weight = 1 if Taffiness is seen in'both HIL L WSS) " '
«The missing parameters (due to missing HI data) is replaced with the average of that parameter
The ultimate test is to compare the results of the same analysis on a statistically
significant sample of late stage mergers. This is a much more complicated process
since many of the parameters such as the taffiness and PVD are no longer valid.
In addition, determining the dynamical center of the galaxy is increasingly difficult
when two galaxies are near the final merger, further complicating the computation
of the A' parameter. For example VV 114 has K-band peak in VV 114E but gas is
widely distributed farther west. The more quantitative global parameters, MnJMgas
and D111/D25, are still valid even in the absence of the two well defined disks.
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Figure 5.20 The proposed merger sequence in DSS R-band {red). HI (6/ue) and CO (1
0) [green). The sequence evolves from upper left to lower right.
5.10 Summary
The goal of this chapter was to characterize the global properties of the gas in in-
teracting systems, and to compare the properties with those found in isolated systems
in a subsample of the BIMA SONG survey. Some of the key findings are summarized
below;
1. Larger fraction of molecular gas is seen in interacting systems. This implies
more efficient conversion from atomic to molecular gas in these systems, given
that the formed molecular gas has sufficient density to be self-shielded from the
intense UV emission from the young stars.
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Table 5.5. Correlation Matrix
K
PVD
Taffy(HI)
Taffy(NVSS)
MnjMga, DhiID2^ K PVD Taffy(HI) Taffy(NVSS)
1.00 0.40 0.29
-0.18 0.10 0.17
1.00 0.70 0.18
-0.19
-0.46
1.00 0.02
-0.23
-0.34
1.00 0.17 0.38
1.00 0.35
1.00
2. The bimodal distribution in the K parameter suggests that molecular gas in
interacting systems is more extended than in isolated disks. In conjunction with
(1), this may indicate a disk wide conversion from H I to H2 in the interacting
disks.
3. It appears that a high degree of extended, continuous bursts of star formation
activity occurs in the interacting disks. This is in contrast to what is observed in
numerical simulations in which a short burst of enhanced star formation rate is
predicted. Some of the questionable assumptions and approximations adopted
in the simulation are reviewed.
4. The proposed new merger chronology using 5 independent parameters has no
correlation with the projected nuclear separation, strengthening the argument
that the separation is a poor indicator of the merger age.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
6.1 Summary of the Thesis
We began this thesis by addressing 6 main questions each of whic:h were inves-
tigated in detail in the subsequent chapters using both observational and numerical
analysis. It is now time to revisit these questions to investigate whether suitable
solutions were obtained through the analysis conducted in Chapters 2-5.
• What is the evolution of stars and the detailed response of gas in a
simulated interacting system?
It is found that stars respond to the tidal interaction by forming both transient
arms and long lived m = 2 bars, but the gas response is more transient, flowing
directly toward the central regions within about \{f years aft(^r tiu^ initial col-
lision. The rate of inflow declines \\\wn more than half of the total gas supply
reaches the inner few kpc, where the gas forms a dense nuclear ring inside the
stellar bar. From a similar analysis of a collision between two equal mass hul-
geless progenitor galaxies, it is found that th(> evolution of gas is characterized
by a direct central inflow without forming the central ring. The inflow rate in
the bulgeless galaxy is about a factor of two smaller than th(^ bulge dominated
progenitor galaxies.
• How does collision induced radial gas inflow affect the distribution
and the kinematics of gas in the disk, and how does it impact the
observational interpretation?
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The distribution of dense infalHng gas follows closely the structure of the = 2
stellar arms and the bar m the mitial stages of a bulge dominated disk-disk
interaction, and the gas settles into a nuclear nng on kpc size scales. The
compactness parameter (A') rises rapidly due to the simultaneous occurrence of
the ejection of stars into tidal tails and the inward transportation of gas. This
rapid rise indicates the highly concentrated nature of gas toward the central
region of the stellar disk. Non-circular gas kinematics driven by the perturbation
of the non-axisymmetric structure can produce distinct emission features in the
"forbidden velocity quadrants" of the position-velocity diagram (PVD). The
dynamical mass calculated using the rotation curve derived from fitting the
emission envelope of the PVD can determine the mass to within 20% to 40%.
•
What are the distribution, kinematics and the physical properties of
the observed atomic and molecular gas in interacting systems, and
how do they compare with galaxies in apparent isolation?
About 50% of the sources display convincingly long H I tidal tails suggesting
that at least one of the disks involved is in a prograde orbit. The CO (10)
distribution is smooth in general, but spatially clumpy distributions are evi-
dent in a few sources that are less gas rich. There are 5 CO (10) emission
complexes in which no associated optical emission is seen, and these complexes
may had been ejected ballistically during the first pericentric passage. It is
found that the average fraction of molecular gas is higher in interacting systems
{AlH.jMgas = 0.57 (interacting systems), 0.38 (isolated systems)), and that the
average Compactness (A') is much smaller in interacting systems (A = 0.94 (in-
teracting systems), 7.56 (isolated systems)). These results imply a much more
extended nature of molecular gas in interacting systems than isolated galaxies,
and the formation of molecular gas appears to be more efficient in the })erturbed
disks. The two case studies with Hfv emission show good si)atial correlation be-
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tweo,, star formation activity a„<l molecular gas, and this suggests that the
tidally triggered bursts of star formation are similarly extended.
.
Are the distribution and kinematics of gas different in a late stage
merger?
High resolution CO (3 2) interferometric maps of the IR-l,right interacting
galaxy system VV 114 reveal a substantial amount of warm and donse gas
in the IR-hright but optically obscured galaxy, VV 114E, and tiu^ overlap re-
gion c:onnecting the two rnicloi. The CO (2 1) c.mssion, on the other hand,
reveal detailed distribution and kiruunatics that are consistent with the (>arli,T
CO (1 0) results, which is much more extended than CO (3 2). Th(> (l(>rived
kinematics in both CO (3 2) and CO (2 1) are very complex as non-circular
motion dominates the dynamics in a late stage merger.
• Is it possible to define the merger chronology from the observable
parameters?
A new merger sequence using 5 in(l(>pendent observational parameters is found
to be ind(>p('n(lent of the projected nuclear separation of the disks. The ultimate
test to cluH'k tli(^ validity of th(> sequence is to compaiv th(> ivsults of ihv same
analysis on a statistically significant sample of galaxi(>s that consists of variety
of m(nger ages. This is a much more comphcated process since many of liie
parameters such as the tafhii(>ss and P\'D are no h)nger valid in a late stage
merger. In addition, (let(uinining tii(> dynamical center of the galaxy is increas-
ingly difhcult when two galaxies are near the final merger, further compHcating
( he computation of t he A' parameter.
Observational and nuin(>rical investigation of interacting systems iiave offered
tremendous insight into many of the (luestions addresstMl in Chapter 1, even with
our current sample of only 10 sources. There ar(> two possible future dinn'tions in
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6.2 Extending the Current Study
More data, is always better. 1„ o,<ler t„ |,H t(M'
...,cle,sta,.,l tl.,« physical ,.at..,v
^'11
'
iH. i,.te,actn,K galaxies st..,l.e(l i., | his I hrsis, we ph... to s,.l..,u( a se. ies
of proposals to obtain i,..ages at seven.l ,l.in.,-e,.t wav.>le..gM,s. Usn.g th,> }^\mAlW
tH(".scop(«, we plan to pn,,,ose inlnuvd i,..agi,.g in th,> ,1, 1| and K bands, a..d optical
•"•oa'lband a,.d ..arrow ba..d llo i.,.agi,.g. This will pn.vide high .vsolnlio., i.nages
(nsi..g adapl ive optics) of (1.,. d.sl ribnl io,. of the old a..d yo.n.g stellar co.nponents as
well as or the sites of cnrrent star lorn.ation activity from No e.nission. At slightly
longer wavelengths, tl.(« Spit/CM- telescop,. will be abl(> t,. i.nage the ...id ,„r,a.v<l part
of the di.st sp(.ctr..n., dinrtly ident.fyi..g the (-xact site of star lor.nati.,.. a. t.vity. At
th(> shortest wavelengths, Chan.lra will 1,(> able to ...ap tl..' ..ali..-e of the hot gas in
these systems, and I his may p.ovide ai. indejx'. ide.it .i.eas...-e of I he ..ic. ger age.
Hy the («arly 2()l()\s, ALMA will be able Io map the samesysten.s i.. only a fraction
ol the tin.e with n.uch Ix-tter (lyna..iic lange and aiig.ilar resoli.l io... Recaii,s(> of its
large array si/e, a laige n...lt idi..e sn. vry t hat i..cl..(les l()\s and lOO's of inlcraci ii.g
galaxies will become feasible. The imjj.oved a..g.ilar .-esolntjo.. will allow a, m.icl. n.oic
(let.ajled st.idy of the f.ieli.ig piocess of the tidally i..d..ced star formation activity.
At the same time, Moore's law p.cdici that the (•om|)..t i..g power will be abo.it an
!!)()
order of magnitude better than the present capabilifes, i,npr„v„,g the re.soh.tion „f
the numerical s.mulat.ons by roughly this an.ount. Therefore, simulations will be
able to traee the detailed gas dynamics at scales comparable to what is achieved from
observations. Improvement in our understanding of the deta,le<l nucro-physics and
more efficient future numerical techniques may help solve th<. discrepancy between
numerical experiments and observations.
Iv uni-
6.3 Implications to High Redshift Galaxies
The general understanding of galaxy formation and evolution in the earh
verse has improved significantly over the past decade. On the theoretical side, mass
assembly through hierarchical merging of smaller systems has been the commonly
accepted theory of galaxy formation in the lambda cold dark matter (ACDM) model
(Cole et al., 2000). According to n-body simulations, gas rich mergers appear to
dominate the mass buildup in the early universe down to 2 - 2, but predominately
stellar mergers are much more common in the more recent epochs (Murali et al.,
2002)
.
The merger rate determined from these simulations peak at about z = 3 with
a slow decline toward the present day universe (Murali et al., 2002). One word of
caution is that these simulations suffer from low particle resolution especially at high
redshift and therefore the galaxy count is uncertain to a large degree (Keres, private
communication). Observations using deep optical images obtained at the state-of-
the-art instruments such as the HST seem to confirm the increased pair fraction^
as a function of redshift, and it is usually described as a power law (i.e. (1 + z)")
with n varying from 0 to 4 (Abraham, 1999; Le Fevre et al., 2000; Conselice et al.,
2003)
.
The large variation in /?, probably results from the varying quality of the im-
ages, which degrades significantly in images of high redshift galaxies. The sub-nim
'the conversion from pair fraction to merger fraction re(iuires a model to estimate the merger
time scale (Abraham, 1999)
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sources discovered using SCUBA o„ .,CMT (,.e. SCUBA sources) .... LCievod ,o ,.e
the high redsh.ft analogue of U,e local UL.RG populaHon (Biau, et al., 2«„., ,„ost
of wh,ch at
. . 2 - 3 wUh accurate astro^etry have revealed largelv distorted opti-
cal morphology, suggesting ongoing or recent ntajor-.uergers (Chapn.an et al 20„3.
Consehce, Chapman & Windhorst, 2003). This implies that n.ass.ve star f„r,nat,on
m the early universe probably occurred in the dust-obscured disks ,or tnu-leus) of the
mergtng galaxies s.nrilar to those seen „, the local ULlRGs. In s,un„,arv. wit the
observational and computat.onal capabilit.es ach.evable with the curre.u tnstruments
strong merges between disks appear to be a ubiquitous phenon.enon that seemingly
dictates the evolution of galaxies at all epochs.
Large scale accretion and ga.s rich n.ergers probably dominate n,ost of the merger
process at high rcdshifts^ (re.
. ^ 3 (Mural, et al., 2002)) where the structure in the
dark matter halo primar.ly formulates the respon.se of the gas „> the absence of a well
defined stellar drsk. It ,s also suggested that rad.afve cooling plays a vital role tn the
early universe since galaxy formation in a larger vniali.ed structure requires efficient
gas condensation (White & Rees, 1978). Therefore, the dynamical behavior of the
gss in the early universe is expected to be markedly <litferent from what is observed
iu the loc:al universe, and a direct comparison between the two populations is n.ost
likely inadequate.
The apparent gas dynamics are probably more snnilar to the prcvsent day inter-
acting systems in a later epoch when stellar disk-dominated mergers become more
common. However, observations reveal a deficiency of spirals beyond z > 2 (Driver
et al., 1998) and the full Hubble sequence including bulge-dominated galaxies appear
to have assembled in a redshift range of = 1 - 2 (Driver et al., 1998; Brinchmann
^The term "high-rodshift" is a relative term, and higlily deix-nds on one's view of the nniverse To
make the distinction somewhat rigorous, 2 > 2 is defined as high redshift, \ <z<2 as intermediate
redshift, and 2 < 1 as low redshift.
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et a.., 1998). O„o of ,,he ongoing su^ects of
fo™,,„„
mechanise of the galact.c bulge. It . po.ibi., tl.at eitl.o.
..„„,.o„al or infinsie „..,-
turhat,o„ of the bar and subsequent
.„«ow of high
.,ensU„v, W angular u,on,e„tun,
gas can increase the central dens.ty of stars, eventually beconnng th.. constituents of
tlH- nuclear bulge (van den Bosch, 1998; Kannappan, Jansen & Barton, 2m,- InunCi
et al., 2004). Therefore, bulgeless galaxies were probably nu.re numerous u. the u,-
termediate to high redshift universe. In the low redsluft universe, the occurren,-,. of
barred galaxies seem to declme beyond
. . 0.5 (Abraham et al., 1999). The reason-
ing behind this observational evidence is not very clear, l,ut it could be related to
increasing destruct.on of bars, or d.fferent stellar (or dark n.atter) potent.al structure
at intermediate redshifts.
The extended natnre of molecular gas and the associated star formation activity
seen in essentially all of the current sample of . = 0 interacting systems provide an
nnportant new perspective to the nature of interacting galaxies in the intermediate
to high redshift universe. However, these results suggest that only up to . ~ 0.5
are the galaxy morphologies convincingly similar to the local galaxy population, and
that detailed comparison of the physical properties of the atomic and molecular gas
is only meaningful up to this epoch. This leads to a few (luestions including;
1. Is the molecular gas similarly extended in the stellar disk up to z ~ 0.5 and
possibly beyond?
2. Does star formation occur predominantly in the disks at intermediate redshifts?
3. Does A' evolve with redshift?
These questions can be addressed by conducting a survey of z ~ 0.5 interacting
galaxies of higher J transition CO (i.e. CO (2 1)) nnlshifted to a convenient frequency
accessible at the mm-observatories, and from high resolution dust continuum (SMA or
Spitz(>r) images of sources with complimentary high resolution optical (HST) and sub-
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mm (SCUBA) images. S^ilar excitation condit... and d.tri,.,t,o„ justifies the use
of CO
,2-1) .nstead of CO (I-O, (see Chapter 4). I„ add.tion, CO
,2 -1) .
..-edieted
to be 4 t™es ^ore lununous if both traus.t.ons are tracing the san.e opt.eallv Unck
gas. Future
.nvestigat.ou of the nature of ga. in . = 0 . 0.5 interaetu,g/e„lliding
systems and the result.ng characteristics of the star formation acfvitv wil,
.serve as
an important control
.sa„,ple that could further help to better understand the nature
of the intermediate to high redshift galaxy population.
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APPENDIX A
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE AND ANALYSIS
A.l N-body/Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
The TREE-Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (TREESPH) (Hernquist t Katz
1989) IS an n-body/SPH algorithm that is widely used in galaxy/cosmological evo-
lution simulations. Its particle nature permits orders of magnitude variation in the
dynamic range within the same simulation volume, and it is highly parallehzable
by decomposing the entire phase-space into sub-volumes that matches the number
of processes available (e.g. Dave, Dubmski & Hernquist, 1997; Springel, Voshida &
White, 2001). The model galaxies in a typical disk-disk collision simulation consist
of two different types of particles; collisionless (i.e. stars and dark matter) and gas
particles. Collisionless particles strictly obey the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation
and the Poisson Equation (Binney k Tremaine, 1987), whereas the gas particles fol-
low the same equations but augmented by the equations that model the collisional
nature of gas (see below). Integrating the particles forward in time requires large
computational resources that scales as the square of the number of particles [N''),
and a common trick to reduce the computational requirements is to decompose the
particles into a hierarchical tree structure (Barnes k Hut, 1986). The most significant
advantage of this technique arises as the force exerted by distant particles are apj)rox-
imated by their low^est rnultipole moments, effectively reducing the force evaluation
to order iVlogTV
.
Larger number of rnultipole moments can be includ(>d to improve
the force accuracy, but with a cost of increasing computational requirements.
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The basic equations that govern the gas motion in the ISM are;
dp
*+''^-^ = 0- (A.l)
dv VP
and,
du
_
PV V
Tt = J~- (A.3)
where p ,.s the density, v is the three dimensional velocity vector, P ,s the pressure, $ is
the gravitational potential, and a is the spec.fic thermal energy. The hydrodynan.ic
quantities of each particle in SPH are locally averaged using the spat.al and time
variable quantity called the smoothing length (ft). The smoothing length is defined
as the radius that encloses a constant pre-defined number of particles, therefore ft ,s
different from one particle to another, and it vanes by several orders of magnitudes
between the inner and the outer parts of the disk. The smoothing function is typically
a Gaussian or a spline.
The version of TREESPH we have adopted employs an equation of state with T
= 10^ K, and this implies that the simulated ISM cannot directly represent molecular
gas in real systems. The cooling time above 10^ K is known to be rapid (i.e. much
shorter than the adopted time step), and the cooling curve plummets below 10^ K.
The temperature of most of the gas in the ISM, therefore, is assumed to be near this
threshold value.
A. 2 Initial Conditions
The progenitor galaxies consist of a spherical dark halo, exponential gas/stellar
disk and a spherical stellar bulge. The dark halo is modeled using a truncated isother-
mal sphere, i.e.;
(\Mh exp(-/'7r;^)
Z-K-^I^Vc + 7^ ^ '
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where M, is the mass, is the cutoff radius, j is the core radu,s, and a is a noru.al-
ization constant given as
a = 1 - V^qexp{q^)[l - erfiq)]"' (A.5)
where g = j/r,. The stellar and gas disks are modeled using an exponential distribu-
tion, i.e.;
P -
~i;^^-^P(-^Ao) sech'^(2/zo), (A.6)
where M, is the disk mass, r, is the scale length and z, is the scale height. The
central bulge is modeled using,
Mb 1
^ 27ra62m(l +77z3)' (^'^)
where Ah is the bulge mass, a and b are the scale lengths along the major and minor
axis respectively, and = {x^ + y'^)/a^ + /h\
The two identical progenitor galaxies are initially separated far enough such that
tidal influence from the companion is negligible (A^^^ ~ 100 kpc). One galaxy (disk
1) is placed on an exact prograde orbit and the other (disk 2) is highly inclined with
respect to the orbital plane (see Figure A.l).
A. 3 Conversion to Physical Units
The gravitational constant (G), disk mass (il/^), and the radial scale length (ro)
are all set to be unity for convenience. Normalizing these to the values observed in
the Milky Way gives unit length of 3.5 kpc, unit mass of 5.6 x 10'°A/(.,, unit velocity of
262 km/s, and unit time of 1.3 x 10'' years. Table A.l summarizes the key parameters
for different components of the model galaxy derived using this normalization.
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Table A.l. Simulation Parameters
Parameter
1 imestep 10*^ years
Halo Parameters
N 32768
mass 3.2 X 10"
core radius 3.5 kpc
cutoff radms 35 kpc
softening length 1.3 kpc
otai rarameters (disk)
IN 32768
mass 5.6 X 10^° M(
scale length 3.5 kpc
scale height 0.7 kpc
softening length 0.3 kpc
Star Parameters (bulge)
N 8192
mass 1.9 X 10^° M(
scale length (a) 0.7 kpc
scale length (b) 0.4 kpc
softening length 0.2 kpc
Gas Parameters
N 16384
mass 5.6 X 10^ Me
scale length 3.5 kpc
scale height 0.7 kpc
T 10^ K
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disk 1
Figure A. 1 Cartoon of the initial disk setup. The arrows describe the disk rotation
and orbital direction.
A.4 Validity of the Assumptions in the Models
The galaxy encounter model we adopted is an ideal case where several assumptions
were made to simplify the simulation; i.e., (1) completely isolated colHsion of two
identical galaxies on one particular orbital geometry, (2) isothermal representation of
gas temperature and limited implementation of feedback process, (3) fixed gas mass,
(4)spherical truncated halo structure.
Collision of two galaxies do not have a preferred orbital geometry, but occurs on
a random orientation. However, most of the past n-body simulations show that the
response of the stellar disk to a major merger always results in a perturbation of the
axisymmetric rn = 2 mode, and it appears to be mostly independent of the orbital
geometry. Details such as the absence of the h(>atiiig and cooling terms can impact
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the smal, scale struc ture au.l the associated „on-,incar star for.uing I.,„ ,„.,
dynamrcs of the gas such as coherent bulk „,„ti„„ is prol.ahlv vah.l even iu this u.o.lel
that incorporates Hinited micro-physics.
Vanons numencal experiments have predicted that a nmversal density prohle c-an
describe the functional form of the dark halos with a wide range of masses (i.e.
the NFW profile; Navarro, Frenk & White, 1997). This universal profile is believed
to have formed as a consequence of repeated dark halo mergers m a hierarchic al
galaxy formation model (Syer & White, 1998). Two major differences between the
isothermal profile adopted m our model and the NFW profile is the density structure
of the inner region (i.e. the NFW profile is cuspy) and the outer envelope (i.e. the
NFW, in principle, extends to infinity whereas our isothermal profile is truncated at
35 kpc). It is not clear whether the analysis presented in Chapter 2 will significantly
change in a different form of the halo density profile without ac^tually experimenting
the non-linear response of the particles in different halo profiles. It is possible that
the inner cusp can suppress the bar instability and therefore the subsequent response
of the gas may occur at a smaller amplitude. The impact of the truncated halo is
probably less severe as the response of the disk to the collision is largely dictated by
the total mass of the perutuber, and far less by the detailed density structure in the
outer halo.
In addition, the hierarchical galaxy formation scenario predicts continuous gas
streaming from the outer halo onto the disk. This can increase the disk gas content
given that the gas has sufl^iciently cooled enough to form molecules. However, most
of the gas dynamics in the galaxies in the local universe is probably domiiiat(>d by the
primordial disk gas, and even a small increase in the gas content will not significantly
change the overall dynamics of gas. The situation is probably more complicated in
the early universe where higher rate of gas accretion is possible.
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APPENDIX B
FUNDAMENTALS OF THE SPECTRAL LINE EMISSION
The ('(lUHtioii (jI' ladialivc tmnsfbr,
ds
~ + (B.l)
stHt(>s that th,> sixvific intrnsity is dotc-nnincul hv th(- absorption (with an ab-
sorption cocdicicnt K„) and th(> rn.ission (with rn.ission coclli.imt
^ „) tonus. In
Ihcrn.odynan.ic ('(|uiHbnuni thr ("mission and absorption arc con.ph-t.qy bahuicrd,
and the specific intensity is (hvscribed by tlu" IMank function Ii„['r) where,
2}w^ 1
Here, the first two terms constitute what is oflc-n cail(Ml tii(> Kirclilioir's huv. In radio
fre(|ucnci(\s, tli(Miiial cwx^y usually dominates ov(>r photon energy (i.(>. //// << kT)
henc(> Iviuatioii H.2 can be gnvitly simplified by (>xpaiidiii^ the exi)on(Mit iai yielding,
This approximation is called the Haylei^h-. leans Law, and it holds mostly tru(> in
all radio astronomical observations. Figure H.l demonstrates tJi(> robustness of the
Ka\'l(Mgh-.leans approximation compar(>d to th(> tine Platd< t(>mperature at imn wave-
lengths
.
Tli(> absolute (m ror at t he low temixM al ure regime (i.e. a few Kelvins) is
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low, but the relative error could rise above 50%. At a more realistic te.nperature of 5
to 10 Kelvins, the relative error tapers down to about the 20% level, and the absolute
error approaches the asymptotic value of 2.75.
What is important in Equation B.3 is the proportionality between the observed
brightness and the black body temperature, T. This relation allows radio astronomers
to adopt a convenient way to express the brightness of the observed source in what
is usually termed the brightness temperature,
(B.4)
It is often more convenient to express Equation B.l in terms of the Einstein
coefficients;
till/ hVQ Jiy
= -— {N,Br2 - N-,B.2,)hm + ^A^2^i0H, (B.5)
where A21 is the probability of spontaneous emission from state 2 to state 1, B21
and Bu are the stimulated emission and absorption terms respectively, (p{y) is the
line profile function, and and N2 are the number density per unit volume of the
respective states. These Einstein coefficients are further related by
9\Bv2 = g2B2i (B.6)
and
^21 =
-^^21, (b.t;
where gi and g2 are the statistical weights. Comparing Equation B.l with Equa-
tion B.5, the emission and absorption coefficients are expressed in terms of tlu^ Ein-
stein coefficients as,
- ^N2A2i(f>{u) (B.8)
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and
,,„V, ;
(B.9)
In LTE, th,. n.|a.iv<. population in tl,,- two energy ievds arc expr,«s<xl according to
the Boltzmann distribution,
^2 fj2 ( hUo\
(B.IO)
thus now the absorption coofficiont is rewritten as,
i^u — ~ 7 "
—
Ni 1 -
IWo
kT (B.ll)
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Figure B.l The relative and absolute error calculated from the Rayleigh-Jeans ap-
proximation (Tb) and from the true Plank function (Tp) as a function of brightness
temperature (Tb). The frequency was set at 115 GHz and the filling factor of unity
was assigned.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE ATOMIC GAS MASS
The total mass of the atomic hydrogen (H I) can be derived in a relatively straight-
forward way after mcorporating some simple assumptions about the emission prop-
erties of the gas. A brief outline, provided in detail m Rohlfs & Wilson (1999), is
presented in what follows.
The relative abundance of particles in the ground and excited states are distributed
according to the Boltzmann distribution with spin temperature T,;
For neutral hydrogen with uh > 1 cm-\ it is found that is approximately equal
to Ta-, the kinetic temperature of the gas which describes the velocity distribution of
the colliding particles. Thus, we can make an assumption that Tq = fw^o/k = 0.07 is
much smaller than T, (i.e. T, » Tq), which yields;
No go ^ '
Preserving the first two terms of the exponential part of Equation B.ll expanded in
Taylor series, the absorption coefficient is given as.
3f'^ h
=
-4ion//-— 0(i/), (C.3)
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where is the total volume densUy (.e. =
.^„^;v, = 4^,). Us.ng the doftnUion
of optical depth and converting to the Doppler velocity, Equation C.3 becon.es,
dr(v) = -K,(s)ds = -5.49 x 10-'%T;> (s)0(v)ds. (C.4)
By mtegratmg both sides of Equation C.4 over . and . assuming a constant along
the Ime of sight, we obtam the total column density of atomic hydrogen;
N„{cnr^) = 1.82 X 10'%
J r{v)dv. (C.5)
The solution to the equation of the radiative transfer (Equation A.l) can be expressed
in term of brightness temperature, spin temperature and the background source tern-
perature;
r,(.) = r,[i-e-^('')] + ree-^("). (c.6)
Assuming an optically thin emission (i.e. r << 1) and T,. = 0,
Tb(t') = T,t{v) (C.7)
giving Nh as a function of T^, i.e.,
Nuicm-'') = 1.82 X li)'^ J Tb{v)dv. (C.8)
With an assumption of optically thin gas, this c(}uation allows us to derive the column
density of atomic hydrogen by using the observed integrated main b(>am brightness
temperature measured in Kelvins or in .Janskies (see Appendix G). If the (unissioii
is not optically thin, then thv column density has a T, depend(>nce and it is more
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difficU to solve. The total ,na. of H lin a galaxy at
.U.ta,,,... U (in M„<., „„„
flux (in Jy) is thus given as,
Mhi{Mq) = 2.36 X 10^1)2
I s^^^^ (C.9)
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APPENDIX D
SPIN TEMPERATURE PROM A THREE CLOUD MODEL
ere
anil
Consider the simple 3 independent thermalized cloud model in Figure D.l. H
cloud 1 and cloud 3 have exactly the same properties and they represent the vv
neutral medium (WNM) and cloud 2 represents the cold medium (CM) of the ISM.
This models a simple H I cloud structure in a disk, and it is motivated by the observed
evidence that the scale height of the WNM is about twice as large as that of the CM
in the Galaxy. Therefore, assuming a face on galaxy, the emission from the far side of
the galaxy (cloud 3) goes through the CM (cloud 2),then through the WNM (cloud 1)
and arrives at the observer. From Equation C.6, the emerging brightness temperature
at the observer can be expressed as.
Ti> = T,(l~ e--) + [t, (l - e-^) + T3 (l - e^^j (D.l)
The blended brightness temperature can then be converted to spin temperature by
using Equation C.6 and assuming r ~ Ti + ra + 73. The optical depths (rj = 73 and
T2) are both related to the temperature and density by Equation C.4 (i.e. r a N/T).
Therefore, Equation D.l can be solved easily once an assumption for the density of
the clouds are made. Figure D.2 shows the results for two cases; iV^ = iVj = 0.L/V2
and A^, = = 0.5A^2-
When the relative density of the WNM is high (i.e. = N;^ = 0.5A^2), the spin
temp(>rature increases more rapidly as a function of T2 because the contribution from
cloud 1 b(>comes more significant at higher optical depths. In contrast, when th(>
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Tl,taul,Nl T2, tau2, N2 T3, tau3, N3
Tl = T3 = 8000K (WNM)
T2 = 80K (CM)
Figure D.l Schematic of the two temperature three cloud model.
relative density of the WNM is low (i.e. = = CITV,), then the dominant con
tribution arises from cloud 2 regardless of the optical depth, and therefore a shallowe
slope.
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Figure D.2 Spin temperature as a function of the optical depth of cloud 2. This
experiment demonstrates that the spin temperature of the ISM is of order 100 K at
low optical depths (i.e. r << 1).
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF THE MOLECULAR GAS MASS
A constant conversion factor that relates the column density to th,. ennssion in-
tensity (,,.. N„JI^o = X) is denved by first assuming a large enough ensen „f
molecular clouds in virial equilibrium w.th constant mean density across the cl„u<ls
(Dickman, Snell & Schloerb, 1986). Then the mtegrated CO lu.nn.osity can be deKned
as
where Tco is the CO brightness temperature diluted by the beam, A\' is the Hue
width of the clouds, and
.4 is the area of the beam at the distance of the source
(Sanders, Scoville k Soifer, 1991). Assuming the clouds are virialized, AV =
.JgM/R,
and therefore,
^'co = Lco^
^^j^. (E.2)
Thus as far as p and Tco flo not vary substantially across different galaxies, Mco is di-
rectly proportional to Leo- This constant of proportionality, A', has been determined
in a number of ways in order to test the validity of the assumptions adopted (\bung
k Scoville, 1991). It is found that A is fairly robust and ranges from 1 to 5 x 10^°
cm-2 (K km/s)"^ at least within our own galaxy. The Galactic CO to H2 conv(>r-
sion has been applied in CO observations of numerous extragalactic studies without
a solid proof that the physical prop(>rties of the extragalactic molecular clouds are
similar to those optically thick clouds found in the Galaxy. It is also known that A' is
sensitive to the kinetic temperature and the metalicity of th(> molecular cloud (Mal-
oney k Black, 1988; Wilson, 1995). Tli(> (lep(>ndeiice of A on the kinetic teinix'rature
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suggest that A/„, can be overestimated as much as 4-5 in extreme cases where the
star formation rates exceed far beyond the galactic value (Maloney k Black. 1988;
Downes & Solomon, 1998), Wilson (1995) found that X is inversely proportional
to the metalicity ([O/H]) (re. higher metalic.ty gives lower .V). I, ,s also known
that |0/H] correlates with the size of the galaxy (i.e. « (O/H]) (Mla-Costas fc
Ednrunds, 1992), therefore .V is lower for more massive galaxies. Despite still widely
subject to debate, we adopt .Y = 3.0 x 10» cn,-^ (K km/s)- to be consistent with
previous extragalactic studies, giving
NnAcm-') = 2.76 x lO'^ J Tco ii-,)dv, (E.3)
or equivalently,
MhAMq) = 1.18 X lO^D^ j Sco ii-o)dv, (E.4)
where J Sco {i-o)du and D"^ are expressed in Jy km/s and Mpc respectively. The
molecular gas mass, A///,, is often increased by 40% to account for the heavier ele-
ments, but this will not be done throughout this thesis for consistency.
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APPENDIX F
INTERFEROMETRIC DATA CALIBRATION AND
IMAGING
In this section, some of the important and essential aspects of the interferometric
data reduction and imaging are summarized. The detailed derivation and discussion
of the following material can be found in two excellent books specializing in radio
interferometry (Taylor, Carilli k Perley, 1999; Thompson, Moran & Swenson, 2001).
In general, the observed raw visibility data must be processed through 5 inde-
pendent steps before the final synthesized image can be made. These are; (1) data
flagging, (2) gain calibration, (3) passband calibration, (4) flux calibration, and fi-
nally (5) imaging and deconvolution. OVRO offers a standard calibration package
dedicated specifically to calibrate their interferometer data which utilizes a GUI in-
terface for easy step-by-step calibration (Scoville et al., 1993). The VLA off'ers its
well developed, well tested NRAO software MPS. The following 5 items outline each
calibration step.
1. Data Inspection and Flagging: This is the most important stej) in the cali-
bration process. Through visual inspection of the continuum data, this process
allows the observer to discard the obvious erroneous points and time range that
often results from, for instance, bad weather, system malfunctioning, erroiKHMis
data recording, and radio frequency interference (RFI: this afl'ects the longer
frequency observations such as H I or radio continuum more severely). Since
"Bad data worse than, no data'' and "A Itttlc bit bad data is better than no
data/\\nn k Ho, 2003), it is essential to spend consid(>rable eftbrt to maximize
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the data quality which could in turn be rewarded in better S/N in the final
image. For instance, if the observer notices signs of unusual system behavior
from one particular antenna (e.g. high system temperature), the removal of that
antenna from the raw data could potentially increase the overall S/N, at the
cost of decreasing the total collecting area. Thus data flagging and calibration
is an iterative process where several iterations of trial-and-error can possibly
improve the final data quality significantly.
2. Gain Calibration: The interferometric array instruments are not perfect. The
signal output from the array instruments generally displays a (nearly) linear
drift as a function of time. Furthermore, the temporal variation in the wa-
ter vapor content in the earth's atmosphere adds additional fluctuation to the
output signal superimposed to the instrumental drift. In order to properly com-
pensate for these time varying drifts, a common trick in radio and mm/sub-mm
interferometric observation is to utilize a method called phase referencing. This
process requires an intermittent observation of a calibrator (i.e. strong quasar)
that is located (ideally) within a small angular separation from the target source
such that a similar region of the sky is observed. Thus a typical observation
sequence is; calibrator source calibrator ^ ... ^ source calibrator.
Typically, the calibrator is observed every 20 to 30 minutes, and a complex gain
curve (usually a low order polynomial) is fitted to the calibrator visibility data
in a least squared sense, and subsequently subtracted from the source visibility.
Phase referencing will effectively work if the atmospheric fluctuation is longer
than the Nyquist limit (i.e. fluctuation > 2 x (20 to 30) minutes), however it
will add phase noise if 2.5T, < fluctuation < 2 x (20 to 30), where T, is the
on-source integration time in minutes (Lay, 1997). In reality, phase referencing
is not a perfect remedy since the atmosi)here is known to fluctuate in a much
shorter timescale (i.e. < 10 minutes) (Lay, 1997).
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th(> source is required usually either at the begnming or at the end of the track.
Passband Calibration: Spectroscopic observation requirc^s the same visibility
response in all of the channels. Such normalization is don(> by observing a
strong enough source (e.g. a planet) to be able to characterize the shape of the
bandpass, assuming that the bandpass is not time variable. Similar to the gain
calibration, a low order polynomial is fitted to the complex visibility, which are
then applied to the target source.
Imaging & Deconvolution: The previous four steps were done to make ihv
observed visibility as close as possible to the true visibility. Now, once the fully
calibrated visibilities are ready, the final image can be constructed by utilizing
the proi)erti(>s of Fourier transform.
In general, the brightness distribution /, and the calibrated observed visibility
V are directly related by;
wher(> 1 and m denote the direction cosines, and u and v are the visibility points
expressed in wav(!length units. The above relation simply states that the source
brightness distribution can be obtained by the Fourier transform of th(> comi)lex
visibility. In practice, the observed visibility is not a smoot h fuiiclion but it is
obtaiiKKl at discrete points in the u - v phmv. To (luantify the discreteness, th(>
(F.l)
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sampling function, is introduced to Equation F.l which is unity where
the data is present and zero elsewhere. Thus, denoting the Fourier transform
by FT,
lD{l.m) = FT{S{u,v)V{u,v)),
(p.2)
where the lo indicates the dtrty image. The convolution theorem states that
the Fourier transform of a product is equal to the convolution of the Fourier
transforms, thus,
m) = FT{S{u, v)) * FT(V'(a, v)). (f.3)
Defining the dirty beam, Bo = FT{S), and from Equation F.l,
lD{l,m) = BD{l,m) * I{l, m). (F.4)
In words, the dirty image is obtained by convolving the dirty beam or the synthe-
sized PSF to the desired, true brightness distribution. In practice, the Fourier
transform in Equation F.l is solved by using efficient numerical techniques such
as the Fast Fourier Transform (EFT) (Press et al., 1992).
Different weighting functions are used to alleviate the discreteness in the sam-
pling function, v), the most common of which is the natural weighting, and
assigns all data points a unity weight. This gives the best S/N and the coarsest
angular resolution since, by nature, the short spacings regime of the sampling
function contains more u-v points per unit area than the extended baselines.
In contrast, the uniform weighting gives the highest resolution at the cost of
lower S/N, by weighting each u-v point by the reciprocal of the number of data
points found within a user specified grid around each u-v point. This effec-
tively down-weights the short spacing u-v data resulting in a (near) uniform
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u-v distribution. Another commonly used scheme Ls to apply a Gaussuu, taper
to dowu we,ght tl,e u-v sa.npling as a fur,ction of the u-v
.listance. allowiug the
observer to eontrol the beamsize by adjusting the parameters of th,. Gaussian
function. This method benefits most when attempting to detect a faint a„<l
extended emission.
A problem with Equation F.4 is that the nature of discrete u-v saniphng pro-
hibits the derivation of a unique sohition to the true brightness distribution.
Thus for the final image construction, a convenient approach is to adopt a de-
convolution method that allows an approximate interpolation and extrapolation
of the regions in the u-v space where the sampling function is null. A commonly
used (and used for all synthesis image construction in this thesis) method is the
so called CLEAN algorithm, which was originally proposed and developed by
Hogbom (1974). The CLEAN algorithm works under the assumption that the
true brightness distribution may be represented by a collection of appropriately
scaled delta functions. The brightest point in the entire or a specified region
(using CLEAN boxes) of the dirty image is hrst searched for. Then the dirty
beam, scaled to the same intensity and corrected for the damping factor 7, is
subtracted from the searched point in the dirty rmage, and the position and the
scaled intensity is recorded separately. The damping factor (or the loojj gain)
determines the amount of flux that is stored in the modeled brightness distri-
bution, and it is usually optimal when assigned a value 0.1 to 0.2. where an
extended sourc(> benefits more by using a smaller value at tli(> cost of iiicrc^ased
computation r(>ciuirements. This two-step loop is repeatcnl until th(> iiiodc^l sub-
tracted image (or the residual image) is dominated by thermal iiois(\ or until a
us(>r specified number of iteration is reached. The final st(>p is to convolve all of
the individual model components with a CLEAN beam, which is the dirty beam.
smoothed, usually, with an elliptical Gaussian. The residual ima,r is ackled to
the background to complete the process.
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APPENDIX G
CONVERSION FROM JY/BEAM TO KELVIN
The conversion from Jy/Beam to Kelvins and mce versa is often convc-nic-nt, as
both units are used interchangeably in literature. From Equation B.3, i.e.;
_
2kTj,ii,
^ -
~x^^^^ (0.1)
we can compute the source temperature (in K) equivalent to the measured flux density
(in .Jy/B). Here Z^,, is the main beam brightness temperature which is derived by
scaling the observed antenna temperature by the efficiency of thv instruments. T,,,^
is related to the actual brightness temperature^ of the sourc(> by;
where Q., and i\ are the source and beam sizes respectively. The 2nd term in Eciuation
G.2 describes the degree to which th(> actual source fills th(> (wtent of the Ix-am
and it is calhnl thv filling factor. If the filling factor is unity, then the actual Hux
density calculat(>d using E(iuation G.l rei)resents that of tli(> source. However, if the
filling factor is small, then the derived flux density is underestimated by an amount
comparable to the inverse of the filling factor.
Nevert,h(>less, it is useful to tabulate the conversion from .Jy/Beam to K(^lvins in
the r(>levant sjx'ctral line ('mission for future use. The following formula provides ihv
use of Tabl(> G.l.
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Table G.l. Conversion from Jy/B to
Line u (GHz) 7
H I 1.4 6 X 10^
CO (1 0) 115 92
CO (2 1) 230 23
CO (3 2) 345 10
HCN (1-0) 89 155
HCN (2-1) 178 39
HCN (3 2) 266 17
HCN (4 3) 355 6
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APPENDIX H
MOMENT ANALYSIS
The inoinciit analysis is pcrfornuHl using thv MPS task MOMNT. Tho nionuM.ts
arc (lofinod as;
Ma = J I{v)dv, 1^
_
.f vl{v)dv
I{v~ M,)y{v)dv
In words, the zoroth moment gives tho integrated intensity over dv. t h(- first moment
gives th(> velocity distribut ion weighted by tho int(msity, and the scK'ond moment gives
th(> s(iuare of the velocity dispersion w(nght (-d by the intensity. TIk^ zeroth moment is
useful in evaluating the overall distribution of t he (^mission line, and tli<> lirst moment
is useful to und(«rst,and th(> kin(>nuitics of the galaxy, for instance the disk rotation.
The second moment can id(>ntify the region of th(> galaxy where th(> lin(>width is large.
In normal galaxies, the second moment p(vd<s near the galactic center because the
linewidth is usually the largest th(>re. However, it is i)ossil)l(> to have unusually large
lin(>widths beyond the circumnuclear regions of per turbed disks, often as a result of
anomalous kinematics such as inflow or outflow.
The task MOMNT is smart. The smoot hed intensity of each pix(>l is compared
with a us(>r specified flux tJireshold value, and the ])i\el is used for the final compu-
tation of t he moments if tli(> intensity is above the threshold. This way of computing
the moments ensures that the signal will not be washed out, by the noise contamina-
tion froin ])ixels in the signal fV(M' channels. The smoothing functions imi)l(>ment (>d
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in MOMNT are, box<:a,-, Banning an.l Gaussian. Spatial s„u„.,l,„„ i. ,,„„„
using a Gaussian, and ti,. c„n„„o„
.l.oic,. f,., ,1„. v,.io. i.y smoothing is the Hannn,g
function.
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APPENDIX I
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST
ion IS
ion.
Known as the K-S test for short, this snnple but yet powerful technique will
attempt to determine if two independently measured data sets are drawn from the
same distribution function. The K-S test does not assume a particular underlying
distribution of the data, which is a great advantage when the form of the distributi
unknown or the sample size is too small for a robust determination of the distributi
Other statistical tests such as the ^-test assumes a normal distribution to start, but it
is a much better technique when the distribution function is known to be normal or
log-normal. In fact, the Central Limit Theorem guarantees that the reliability of the
results from the ^-test increases as the number in the sample grows. Thus the /-test
may be a better choice when it comes to comparing two data sets with sufficiently
large number of data.
In principle, the K-S tests performs a simple comparison between the two given
data sets by measuring the maximum difference in the respective cumulative distri-
bution function (Figure I.l). The difference, D, can then be used to measure the
confidence level of the null hypothesis^ by applying the following formula;
P = Q{[^|?i, + 0.12 + 0.11/yA^]L»), (I.l)
where
Q{a) = 2X](-1)'-V-2''^';Q(0) = 1 and Q(oo) = 0. (1.2)
'two populatioMs aif drawn from exactly the sani(> (li,stril)ution function
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Here, A^^ is the effective number of data points given by;
N, + N2' (1-3)
The K-S test improves its accuracy as N, becomes large, but even A^, > 4 can yield
reliable results.
Figure I.l Demonstration of the K-S test using 2 data sets. D, as seen, is the measure
of the maximum difference of the 2 cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).
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APPENDIX J
THE ASYMMETRY, CONCENTRATION AND
COMPACTNESS PARAMETERS
Even many decades past its first introduction to the astronomical community as a
simple method to classify optical galaxy morphology, the Hubble sequence (Hubble,
1926) IS still the most commonly used classification scheme in modern day literature.
Many sub-classes of the original Hubble sequence were introduced in the subsequent
years (Sandage, 1961; Sandage & Tammann, 1981; de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991), but
its main problem resides in its root as the classification scheme is based purely on sub-
jective means. Large scale galaxy surveys that are common m recent years demand
an eflicient, quantitative and robust method to properly classify galaxies according to
their morphological appearance, and several attempts were made more recently by in-
troducing simple structural parameters that do not require extensive computation or
model fitting. Using a carefully chosen rotation center, radius and background noise
cutoflP (Conselice, Bershady k Jangren, 2000), the asymmetry parameter (A) can be
used to characterize the disk symmetry in nearby (Bershady, Jangren k Conselice,
2000; Conselice, 2003) and high redshift galaxies (Schade et al., 1995; Consehce, Ber-
shady k Jangren, 2000; Conselice et al., 2003). Another commonly used parameter
is the concentration index (C) which measures the degree of relative light concentra-
tion between the central and the outskirts of galaxies (Morgan, 1958; Fraser, 1972;
Doi, Fukugita k Okamura, 1993; Graham, Trujillo k Caon, 2001; Conselice, 2003).
Together with the dumpiness parameter (S), Conselice (2003) concludes that these
three parameters can i)e used to trace the structural evolution of galaxies that also
shows correlation to the star formation activity traced in Ho eciuivalent width. T\w
following outlines how the asymmefy (A), eo„,pact„ess (C) an.l the new con.,,.
(A) parameters are calculated using the CO (1-0) nuages presented „ Chapter 3.
tnoss
J.0.1 The Asymmetry
1-^
^rotl
21tot (•^•1)
1. Clip the moment 0 map at 5 sigma above the noise level to avoid introducn,
any erroneous signal in the noise. The high cutoff will probably not affect the
derived A value much because A is more sensitive to the asymmetry m the
brighter emission regions, and not much to the faint extended features.
2. Rotate the image 180° around the peak of the K-band image obtained from
the 2MASS^ archive. The uncertainty in the centering is about ~ 1" (e.g. the
angular resolution of 2MASS is 2 3" ) or 340 pc at the distance of 70 Mpc which
is the average distance of the sample.
3. Calculate the residual image by subtracting the original image from the rotated
image, take the absolute value, and normalize it with twice the total flux of the
original image. The normalization results in T = 0 for complete symmetry (no
asymmetry) and A = 1 for complete asymmetry (no symmetry).
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 using an image convolved with the worst physical resolution
in the sample (VV 253) to study the effects of resolution.
Atlas Image obtained as part of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), a joint project of the
University of Massachusetts and the hifrared Processing and Analysis Center/California Institute of
Technology, funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science
Foundation.
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J.0.2 The Concentration and Compactness
^ ^' =
;f
"''"'^ ^
= (.1.2)
1. Cl,p the moment 0 map at 5 sigma above the noise level sin.ilar to the way
done in the derivation of
.4^ The clipping w.n reduce the value of ri
therefore increases K.
2. Calculate C by finding Vso (the effective radius at 80% of the total flux) and r,o
from the peak of the CO (1-0) emission.
3. Derive both (the eflfective radms at 68% of the total flux in stars) and rl,
(in gas) from the peak of the 2MASS images, and compute K.
4. Repeat steps 1 to 2 using an image convolved with the worst physical resolution
in the sample (vv 253) to study the eflFects of resolution to C.
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APPENDIX K
CHANNEL MAPS OF H i AND CO (1-0) EMISSION
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Figure K.l H I channel maps of VV 55
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Figure K.2 CO (1 0) channel maps of NGC 5257
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Figure K.3 CO (10) channel maps of NGC 5258
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Figure K.5 Continue H I channel maps of VV 48
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Figure K.6 CO (1-0) channel maps of NGC 5394
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Figuro K.7 CO (1 0) channel maps of NGC 5395
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Figure K.8 Continue H I channel maps of VV 254
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Figure K.IO CO (10) channel maps of UGC 12915
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Figure K.ll Continue H I channel maps of VV 253
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Figure K.13 H I channel maps of VV 247
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Figure K.14 CO (10) channel maps of NGC 6621
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Figure K.15 H I channel maps of VV 769
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Figure K.16 CO (10) channel maps of UGC 813
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Figure K.17 CO (10) channel maps of UGC 816
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Figure K.19 CO (10) channel maps of UGC 11984
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Figure K.20 H I channel maps of VV 219
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Figure K.21 CO (1 0) channel maps of NGC 4567
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Figure K.22 CO (1- 0) channel maps of NGC 4568
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Figure K.23 CO (1 0) channel maps of NGC 7592
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Figure K.25 CO (10) channel maps of UGC 9903
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H I AND CO (1-0) SPECTRA
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Figure L.l H I spectra of the galaxy pair. The vertical axis are expressed in mjy, and
the horizontal axis shows the radial velocity in kni/s. Continued, next page.
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